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ABSTRACT 

The introduction of distributed renewable generators into the electrical grid is 

required for a sustainable system. In order to increase the penetration of renewable 

energies, microgrids are usually proposed as one of the most promising technologies. A 

microgrid is a combination of loads, distributed generators and storage elements which 

behaves as a single controllable unit for the grid operator. Furthermore, microgrids 

make it possible to improve the system reliability because they are capable of stand-

alone operation in case of grid failure. 

This thesis is focused on the development of AC microgrids under stand-alone 

operation. Its main objective is to design and implement overall control strategies which 

do not require the use of communication cables, thereby reducing costs and improving 

reliability. For this purpose, the following aspects are tackled: 

• Energy management of an AC microgrid with diesel generator, centralized 

storage and distributed renewable generation 

• Design of droop methods so that the current is shared among parallel-connected 

inverters 

• Energy management of an AC microgrid with distributed storage and distributed 

renewable generation 

• Control of the DC/DC stage in photovoltaic inverters with small input capacitors 

within a microgrid 

• Sensorless MPPT control for small wind turbines within a microgrid 
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RESUMEN 

El aumento de la penetración de energías renovables en la red eléctrica es necesario 

para el desarrollo de un sistema sostenible. Para hacerlo posible técnicamente, se ha 

planteado el uso de microrredes, definidas como una combinación de cargas, 

generadores distribuidos y elementos de almacenamiento controlados gracias a una 

estrategia global de gestión energética. Además, las microrredes aumentan la fiabilidad 

del sistema puesto que pueden funcionar en modo aislado en caso de fallo de red. 

Esta tesis se centra en el desarrollo de microrredes AC en funcionamiento aislado. El 

objetivo principal es el diseño y la implementación de estrategias de gestión energéticas 

sin utilizar cables de comunicación entre los distintos elementos, lo que permite reducir 

los costes del sistema y aumentar su fiabilidad. Para ello, se abordan los siguientes 

aspectos: 

• Gestión energética de una microrred AC con generador diesel, almacenamiento 

centralizado y generación renovable distribuida 

• Diseño de técnicas de control “droop” para repartir la corriente entre inversores 

conectados en paralelo 

• Gestión energética de una microrred AC con almacenamiento distribuido y 

generación renovable distribuida 

• Control de la etapa DC/DC de inversores fotovoltaicos con pequeño condensador 

de entrada en el seno de una microrred 

• Control de extracción de máxima potencia sin sensores mecánicos para sistemas 

minieólicos en el seno de una microrred 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

ABSTRACT 

Although electricity generation is currently based on centralized power stations, the 

introduction of distributed renewable generators is favorable in terms of carbon emissions 

reduction, diversification of energy sources and efficiency increase due to decentralization. 

In order to increase the penetration of renewable energies, microgrids are usually proposed 

as one of the most promising technologies. A microgrid is a combination of loads, 

distributed generators and storage elements which behaves as a single controllable unit for 

the grid operator. Furthermore, microgrids make it possible to improve the system 

reliability because they are capable of stand-alone operation in case of grid failure. 

This thesis is framed within the development of AC microgrids under stand-alone operation. 

Its main objective is to design and implement overall control strategies which do not 

require the use of communication cables, thereby reducing costs and improving reliability. 

While chapter 2 deals with the energy management of AC microgrids with centralized 

storage and diesel generator, chapter 3 addresses the energy management of AC 

microgrids with a number of distributed storage units. For its part, chapter 4 first tackles 

the PV voltage regulation and PV power limitation problem by using a DC/DC boost 

converter, and then presents the dual PV voltage regulation by using a DC/DC two-input 

buck converter. Then, chapter 5 deals with the MPPT operation of small wind turbines. 

Finally, the conclusions of the thesis are drawn in chapter 6. 
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1.1 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATIONS 

Electricity is certainly the most versatile form of energy, thanks to its excellent 

transformation capability, which facilitates its generation, transportation and utilization. 

This feature has made electricity become one of the main energetic vectors at present. 

Electrical energy has traditionally been generated by large thermal and nuclear power 

stations in a centralized manner, being then transported through long distances to the 

consumers. However, these primary energies bring along environmental problems 

related to air pollution and global warming, as well as economical dependence on the 

resource producers. For this reason, environmental organizations, governments and 

public opinion are driving the use of renewable energies for a sustainable energetic 

model. 

In contrast to conventional generators, renewable energy sources are usually 

installed as Distributed Generators (DG). Distributed generators can be defined as power 

generators which are connected near the consumer centers and are not directly 

controlled by the grid operator [1.1]. The former makes it possible to improve the 

efficiency by reducing transportation losses. Furthermore, renewable energies are 

environment-friendly and widely spread, limiting the energy-dependence problem. 

These advantages are contributing to increase its worldwide installed power. The trend 

is especially noticeable in photovoltaic (PV) and wind energy, as it can be observed in 

Fig. 1.1 and Fig. 1.2 [1.2]. These figures show how PV and wind power world capacities 

have grown exponentially from 2004 to 2013, reaching an installed power of 139 GW 

and 318 GW at the end of 2013, respectively. 

 
Figure 1.1. Solar PV total global capacity, 2004–2013 [1.2]. 
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Figure 1.2. Wind power total world capacity, 2004–2013 [1.2]. 

However, renewable-energy DGs do not lack drawbacks. Traditionally, one of the 

main criticisms has been the high cost in relation to conventional generators. 

Nevertheless, this comparison is not currently equitable on account of the different stage 

of maturity. As a matter of fact, the cost of energy for renewable-energy sources has been 

continuously decreasing in the last years, and different stages of maturity can be found 

depending on the technology. For example, the cost of energy for conveniently located 

wind turbines has been estimated as 4 c$/kWh, making it competitive against other 

energy sources [1.3]. Concerning photovoltaic energy, grid-connected installations are 

already profitable in some locations and are believed to become cost-effective in most 

countries in the near future. 

Another issue of renewable energies has to do with its grid interaction. Due to the 

increasing renewable penetration, new regulations are demanding that the renewable 

generators participate in the grid support. Some requirement, such as low current THD 

or reactive power support, can be obtained thanks to the interfacing inverter, while 

others, such as low voltage ride-through, are more difficult to achieve and may require 

the use of additional hardware [1.4], [1.5]. On the other hand, since renewable-energy 

sources are usually connected by means of electronic inverters, no extra inertia is 

provided to the grid and, as a consequence, the system damping is reduced. In order to 

increase the damping and guarantee the success of conventional frequency regulation, 

renewable-source inverters can emulate a virtual inertia, but a storage unit or a power 

control is required [1.6]. 

Furthermore, the energy produced by a renewable generator cannot generally be 

controlled since it depends on the resource. High penetration of renewable energies 

decreases the ratio of dispatchable generators and adds at the same time an unpredicted 

component to the power profile, thus complicating the electrical grid regulation. 
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In order to cope with these issues and make a renewable energy-based grid possible, 

storage units or controllable generators have to be included close to the renewable 

distributed generators. Depending on the ratio between controllable and non-

controllable elements, different levels of power regulation can be achieved in this 

system. This combination of elements together with loads is called microgrid, and its 

concept and characteristics are presented in next section. 

1.2 MICROGRIDS 

A microgrid is defined as a combination of loads, distributed generators (wind 

turbines, photovoltaic modules, fuel cells, micro-turbines…), and storage elements 

(batteries, hydrogen, supercapacitors, flywheels, storage tanks…) which are connected to 

the electrical grid at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) [1.7]. Thanks to the energy 

management strategy implemented in the microgrid, it behaves as a single controllable 

unit for the grid operator. In this way, a high penetration of renewable energies becomes 

feasible and more cost-effective, with the consequent advantages in terms of carbon 

emissions reduction, diversification of energy sources and efficiency increase due to 

decentralization. Furthermore, microgrids make it possible to improve the system 

reliability because they are capable of stand-alone operation in case of grid failure. 

Microgrids can be classified in three groups according to their configuration. The first 

one is the AC microgrid, in which all elements are connected to the AC bus, as 

traditionally carried out. This configuration originated from the intention of managing 

distributed generators and loads within a certain sector of the electrical grid. In this 

system, shown in Fig. 1.3, DC elements are connected to the AC bus through DC/AC 

inverters, and variable-frequency generators are connected by means of AC/DC/AC 

converters, while loads and fixed-frequency AC generators are directly attached to the 

bus. The AC bus can be connected or disconnected from the electrical grid through the 

point of common coupling. The main advantage of this topology is its versatility since 

most of the system elements are currently designed and prepared for AC grids. 

The second configuration is the DC microgrid, in which all elements are connected to 

the DC bus, and the DC bus is in turn connected to the electrical grid by means of a 

DC/AC inverter. The main advantages of this topology in relation to the AC microgrid are 

a lower number of electronic converters and a simpler management within the DC 

section. In this system, shown in Fig. 1.4, DC elements generally require DC/DC 

converters, AC generators require AC/DC converters, some loads require DC/AC or 

DC/DC converters, and other loads and DC generators can be directly attached to the DC 

bus. 
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Figure 1.3. AC microgrid. 

 
Figure 1.4. DC microgrid. 

The third configuration is called hybrid microgrid because it has both DC and AC 

buses. This configuration possesses the advantages of DC microgrids and is more 

versatile. However, the presence of two buses makes the system and the control more 

complicated. In this system, shown in Fig. 1.5, each element can be connected to the AC 

or DC bus according to its nature. The AC and DC buses are attached by means of a 

DC/AC inverter and the AC bus can be connected or disconnected from the electrical 

grid. 
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Figure 1.5. Hybrid microgrid. 

Independently of the topology, the microgrid can operate either isolated or connected 

to the grid. In both cases, the control of the elements and the energy management is very 

important for a correct system operation. When the grid is present, the microgrid 
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In case of grid failure, microgrids are capable of stand-alone operation. There are 
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master-slave control where a supervisor sets in real time the operating point of each 
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system between master and microgrid elements [1.12], [1.13]. Distributed control is 

another possible technique, which can be achieved with no communication thanks to 

droop methods [1.14]–[1.16]. Because the grid is not present in stand-alone operation, 

the energy management objective is to ensure the load supply. This is accomplished 

thanks to the storage units, which offset the difference between generation and 

consumption as long as their state-of-charge is within allowable limits. The energy 

management strategy can be implemented by means of a central supervisor and low 

bandwidth communication [1.17], or by using certain properties of the bus voltage as 

communication signals (DC voltage for DC microgrids or RMS voltage and frequency for 

AC microgrids) [1.18]–[1.20]. 

1.3 OBJECTIVES 

This thesis is framed within the development of AC microgrids under stand-alone 

operation. The main objective is to design and implement overall control strategies 

which do not require the use of communication cables. Avoiding communication cables 

is favorable since it makes it possible to reduce the complexity of the system, thereby 

reducing costs. The reliability is also improved because one source of failure disappears. 

Furthermore, since all elements can operate independently, the failure of one of them 

does not affect the correct operation of the whole system. 

The overall control strategy depends on the type of isolated AC microgrid and must 

be applied to every element of the system. Whereas renewable-energy generators and 

loads are generally distributed throughout the microgrid, diesel generators and storage 

units can be centralized or distributed. The centralized approach makes sense due to the 

current complexity of storage systems and also facilitates the control. The most 

frequently used system consists of distributed loads and PV generators together with 

centralized battery storage and diesel generator. The control of this system is addressed 

in chapter 2, in which an energy management strategy is proposed to ensure the correct 

operation of the system in every situation, improving system efficiency and optimizing 

the operating life of the battery and the diesel generator. 

However, the installation of two or more energy-storage units is recommended for 

system redundancy. It may also be required when there is a consumption increase 

subsequent to installation [1.17]. For this reason, a system in which not only loads and 

PV generators are distributed, but also battery storage, is considered in chapter 3. The 

management of a number of distributed storage units becomes more problematic 

because, in real applications, their SOC does not evolve simultaneously. As a result, a new 

energy management strategy which also includes some additional controls is proposed 

in this chapter. Furthermore, in order to improve reliability, all battery inverters have to 
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be independent and control the same voltage. With this aim, droop methods are also 

analyzed in this chapter and new schemes are designed with the intention that real 

power, reactive power and harmonic currents are shared among the inverters regardless 

of the line impedance. 

Since chapters 2 and 3 deal with the overall control strategy, more emphasis is put 

along these chapters on the storage system and energy management controls. 

Renewable generators are therefore considered as ideal elements, operating under 

MPPT or power limitation as dictated by the energy management strategy. On the 

contrary, chapters 4 and 5 focus on the renewable generators, taking into account the 

interfacing converters as well as the non-linear generator characteristics. 

The aim of chapter 4 is to improve the control performance of the PV system within 

an AC microgrid. Whilst in MPPT operation the PV voltage is very close to the MPP 

voltage, the energy management strategy also requires a voltage control over the MPP 

voltage in order to reduce the PV power. Thus, a fast and stable regulation in the entire 

operating range is required for a proper tracking. However, the non-linear nature of the 

photovoltaic array can cause the regulation performance to change with the operating 

point. This effect is accentuated by the use of small polypropylene capacitors at the 

converter input, which are replacing the large electrolytic ones for the benefit of cost and 

reliability. As a result, the PV system control within a microgrid must be reassessed. 

In low- and medium-power systems, a DC/DC boost converter is usually attached to 

the PV generator to step-up the PV voltage at the input of the inverter. In order to make 

the PV generator operate under either MPPT or power limitation, as dictated by the 

energy management strategy, chapter 4 proposes a control strategy for the DC/DC boost 

converter that makes it possible to operate in both modes. Another objective is to 

explain the variability of the PV voltage regulation when using this converter with 

cascaded feedback loops. It is also shown in this chapter that the control variability is 

caused by the non-linear characteristics of the PV arrays, and an adaptive control which 

achieves constant performance for the whole operating range is proposed. Finally, in PV 

systems with different conditions in terms of shades, orientation and/or technology, the 

use of more than one MPP trackers for different module groups is highly recommended 

in order to improve MPPT efficiency. For this reason, the control of two PV voltages at 

the same time by one DC/DC two-input buck converter followed by an inverter is also 

analyzed in chapter 4. 

The objective of chapter 5 is to improve the MPPT control of small wind turbines 

within an AC microgrid. Since a robust and cost-effective system is desired, a very simple 

MPPT method is proposed. This method does not require any measurement from the 

mechanical system, and achieves maximum power for every wind speed by imposing the 
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relationship between the DC voltage and current under optimum operation. This method 

requires having knowledge of the system parameters, which can be difficult to obtain 

accurately in small wind energy conversion systems. For this reason, this chapter also 

evaluates the influence of the system parameters on the power captured by the MPPT 

control. Two negative but realistic scenarios of parameter variation, as well as the 

influence of neglecting the model losses are also considered. 

Finally, chapter 6 includes the final conclusions of the thesis, the contributions which 

have been made so far, and some future research lines which will make it possible to give 

continuity to this work. 

This thesis was carried out in collaboration with the company Ingeteam Power 

Technology and was supported in part by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and 

Competitiveness under Grants DPI2009-14713-C03-01, DPI2010-21671-C02-01 and 

DPI2013-42853-R, and in part by the Public University of Navarra through a doctoral 

scholarship. 
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CHAPTER 2 

AC MICROGRIDS WITH 

CENTRALIZED STORAGE 

ABSTRACT 

This chapter presents the energy management of a hybrid PV-Battery-Diesel system used in 

islanded AC microgrids. This configuration is very attractive for stand-alone microgrids in 

terms of cost and reliability. In many cases, the battery and the diesel generator are 

centralized and generate the AC grid while the PV generators and loads are distributed and 

connected to the grid. However, in these cases, long communication cables are required in 

order to reduce the PV power when the battery is fully charged. This chapter proposes an 

energy management strategy which makes it possible to avoid the use of communication 

cables, rendering the system simpler, cheaper and more reliable. According to the strategy, 

when a power reduction is required, the battery inverter increases the grid frequency. This 

is detected by the PV inverters, which continuously reduce their power in order to prevent 

the battery from overcharge or over-current. The strategy also optimizes the efficiency and 

operating life of the diesel generator. Simulation and experimental validation is carried out 

for a system with 10 kW PV generation, a 5 kVA battery inverter, a 5 kVA diesel generator 

and a 5 kVA load. 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

For remote locations with difficult access to the power grid, stand-alone systems are 

more cost-effective. In fact, these systems are widely established in hilly regions and 

remote villages where they are used for a wide range of applications such as rural 

electrification, auxiliary power units for emergency services or military applications, and 

manufacturing facilities using sensitive electronics [2.1], [2.2]. 

A diesel generator has been traditionally used in stand-alone systems since it greatly 

reduces the Loss of Load Probability (LOLP) and the initial investment. However, thanks 

to the PV cost reduction, the addition of photovoltaic generation to a pure diesel system 

is becoming favorable. The fact that the solar resource is free helps reduce the cost of 

energy and fuel consumption and avoid carbon dioxide emissions. 

Given the similarities between this stand-alone system and the conventional electric 

grid, similar approaches could be envisaged for the energy management. Comprehensive 

reviews on load-frequency control for conventional grids, also including renewable-

energy sources, can be found in [2.3] and [2.4]. Some conventional approaches include 

phase-shift methods [2.5], [2.6], and proportional-integral control [2.7]. Many authors 

show that photovoltaic systems can also contribute to the grid stability by providing 

primary frequency regulation [2.8]–[2.10]. In [2.11], an energy management is 

developed for a stand-alone system. The photovoltaic inverter follows load variations by 

means of a fuzzy control which requires irradiance and frequency deviation as inputs. 

Thanks to the control, frequency deviation is reduced at the expense of limiting the 

photovoltaic power. In all these cases, the regulation contributes to the energy 

management because the systems are based on synchronous generators and therefore 

have an associated inertia. However, energy management in non-inertial systems is 

considerably different from synchronous-generator-based systems. 

A battery energy storage system can also be considered, leading to a hybrid PV-

battery-diesel system. Adding a battery makes it possible to integrate a higher 

photovoltaic power and, at the same time, to reduce frequency deviations. In this case, 

the diesel generator is usually disconnected, which leads to a non-inertial system based 

on electronic converters. The hybrid solution is an extremely interesting option, since it 

achieves a tradeoff between cost and reliability [2.12]–[2.16]. The diesel generator duty 

cycle is reduced, resulting in an increased life and a lower maintenance [2.12], [2.17]. 

Furthermore, whenever the diesel generator is used, it can be forced to operate close to 

its nominal power and then with a high efficiency [2.17], [2.18]. Due to these advantages, 

photovoltaic generation with battery storage is being installed both in existing diesel 

installations and in new hybrid stand-alone systems [2.14], [2.15], [2.19]. 
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The hybrid PV-battery-diesel system requires high-quality energy management for 

optimal operation. The diesel generator generally remains unconnected, whilst the PV 

arrays operate under MPPT and the battery offsets the difference between consumption 

and generation. As a result, the battery State of Charge (SOC) changes accordingly. Then, 

when the SOC is low, the diesel generator comes into operation. This prevents the 

battery from an over-discharge and increases the stored energy. On the contrary, when 

the battery is fully charged and generation is higher than consumption, the photovoltaic 

power have to be limited in order to protect the battery from overcharging [2.20], [2.21]. 

The type of energy management implemented depends on the system configuration. 

Two alternatives are generally used depending on the location of the photovoltaic 

generators, as shown in Fig. 2.1. In both of them, the diesel generator, loads and battery, 

through an inverter in that case, are connected to the common AC bus. However, in the 

first case, the PV arrays are connected to the battery through a DC/DC converter 

whereas in the second case, they are connected to the AC bus through an inverter. 

 
Figure 2.1. Stand-alone hybrid system: centralized/distributed generation. 
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Due to its simplicity, the first configuration (Fig. 2.1(a)) is advantageous in many 

situations. Since generation and storage are centralized, all the information passes 

through the control supervisor and a simple energy management strategy can therefore 

be implemented. When the battery is fully charged, the DC/DC converter can easily 

control the DC bus voltage with no need for communication cables [2.22]–[2.27]. 

However, this structure makes it necessary to install the PV generators close to the 

battery, which can be a limitation in applications where PV generation is distributed. In 

these cases, the second configuration becomes more attractive. 

The second configuration (Fig. 2.1(b)) makes it possible to locate the PV arrays near 

the loads. It can be convenient in many applications such as rural electrification since the 

PV arrays can be placed on the house roof and connected directly to the mains [2.28]–

[2.30]. In normal operation, the diesel generator is not connected. In this situation, the 

PV inverters operate as current-source inverters (CSI), delivering maximum power. The 

battery inverter operates as a voltage-source inverter (VSI), setting the grid frequency 

and voltage [2.31]. As a result, the battery inverter automatically supplies the required 

real and reactive power. However, the drawback of this system is that communication 

cables are required in order to reduce the PV power when the battery is fully charged, 

which makes the system more complex, more expensive and less reliable [2.32]. 

Well-known droop methods succeed in sharing the power among parallel VSIs 

without the need of communication cables [2.33], [2.34]. However, the PV power 

reduction in such a system with no communications has not yet been addressed. This 

chapter proposes an energy management strategy for the whole system. The strategy 

makes it possible to limit the distributed PV generation without the need for 

communication cables. When the battery is fully charged or the battery power exceeds 

its nominal value, the battery inverter transmits the information through the AC lines by 

means of a frequency increase. This message is detected by the PV inverters, which 

continuously reduce the power generated in order to regulate the battery voltage or 

power, preventing an overcharge or over-current. In doing so, the battery charge is 

optimized and its life increased. Besides, the battery is protected from over-current, 

making it possible to install a PV peak power higher than the battery inverter rated 

power, which is often required by the system sizing. This strategy also optimizes the 

diesel generator operation since it is only connected when there is a low SOC and 

operates at a high power, thereby increasing its efficiency and expected life. 
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2.2 SYSTEM PRESENTATION AND SIZING 

The hybrid stand-alone system is shown in Fig. 2.2, where vbat and ibat are the battery 

voltage and current, vgrid the grid voltage, iinv the battery inverter current, vdiesel and idiesel 

the diesel voltage and current, igen the total PV inverter current, iload the total load 

current, Pbat and Qbat the real and reactive power absorbed by the battery inverter, Pdiesel 

and Qdiesel the real and reactive power supplied by the diesel generator, Pload and Qload the 

real and reactive power demanded by the loads, and Ppv the power generated by the PV 

arrays. The PV inverters do not provide reactive power and power losses are neglected 

for the analysis. The supervisor is located in the battery inverter and directly measures 

vbat, ibat, vgrid, iinv, vdiesel and idiesel. From these variables, the difference between the load and 

PV currents can be obtained as 

 load gen diesel inv
i i i i− = − . (2.1) 

However, due to the system configuration and the lack of communication cables, it is 

not possible to distinguish between iload and igen. The SOC of the battery is also 

determined by means of 

 
bat bat

i

Ah

i dt
SOC SOC

C

η⋅
= + ∫ , (2.2) 

where SOCi is the initial SOC and ηbat is the battery efficiency. 

 
Figure 2.2. Voltages, currents and powers known by the supervisor. 
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The rated values of the system with distributed PV generation are shown in Fig. 2.3, 

where CAh is the battery rated capacity, Sbat,nom is the battery inverter rated power, 

Sdiesel,nom is the diesel generator rated power, Sload,nom is the load rated power, and Spv,nom is 

the total PV inverter rated power. 

 
Figure 2.3. Sizing of the distributed PV generation system. 
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The system rated values used throughout this chapter for the simulation and 

experimental results, in accordance with the aforementioned sizing, are shown in 

Table 2.1. 

Sload,nom 5000 VA 

Sbat,nom 5000 VA 

Sdiesel,nom 5000 VA 

Spv,nom1 5000 W 

Spv,nom2 5000 W 

CAh (10 h) 240 Ah 

Vbat,nom 120 V 

Table 2.1. Sizing of the distributed PV generation system. 

2.3 PV POWER LIMITATION 

2.3.1 Description 

There are two situations in which it is necessary to limit the photovoltaic power. The 

first one is related to the battery overcharge. When the battery is charged and cannot 

absorb more power, its voltage will exceed the maximum voltage, vbat,max. The PV power 

must then be reduced in order to limit the battery voltage to vbat,max. The value of the 

voltage vbat,max depends on the battery type and the charging method. For lead-acid 

batteries, Three-Stage Charging is the most suitable charging algorithm, whereby vbat,max 

is the absorption voltage Vbat,abs during both normal operation and absorption charging, 

and the float voltage Vbat,fl during float charging [2.35], [2.36]. For lithium-ion batteries, 

vbat,max is the overcharge voltage [2.37]. 

The second situation is related to over-current protection. When the current or the 

power absorbed is too high, the battery current ibat will exceed the maximum current 

ibat,max. In this situation, the current must be limited to ibat,max, which is also achieved 

thanks to the PV power reduction. The value of ibat,max depends on two restrictions. It 

must first be guaranteed that the battery inverter RMS current does not exceed its 

nominal value or, in other words, that the inverter apparent power does not exceed 

Sbat,nom. This can occur even for a low battery power if the battery inverter is feeding high 

reactive loads. In order to avoid this, ibat,max is set to ibat,Smax, which is calculated as follows 

 

mbat

nombat

Sbat
v

S
i

,

,

max,

cosϕ⋅
= , (2.3) 

where φ is the angle between vgrid and iinv, and vbat,m is the measured battery voltage. 
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Secondly, it is also necessary to protect the battery from currents over its maximum 

allowable current, ibat,Imax. According to this, ibat,max would be selected as the minimum 

value between ibat,Imax and ibat,Smax. However, in order to make the analysis clearer, the 

ibat,Smax is considered to be more restrictive hereafter, making it possible not to account 

for ibat,Imax. 

This chapter proposes a technique for reducing the PV power without the need for 

communication cables. Since the frequency is the same at all the points of the grid, this 

variable can be used to transmit the information through the AC lines. When a PV power 

limitation is required, the battery inverter increases the frequency. Then, the PV 

inverters detect the frequency increase and reduce their generated power in order to set 

the voltage to vbat,max or the current to ibat,max. 

The grid frequency is f = f0 + Δf, where f0 is the nominal frequency (typically 

50/60 Hz) and Δf is the deviation from the nominal value. Figure 2.4 shows how the 

frequency deviation Δf is obtained. Both frequency deviations Δfv and Δfi, defined in the 

figure, are calculated to meet the voltage and current limitations, respectively. On the 

one hand, the difference between the measured battery voltage, vbat,m, and the reference 

battery voltage vbat,max is entered in the controller Cv, which calculates Δfv, limited from 0 

to Δfmax. On the other hand, from the difference between the measured battery current, 

ibat,m, and the reference battery current ibat,max, the controller Ci determines Δfi, also 

limited from 0 to Δfmax. Then, the highest value Δf is selected as the most restrictive and 

the battery inverter imposes the frequency f0 + Δf. 

 
Figure 2.4. Calculation of Δf. 
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Each PV inverter measures the frequency and obtains the measured frequency 

deviation Δfm. The frequency measurement does not involve an additional cost since it is 

already included in PV inverters for grid synchronization and islanding detection. The 

microprocessor makes this measurement by detecting the period between two zero 

crossings of the grid voltage. The frequency is then highly filtered in order to avoid noise, 

transients and external interferences. If Δfm is higher than a minimum safe value Δfmin, 

then the PV inverter stores the MPP power, to be called Pmpp,fr, and continuously reduces 

the power generated up to a frequency deviation Δfmax, where the power is zero. Since 

the value of Pmpp,fr is taken instead of Spv,nom, the PV power starts to be reduced just when 

Δfm > Δfmin, resulting in a faster control. The frequency sensing and filtering Hf and the 

relationship between the frequency deviation and the reference PV power P*
pv are shown 

in Fig. 2.5. 

 
Figure 2.5. Calculation of PV power reference P*pv. 

In order to carry out the PV power regulation, the first stage of the PV inverter, which 

is a DC/DC boost converter, is controlled as shown in Fig. 2.6. When Δfm gets higher 

than Δfmin, the MPPT algorithm is cancelled and the PV voltage reference v*
pv is frozen to 

its last value, vmpp,fr. The PV voltage is then regulated by means of a PI controller [2.38]. 

On the other hand, the power reference P*
pv is divided by the measured PV voltage vpv,m. 

Then, the lowest value is selected as the current reference i*
L for the inner current 

control. In so doing, when Δfm > Δfmin, the power regulation is active and vpv > vmpp. 

However, there are situations in which the power reference can no longer be delivered, 

for example after an irradiance drop. In these cases, the PV voltage decreases and the 

control switches to voltage regulation, which prevents a PV voltage drop in the system. 

This is achieved thanks to the saturation with anti windup to Imax, where it is important 

to select a low value for I0 in order to limit the PV voltage drop. The voltage control is 

maintained until Δfm gets lower than Δfmin and the MPPT is then performed. More details 

about this technique are shown in chapter 4 and [2.39]. 

Normally, vbat is lower than vbat,max and ibat is lower than ibat,max. As a result, Δfv and Δfi 

remain saturated to zero, the grid frequency is f0 and the PV generators operate under 

MPPT (see Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5). Then, when the battery is charged and its voltage 
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exceeds vbat,max, the controller Cv increases Δfv and the battery inverter increases the grid 

frequency. When Δfv > Δfmin, the PV inverter reduces the power generated and regulates 

the battery voltage. Similarly, when the apparent power of the battery inverter is higher 

than its nominal value, ibat > ibat,max, the controller Ci increases the frequency and the PV 

generation is reduced, limiting the battery inverter current. 

 
Figure 2.6. PV power regulation in the PV boost converter. 

2.3.2 System modeling 

The speed and stability of the battery voltage and current controls depend on the 

system and controller features. In order to correctly calculate the controller parameters, 

a model of the system is carried out in this section. The loops for the battery voltage and 

current regulations are shown in Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8, respectively. The different blocks 

are presented below. 

 
Figure 2.7. Battery voltage control loop. 
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Figure 2.8. Battery current control loop. 

The sensing transfer functions for the battery voltage vbat, the battery current ibat and 

frequency f, Hv, Hi and Hf, respectively, can be considered as a first order: 
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where τv, τi and τf are the time constants of the battery voltage, battery current and grid 

frequency sensing, respectively. 

The controllers Cv and Ci are Proportional-Integral (PI) regulators with parameters 

Kpv, Tnv, Kpi, Tni. Their transfer functions are 
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Since the controllers used for the implementation are digital, a digital sampler Sv and 

Si must be added to the model. Being TS the sample time, they can be approximated as 

[2.40] 
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The relationship between the frequency deviation Δf and the reference PV power P*pv 

for Δf > Δfmin is expressed as (see Fig. 2.5) 
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By means of (2.11) and small-signal modeling (small-signal variables are marked 

with a circumflex), the frequency deviation to power reference transfer function Gf 

becomes 
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The PV power regulation is carried out by means of the technique developed in [2.39] 

and presented in Fig. 2.6. This technique achieves high dynamics for the power 

regulation, being therefore possible to assume that Ppv = P*pv for the outer loop. 

Neglecting power losses, battery power Pbat and current ibat can be obtained as 

 bat pv loadP P P= −  (2.13) 
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Finally, considering the small-signal analysis of the lead-acid battery Thevenin 

equivalent circuit model, the battery current to voltage transfer function Gbat can be 

obtained as [2.25] 
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where RS is the internal resistance and RC and Cbat represent the first order dynamics of 

the battery. These parameters can be considered constant for modeling purposes since 

the SOC slightly changes within the operating range of the voltage regulation. 

2.3.3 Controller design 

The controller parameters are obtained by means of the aforementioned modeling, 

which is summarized in Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8.  In our system, the parameters are τf = 1 s, 

Ts = 100 ms, Δfmin = 0.2 Hz, Δfmax = 1 Hz, RS =50 mΩ, RC =12 mΩ, Cbat = 1.5 F, vbat,max = 147 V. 

Voltage and current sensing transfer functions can be neglected since 

1/τv = 1/τi = 13500 rad/s, which is much higher than the cutoff frequency. For both 

voltage and current loops, Pmpp,fr is first taken as Spv,nom/2 = 5 kW for the controller 

parameter calculation. However, Pmpp,fr largely depends on the irradiance and can vary up 

to Spv,nom = 10 kW in this case (see Table 2.1). Thus, a robustness analysis is carried out 

for other values of Pmpp,fr. 
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For the voltage control loop, the operating battery voltage is very close to vbat,max and 

thus it can be considered that vbat = vbat,max. The values of Kpv and Tnv are calculated for a 

cutoff frequency fcv = 0.2 Hz and a phase margin PMv = 60º. However, when a variable 

takes a value different than that initially considered in the model, the cutoff frequency 

and phase margin are not equal to 0.2 Hz and 60º. For this reason, the cutoff frequency fcv 

and the phase margin PMv have been obtained for different values of Pmpp,fr, from 1 to 

10 kW, and are represented in Fig. 2.9. It can be observed that the regulation is always 

stable with a minimum PMv = 54.4º for Pmpp,fr = 10 kW. The figure also shows that the 

regulation becomes slower for low values of Pmpp,fr, which does not represent a problem 

since the over-voltage is less important for low Pmpp,fr. 

 
Figure 2.9. Cutoff frequency and phase margin of the voltage control for different 

values of Pmpp,fr. 

For the current control, the operating battery voltage is around nominal voltage and 

thus it can be considered that vbat = vbat,nom. Current control parameters Kpi and Tni are 

obtained for a cutoff frequency fci = 0.3 Hz and a phase margin PMi = 60º. Similarly to the 

voltage control loop, the cutoff frequency fci and phase margin PMi are depicted in 

Fig. 2.10 as a function of Pmpp,fr. The regulation is also stable in this case, with a minimum 

PMv = 53.6º for Pmpp,fr = 10 kW. The cutoff frequency increases for high Pmpp,fr, which 

protects the battery converter from dangerous over-currents. 
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Figure 2.10. Cutoff frequency and phase margin of the current control for different 

values of Pmpp,fr. 

2.4 PROPOSED ENERGY MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 

The proposed energy management strategy consists of three modes of operation. The 

behavior of each element of the system in each mode of operation as well as the 

conditions required to switch from one mode to another are represented in Fig. 2.11. 

Mode of operation Battery inverter PV inverters Diesel 

Mode I: Normal 

operation 

Voltage source 

Δf < Δfmin 

MPPT Off 

Mode II: PV power 

limitation 

Voltage source 

Δf > Δfmin 

Power 

limitation 
Off 

Mode III: 

Diesel generator 

Current source 

Pbat = min(Pavailable, Sbat,nom) 
MPPT On 

f ≈ f0 

 

Figure 2.11. Mode of operation and change conditions. 

 

Mode III Mode I Mode II 

SOC>SOCoff 

or Pdiesel<0 

SOC<SOCon 

vbat<vbat,max and 

ibat<ibat,max 

vbat>vbat,max or 

ibat>ibat,max 
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2.4.1 Mode I: Normal operation 

In mode I, the diesel generator is not connected, the PV inverters operate under 

MPPT and the battery inverter creates the grid. As a result, the battery absorbs or 

supplies the difference between generation and consumption and its SOC varies 

according to (2.2). The power balance becomes 

 bat pv loadP P P= −  (2.16) 

 
bat load

Q Q= − . (2.17) 

In this mode, the frequency deviation Δf is zero or lower than Δfmin. When due to a 

high battery voltage or current, the regulation increases Δf to more than Δfmin (see 

Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5), then the PV inverters reduce their power and the system switches 

to mode II. On the other hand, if the SOC falls below SOCon, then the diesel generator is 

turned on and, after a synchronization period, the system switches to mode III. 

2.4.2 Mode II: PV power limitation 

In mode II, the diesel generator is not connected and the battery inverter creates the 

grid. The grid frequency deviation is higher than Δfmin and, as a result, the PV power is 

lower than its maximum power. The power balance is the same as for mode I. Thanks to 

the voltage or current control, the frequency and PV power are regulated in order to 

keep a constant voltage or current, equal to its reference (see Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8). When 

the system is not able to maintain that reference, for example due to a decrease in 

irradiance, the regulation reduces the frequency below Δfmin and the system switches to 

mode I. 

2.4.3 Mode III: Diesel generator 

In mode III, the diesel generator is connected and creates the grid whereas the 

battery inverter operates as a current source inverter (CSI) in phase with the grid 

voltage. The frequency generated by the diesel generator does not need to be just equal 

to f0 but must be lower than f0 + Δfmin. Thus, the PV inverters operate under MPPT. The 

power balance is as follows: 

 
diesel bat load pv
P P P P= + −  (2.18) 

 
diesel load

Q Q= . (2.19) 
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In this mode, the battery power is a degree of freedom. In order to optimize the 

system operation, the battery inverter demands a power Pavailable, defined as the power 

available in the diesel generator once the PV arrays and the loads have been considered: 

 2 2

,available diesel nom load pv loadP S Q P P= − + − . (2.20) 

Since in this mode the battery demands Pavailable, it can be observed from (2.18)–(2.20) 

that the diesel generator operates at nominal current (Sdiesel = Sdiesel,nom). However, if 

Pavailable > Sbat,nom, the battery cannot absorb Pavailable and demands Pbat = Sbat,nom. Under 

these circumstances, it is not possible to operate the diesel generator at its nominal 

current (Sdiesel < Sdiesel,nom). Then, by means of (2.18), the power balance becomes 

 
,diesel bat nom load pv

P S P P= + − . (2.21) 

The system will continue in mode III with Pbat = min(Pavailable, Sbat,nom) until the SOC 

exceeds SOCoff, the point at which the diesel generator is disconnected and the system 

switches to mode I. As a result, its efficiency is maximized and its connection time is 

reduced, increasing its life expectancy. 

However, during mode III, if the PV generation increases and the load decreases, the 

diesel generator could absorb power. From (2.21), Pdiesel < 0 could occur for 

 
,pv load bat nom

P P S− > . (2.22) 

In this situation, in order to prevent the diesel generator from absorbing power and 

accelerating, it is disconnected and the system therefore switches to mode I. Right away, 

the battery inverter absorbs a power higher than Sbat,nom (see (2.16) and (2.22)). As a 

result, the battery current regulation makes the battery inverter increase the frequency 

and the system switches to mode II. 

2.5 SIMULATION RESULTS 

The proposed energy management strategy was first validated by simulation. Using 

the PSIM software, an accurate model was developed for all the elements of the system 

with distributed PV generation. The system is illustrated in Fig. 2.3, including two PV 

generators with their inverters. The rated power of the elements is shown in Table 2.1. 

The goal of the first simulation was to validate the system operation in mode I and 

mode II as well as the transition from one mode to another. In these modes, the diesel 

generator is not connected. The results are shown in Fig. 2.12. The represented variables 

are v*
bat = Vbat,abs = 147 V and vbat,m (graph 1); Sbat,nom = 5 kVA and Sbat (graph 2); Δfi, Δfv 

(note that Δf = max(Δfv, Δfi) was imposed by the battery inverter) and the frequency 
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deviation measured by the PV inverters Δf,m (graph 3); Pbat, Pload, Ppv = Ppv1 + Ppv2 and 

Pmpp = Pmpp1 + Pmpp2 (graph 4); Qbat, Qload and the reactive power delivered by the PV 

inverters Qpv = Qpv1 + Qpv2 (graph 5). 

At the start, the nominal load is connected, consuming Pload = 4 kW and Qload = 3 kVAr, 

and the PV generators operate under MPPT, with Ppv = Pmpp = 3 kW. Since vbat,m < v*
bat and 

Sbat < Sbat,nom, the frequency deviation Δf is saturated at 0 (see Fig. 2.4) and the system 

remains in mode I. Then, the irradiance increases and so does Pmpp. Initially, the MPPT 

algorithms maximize the PV power. However, when vbat,m exceeds v*
bat, controller Cv 

increases Δfv, and when Sbat exceeds Sbat,nom, controller Ci increases Δfi. As a result, the 

battery inverter selects the highest Δf value and increases the frequency. When the 

frequency filtered by PV inverter Δfm becomes higher than Δfmin = 0.2 Hz, then the PV 

power is limited following the curve shown in Fig. 2.5 and the system switches to 

mode II. Thanks to the battery current control (see Fig. 2.8), Sbat is regulated to its 

nominal power 5 kVA, with Pbat = 4 kW and Qbat = –3 kVAr. The transient over-current 

has a duration of 1.2 seconds, which does not affect the components. Then, the irradiance 

and thus Pmpp decrease. At the start, the PV power remains at Ppv = 8 kW. However, when 

Pmpp falls below 8 kW, this power cannot be delivered. The PV voltage is then controlled 

to the last MPP voltage vmpp,fr in order to avoid a voltage drop (see Fig. 2.6). In this case, 

the PV power is close to the MPP power since the MPP voltage had not changed 

significantly during the power limitation. As a result of the irradiance drop, Sbat falls 

below Sbat,nom and controller Ci reduces Δf. When Δf,m falls below 0.2 Hz, the PV arrays 

change to MPPT and the system switches to mode I. Then, at second 7.8, the whole load 

is instantly disconnected. At this moment, the battery power changes from Pbat = 2 kW to 

Pbat = 6 kW, Qbat = 3 kVAr to Qbat = 0 and Sbat = 3.6 kVA to Sbat = 6 kVA and the battery 

voltage changes from 146 V to 148 V. Since there is no reactive power, the voltage 

condition is now more restrictive and Δfv increases to above Δfi. When Δfm increases to 

more than Δfmin = 0.2 Hz, the system switches to mode II and the PV power is reduced in 

such a way that the battery voltage is regulated to the absorption voltage. Finally, at 

second 12.5, the irradiance decreases and the PV voltage is initially controlled. Then, the 

frequency is reduced, the PV arrays change to MPPT and the system switches to mode I. 
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Figure 2.12. Simulation results. 

The second simulation was to validate the system operation in mode III as well as the 

connection and disconnection of the diesel generator. The results are plotted in Fig. 2.13 

for real powers Pbat, Pload, Ppv and Pdiesel (graph 1), reactive powers Qbat, Qload, Qpv and Qdiesel 

(graph 2), Sbat,nom = Sdiesel,nom = 5 kVA, Sbat and Sdiesel (graph 3). 

Mode I Mode II Mode I Mode II Mode I 
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Figure 2.13. Simulation results. 

The system is initially in mode I. The nominal load is connected and consumes 

Pload = 4 kW and Qload = 3 kVAr while the PV inverters function under MPPT with Ppv = 

2 kW. The diesel generator is not connected and the battery inverter therefore provides 

the difference between generation and consumption, that is Pbat = –2 kW and Qbat = –

3 kVAr. After some time in this mode, the battery SOC falls below SOCon. As a result, the 

diesel generator is turned on, the battery inverter voltage is synchronized and then, at 

about second 1.7, the diesel generator is connected, switching to mode III. From that 

moment onwards, the battery inverter functions as a current source demanding power 

Pavailable (see (2.20)), which causes the diesel generator to operate at nominal power 

Sdiesel = Sdiesel,nom = 5 kVA, with Pdiesel = 4 kW and Qdiesel = 3 kVAr. Then, at second 2.5, the 

irradiance increases, as does the PV power generation up to Ppv = 7 kW. During this PV 

power increase, at first Sdiesel remains equal to Sdiesel,nom thanks to a higher Pbat demand. 

However, when Sbat reaches Sbat,nom at second 2.8, the battery inverter is unable to absorb 

more power. As a result, Pdiesel and Sdiesel decrease until the irradiance stops rising at 

second 3, leading to Pdiesel = 2 kW and Sdiesel = 3.7 kVA. Then, at second 3.5, the irradiance 

increases again and so does the PV power generation up to Ppv = 10 kW. At the beginning, 

since the battery inverter cannot demand more power, Pdiesel continues decreasing. At 

second 3.7, Pdiesel is very low and, in order to prevent the diesel generator from absorbing 

power, it is disconnected. The system therefore switches to mode I: the battery inverter 

controls the grid voltage and the PV inverters remains under MPPT. Consequently, at the 

Mode I Mode III Mode I Mode II 
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end of the irradiance increase, the battery inverter is overcharged, with Pbat = 6 kW and 

Sbat = 6.8 kVA. This fact causes controller Ci to increase the frequency and, at second 4.5, 

Δfm becomes higher than Δfmin = 0.2 Hz, making the system switch to mode II. As a result, 

the PV power is continuously reduced and Sbat is controlled to Sbat,nom. 

2.6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The proposed energy management strategy was experimentally validated for the 

system represented in Fig. 2.3 (for two PV generators with their corresponding 

inverters). The elements used for the experimental setup are shown in Fig. 2.14, and 

their rated power is indicated in Table 2.1. The PV emulators (only one is shown) 

reproduce the behavior of two 5 kW PV arrays and make it possible to change the 

irradiance as required. The battery and PV inverters are commercial inverters whose 

configuration has been modified in order to implement the proposed strategy. The 

battery inverter was programmed to increase the grid frequency according to the 

strategy developed in section 2.3 and also to manage the diesel generator connection and 

operation following the strategy presented in section 2.4. The PV inverters were 

programmed to reduce the power generated as a function of the grid frequency 

according to Fig. 2.5. The load bank made it possible to select the desired power and 

power factor. The experimental values were taken from the battery and PV inverter 

microprocessors. The irradiance variations represent quick cloud passages and account 

for the size of the PV generator. The irradiance variation was not simultaneous for both 

PV generators, thus modeling their different locations. 

In the first test, the PV power limitation for over-current protection was verified. The 

test conditions were similar to those of the first part of the first simulation (see 

section 2.5, switch from mode I to mode II and back to mode I). The experimental results 

were taken from the microprocessor and are shown in Fig. 2.15. Variables Sbat,nom = 5 kVA 

and Sbat are represented in the first graph; grid frequency fbat and grid frequency filtered 

by the PV inverter, fpv1 and fpv2, in the second graph; and Pbat, Ppv1 and Ppv2, in the third 

graph. At the start, the system is operating in mode I with the PV inverters under MPPT. 

However, after an irradiance increase, the battery inverter absorbs an over-current. As a 

result, the battery inverter increases the grid frequency, which leads to a PV power 

reduction when fpv1 = fpv2 > 50.2 Hz. This makes it possible to control the battery 

apparent power to its rated value. Then, due to a fall in irradiance, it is not possible to 

maintain Sbat,nom. Thus, according to the control of Fig. 2.4, the frequency falls below 

50.2 Hz, the system switches to mode I and the PV inverters once again operate under 

MPPT. With this test, it can be observed that the current control is fast enough to protect 
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the battery inverter. Indeed, after a quick irradiance increase, the transient over-current 

lasts for about one second, which does not pose an overheating hazard for the inverter. 

 
Figure 2.14. PV emulator, battery bank, load bank and diesel generator used for the 

experimental setup. 

 

PV EMULATOR 

DIESEL 

GENERATOR 

LOAD 

BANK 

BATTERY 

BANK 
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Figure 2.15. Experimental results for the over-current protection. 

In the second test, the battery voltage control was verified. The test conditions were 

similar to those of the second part of the first simulation (see section 2.5, switch from 

mode I to mode II and back to mode I). The experimental results are shown in Fig. 2.16. 

The first graph shows v*
bat = 147 V and vbat whilst the other graphs represent the same 

variables as for the previous test. At the start, the system is operating in mode I and the 

PV arrays are delivering the MPP power. Then, a load with Pload = 4.3 kW and 

Qload = 3.4 kVAr is disconnected. As a result, the battery absorbs a higher current and its 

voltage increases over absorption voltage v*
bat. According to the control of Fig. 2.4, the 

battery inverter increases the frequency. This leads to a PV power reduction, making it 

possible to control the battery voltage to its reference value. Some seconds later there is 

an irradiance drop, the battery voltage and therefore the frequency decrease, the system 

switches to mode I and the PV inverters change to MPPT. In this test, a load with 

Sload = 5.5 kVA, which is even higher than Sbat,nom, was instantly disconnected. For such a 

critical situation, it is shown how the voltage control performs correctly, preventing the 

battery from overcharging. 

Mode I Mode II Mode I 
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Figure 2.16. Experimental results for the overcharge protection. 

In the third test, the diesel generator management was verified. The test conditions 

were similar to those of the second simulation (see section 2.5). The experimental 

results are shown in Fig. 2.17. Powers Pbat, Ppv1, Ppv2 and Pdiesel are shown in the first 

graph, and the apparent powers Sbat,nom = Sdiesel,nom, Sbat and Sdisel are plotted in the second 

graph. Initially, the system is operating in mode I. Since consumption is higher than 

generation, the battery SOC is decreasing. When the battery SOC falls below SOCon, the 

diesel generator is connected and the system switches to mode III. Then, the battery 

inverter demands Pavailable (see (2.20)), which makes the diesel generator operate at its 

rated power Sdiesel = 5 kVA. Some seconds later, the irradiance increases. As a result, 

Pavailable becomes too high and the battery inverter demands its rated power, leading to a 

reduction in the diesel apparent power. Then, the irradiance increases again. Since the 

battery inverter is unable to absorb more power, the diesel generator power becomes 

negative and is disconnected, leading to mode I. This mode is not shown in the figure 

because it is very short. The diesel disconnection leads to an over-current in the battery 

inverter, which therefore increases the frequency and the system switches to mode II. 

This results in a PV power reduction and a limitation of the battery inverter current. 

Mode I Mode II Mode I 
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With this test, it can be observed that the diesel generator management strategy makes it 

operate at its rated power for as long as possible and protects it from absorbing power. 

This optimizes the diesel generator efficiency and duty cycle. 

 
Figure 2.17. Experimental results for the diesel generator management. 

2.7 CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter develops an energy management strategy for a stand-alone system in 

which the battery and the diesel generator are centralized and generate the grid whilst 

the loads and the PV generators are distributed and connected to the grid. 

During normal operation, the diesel generator is not connected and the battery 

absorbs the difference between generation and consumption. Whenever the battery is 

fully charged or its power exceeds its nominal value, the PV power has to be limited. In 

order to transmit this information, the battery inverter increases the frequency, which is 

detected by the PV generators. As a result, the PV power is continuously reduced in order 

to control the battery voltage or battery current to the maximum value. The use of 

frequency means that communication cables are unnecessary, making the system 

simpler, cheaper and more reliable. The control is fast and stable enough for any 

situation, preventing the battery from overcharge and over-current, improving its 

Mode I Mode III Mode II 
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expected life and making it possible to install a PV power higher than the battery 

inverter rated power. On the other hand, when the battery SOC is low, the diesel 

generator is connected. Here, the strategy makes the diesel generator operate at its rated 

power as far as possible, optimizing its efficiency and expected life. 

Furthermore, this energy management strategy makes it possible to supply the loads 

in case of battery failure. Whilst the strategy is based on the battery inverter, the battery 

is also the most vulnerable element. If the battery is broken down, the diesel generator is 

connected and generates the grid whereas the PV inverters operate under MPPT. In this 

mode, if the PV power becomes higher than the load power, the diesel generator absorbs 

power. As a result, the grid frequency increases and the PV power is reduced, which 

ensures a correct system operation.  

Simulation and experimental results were obtained for a system with a 10 kW PV 

generation, a 5 kVA battery inverter, a 5 kVA diesel generator and a 5 kVA load, 

validating the energy management strategy for the most critical situations. 
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CHAPTER 3 

AC MICROGRIDS WITH 

DISTRIBUTED STORAGE 

ABSTRACT 

This chapter presents the frequency and voltage regulation together with the energy 

management of an islanded ac microgrid with distributed energy storage and power 

generation. The use of the frequency as a communication signal prevents the need for 

communication cables, rendering the system more cost-effective and reliable. 

For the frequency and voltage regulation, the droop method is employed. This chapter first 

proposes a simple linear model which makes it possible to discern the different dynamic 

properties and to readily design the control parameters. The effect of not considering the 

load is also evaluated. Regarding the AC voltage regulation, an interesting approach is to 

control the RMS voltage instead of its instantaneous value. This chapter also proposes a 

harmonic compensation to cope with the problems of the RMS control, making it possible to 

reduce the voltage THD and equally share the current harmonics among the inverters. 

The energy management is then presented. When the battery SOCs are within limits, the 

proposed SOC-based droop control makes it possible to maintain the same SOC level for all 

batteries and, at the same time, optimize the power response performance. On the other 

hand, when the batteries are fully charged/discharged, the strategy modifies the 

conventional droop method so that the power becomes unbalanced, allowing for the 

regulation of one or more battery voltages or currents, as required. When needed, the 

frequency is also modified in order to reduce the generation, regulate the non-critical loads 

or make an emergency stop. 

Simulation and experimental validation is provided throughout the chapter. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 

3.1.1 Frequency and voltage regulation 

As discussed in chapter 1, distributed energy storage and generation present 

attractive features for islanded AC microgrids [3.1]–[3.4]. A frequently adopted and 

sustainable solution includes photovoltaic (PV) and wind generation with battery energy 

storage [3.5]–[3.8]. This configuration is shown in Fig. 3.1, where the wind turbines are 

connected to the AC grid through AC/AC converters whilst the batteries and PV 

generators are connected using DC/AC inverters [3.9], [3.10]. 

 
Figure 3.1. Stand-alone hybrid system with distributed energy storage and 

generation. 

There are several techniques to implement the frequency and voltage regulation in 

this system [3.11]. On one hand, there is a central control or master-slave approach 

where a supervisor sets in real time the operating point of each element [3.12]. The 

drawback of this approach is that it requires a fast communication system between 

master and microgrid elements [3.13], [3.14]. Distributed control is another possible 

technique. In this case, the battery inverters operate as Voltage Source Inverters (VSI) 

using droop methods and regulate the grid frequency and voltage. This makes the 

inverters independent and avoids the need for communication between them, thereby 

reducing costs and improving reliability [3.15]–[3.17]. For their part, the 

photovoltaic/wind converters harvest the solar/wind energy and operate as Current 

Source Inverters (CSI) injecting power into the grid [3.18], [3.19]. 

For inverter-based microgrids with distributed control, frequency and voltage 

regulation are based on droop methods because only local measurements are required. 
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In the conventional droop control, each inverter measures its real and reactive powers, 

and then a frequency and voltage droop is applied following the real power–frequency 

(P–f) and reactive power–voltage (Q–V) droops. As a result, the power is equally shared 

among the inverters. 

Small-signal analysis is generally used for modeling the voltage and frequency 

regulation in droop-based microgrids. Even though the control can be decoupled into P–f 

and Q–V droops for purely inductive output impedances, the real and reactive power 

responses are actually coupled. For this reason, their modeling is jointly carried out in 

the literature [3.15], [3.20]–[3.24]. However, this modeling is complicated and hides the 

different dynamic properties of the real and reactive power responses. In section 3.3, an 

approximate model where the real and reactive power dynamics are clearly 

distinguished is proposed. The approximation makes it possible to derive a linear model, 

thereby simplifying the analysis and preventing the small-signal modeling. The error of 

the proposed model is shown to be small by comparison with an accurate small-signal 

model. 

In the previous models, the load effect is not considered. However, the load can also 

have an effect on the stability. While some authors take the load into account for the 

system modeling [3.15], [3.20], [3.21], others consider the stiff AC grid approximation 

[3.22]–[3.24]. The error of not considering the load is also evaluated in section 3.3 for a 

low-voltage AC grid by means of the linear and small-signal models. It is shown that the 

load can be neglected in this case, which validates the accuracy of the proposed model. 

With regard to the AC grid voltage regulation, an interesting approach consists of 

regulating the RMS voltage instead of the instantaneous voltage [3.25], [3.26]. Since the 

voltage regulation is designed in DC, a simple PI controller can provide accurate voltage 

tracking [3.25]. In addition, the inner current loop can be avoided [3.26], [3.27]. 

Although a current protection must be added, the system implementation becomes much 

simpler. What is more, since no instantaneous voltage measurement is required by the 

control, low Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) is provided when feeding linear loads 

[3.25], [3.27]. However, this approach also has drawbacks. Due to the RMS controller, 

transients for load connections are longer [3.25], [3.26]. Besides, when feeding non-

linear loads, the voltage THD increases and current harmonics are not equally shared by 

the inverters [3.25]. 

In this chapter, section 3.5 proposes to solve the problems of the RMS voltage control 

for single-phase parallel-connected inverters when feeding non-linear loads. It will be 

shown how the implementation of a harmonic compensation reduces the voltage THD 

while, at the same time, makes it possible to equally share the current harmonics among 

the different inverters. 
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3.1.2 Energy management 

Although conventional droop methods achieve power sharing, they are unable to 

perform energy management by themselves. For this reason, local droop control is 

usually extended by a global control through low bandwidth communication [3.19], 

[3.28]. In order to avoid completely any kind of communication cables, a new energy 

management approach is proposed in this chapter. 

The system presented in Fig. 3.1 requires high-quality energy management for 

optimal operation. In normal operation, the Renewable Energy Sources (RES) operate 

under Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) and the batteries offset the difference 

between consumption and generation. In this situation, the battery inverters operate as 

Voltage Source Inverters (VSI) controlling the grid frequency and voltage while the 

photovoltaic/wind converters harvest the solar/wind energy and operate as Current 

Source Inverters (CSI) injecting power into the grid. In this operating mode, the State-of-

Charge (SOC) of the Energy Storage Systems (ESS) changes according to the difference 

between consumption and generation. 

Although it is desirable that all battery SOCs evolve at the same time, the droop 

method is unable to achieve this objective by itself. When using conventional droop 

methods, the P–f curve slope is normally set according to the inverter rated power, in 

order to share the real powers in proportion to their ratings [3.29], [3.30]. Although the 

ratios between the battery capacity and the inverter rated power (C/Sbat) should ideally 

be the same for all battery inverters to ensure that all battery SOCs change 

simultaneously, in real applications this is not so. The initial C/Sbat ratio will never be 

exactly the same for all battery inverters due to manufacturing variation or inadequate 

system sizing. Moreover, the battery aging will lead to a capacity reduction which will be 

more pronounced in some battery banks than in others. The initial SOC can also vary 

considerably from one battery to another. These situations cause the batteries to operate 

with different SOCs leading to less than optimal operation. 

In [3.31], a fuzzy control is used for the storage energy control of electric-double-

layer capacitors in dc microgrids. The fuzzy control changes the dc voltage reference to 

balance the stored energy. However, this method is not based on local measurements 

since the fuzzy control input requires information about the energy stored in other 

electric-double-layer capacitors. 

In order to maintain the same SOC for all energy storage units without the use of 

communication circuits, the P–f curve (Vdc – Idc curve for DC microgrids) must be changed 

as a function of the SOC of each storage unit. Some authors have proposed changing the 

slope of this curve [3.19], [3.20], [3.23], [3.32], [3.33]. In [3.32], it can be observed how 

the SOC of two batteries in an AC microgrid tends to reach the same value after a 
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different initial SOC. However, the authors fail to analyze what occurs after that initial 

transient when each battery inverter has a different C/Sbat ratio. Furthermore, changing 

the P–f curve slope has an effect on the stability and dynamic performance of the power 

response [3.21], [3.25], [3.34], [3.35]. This fact prevents the optimization of the power 

response and results in operating point-dependent damping and dynamics. 

In this chapter, section 3.6 proposes a new SOC-based droop control for islanded AC 

microgrids with distributed energy storage whereby the P–f curve is shifted either 

upwards or downwards in line with the battery SOC. As a result, the battery with a 

higher SOC will either deliver more power or absorb less power until all the batteries 

reach the same SOC, with no need for communication cables. Thanks to this curve 

shifting, the time constant for the battery SOC convergence can be set independently of 

the power response dynamics, unlike the slope changing method. The P–f curve slope is 

kept constant, making it possible to optimize the power response performance and 

achieve constant damping and dynamics. Furthermore, this method limits the SOC 

imbalance as required for batteries with different C/Sbat ratios, without affecting the 

system stability. 

The control discussed so far in this section corresponds to the energy management 

during normal operation, i.e. while the battery SOCs are within limits. However, when 

the batteries are fully charged and generation is higher than consumption, the RES 

power has to be be limited in order to protect the batteries from overcharging [3.36]. 

Similarly, if the charging current exceeds its maximum value, then the RES power also 

has to be reduced in order to provide over-current protection. On the contrary, when the 

batteries are fully discharged and consumption is higher than generation or if the 

discharging current exceeds its maximum value, the loads have to be disconnected or the 

system has to be shutdown in order to prevent serious damage to the batteries. 

Some authors have implemented this energy management strategy for islanded AC 

microgrids with only one battery bank. The most complicated part of the control consists 

in regulating the battery overcharge voltage or the maximum charging current yet with 

no communication cables between the distributed inverters. Whilst in some works a 

central supervisor is required for the energy management [3.37], [3.38], other authors 

completely avoid the communication system by using the grid frequency as a 

communication signal [3.18], [3.39], [3.40]. In [3.40], an integral term is added to the 

conventional droop method in order to increase or decrease the frequency. The 

frequency is used by the RES and the battery to switch from voltage control mode to 

power control mode and vice versa, making it possible to control the battery power 

when required in order to regulate the SOC. In [3.18] and [3.39], the battery inverter 

always operates as VSC and the RES as CSC. When the battery is fully charged or the 

battery current exceeds its maximum value, then the battery inverter increases the 
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frequency as dictated by the PI controller output. This message is detected by the RES 

inverters, which continuously reduce the power generated in order to regulate the 

battery voltage or current, preventing an overcharge or over-current. 

An energy management strategy with multiple battery banks has been vaguely 

analyzed in the literature [3.20]. However, the installation of two or more energy-storage 

units is recommended for system redundancy [3.31]. It may also be required when there 

is a consumption increase subsequent to installation [3.20]. The management of a 

number of batteries becomes more problematic because, in real applications, their SOC 

does not evolve simultaneously. As a result, the energy management strategy must also 

include some additional controls. Specifically, the voltage of the most charged battery 

must first be controlled, followed by the voltage of the other batteries and finally the 

voltage of all batteries, all this in an inverter-based system with extremely variable 

generation and consumption. In [3.20], a supervisory control for the management of 

multiple batteries is proposed. Whenever the battery voltages reach their maximum 

values, the battery inverters switch to CSC operation whilst the RES inverters switch to 

VSC and generate the DC grid, providing the required power to supply the batteries and 

the loads. The control also alternates the charging of the various batteries. However, this 

energy management is possible thanks to the central supervisor. Furthermore, battery 

over-current protection is not implemented. 

In this chapter, section 3.7 proposes an energy management strategy for a multiple-

battery system during high and low SOC operation with no need for communication 

cables between inverters or with a central supervisor. Whenever the batteries are fully 

charged or are absorbing too much current, then the grid frequency is increased. This is 

measured by the RES inverters, which reduce their power in order to control the battery 

voltages or currents. Furthermore, the control coordinates the various batteries. If some 

batteries have not reached their maximum voltage or current, then the surplus power is 

transferred from the charged batteries to the non-charged batteries without limiting the 

RES power, making the most of the solar/wind energy. This chapter also addresses 

protection during battery discharging. As in the case of battery charging, when the 

batteries are either fully discharged or delivering too much current, the grid frequency is 

decreased. The power is first transferred from some batteries to the others. However, if 

all the batteries have reached the minimum voltage or maximum discharging current, 

then the frequency reduction is detected by the non-critical loads, which are either 

regulated or disconnected. If this is not possible, then the system is shutdown in order to 

prevent irreversible damage to the batteries. 
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3.2 POWER CALCULATION 

3.2.1 Product and low-pass filter 

Since the real and reactive powers are required as inputs for the droop control, an 

accurate and fast calculation is desirable. Real and reactive powers can be obtained from 

the grid voltage and the inverter current by means of different methods. The simplest 

one is presented here and is named the Product and Low-Pass Filter (P&LPF) [3.41], 

[3.42]. The grid voltage and inverter current can be expressed as 

 ( ) 2 sin( )v t V tω= ⋅  (3.1) 

 1 1 3 3 5 5( ) 2 sin( ) 2 sin(3 ) 2 sin(5 ) ...dci t I I t I t I tω ϕ ω ϕ ω ϕ= + ⋅ − + ⋅ − + ⋅ − + , (3.2) 

where ω is the fundamental angular frequency, V is the RMS grid voltage, Idc is the DC 

current, I1, I3, I5… are the RMS harmonic currents, and φ1, φ3, φ5… are the angles between 

the grid voltage and the harmonic currents. It is assumed that the inverters are feeding 

typical non-linear loads, and the voltage harmonics are neglected for simplifying 

derivation. The DC current can be due to a non-linear load such a half-wave rectifier or 

can represent a low-frequency transient. 

The instantaneous power can be obtained as the product of grid voltage and inverter 

current as follows: 

 1 1 1 1

3 3 3 3 5 5

( ) ( ) ( ) cos 2 sin cos(2 )

cos(2 ) cos(4 ) cos(4 ) ...

dcp t v t i t V I V I t V I t

V I t V I t V I t

ϕ ω ω ϕ
ω ϕ ω ϕ ω ϕ

= ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ − +
+ ⋅ ⋅ − − ⋅ ⋅ − + ⋅ ⋅ − +

. (3.3) 

The real power is defined as the average value of (3.3). It can be observed that the 

instantaneous power has many harmonic components, which should be filtered in order 

to work out the real power. The main harmonic is generally due to the fundamental 

current, with amplitude V·I1 and at twice the grid frequency. In order to filter this 

harmonic, the cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter should be much lower that 2ω, 

which is usually below 10 rad/s (1.59 Hz), slowing down the dynamic performance. 

3.2.2 P-Q theory and digital sampling 

To enhance dynamic performance, a power calculation based on p-q theory is used 

[3.42]–[3.44]. According to the p-q theory, the real and reactive powers can be obtained 

as 

 ( )( ) 1 2p t v i v iαβ α α β β= ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅  (3.4) 
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 ( )( ) 1 2q t v i v iαβ β α α β= ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ , (3.5) 

where vα=v(t), iα=i(t), and the voltage vβ and current iβ are obtained by introducing a 

phase delay of π/2 to vα and iα by using a circular buffer. 

In this work, a digital microprocessor is used. It is then much simpler to delay the 

voltage and current a certain time Td=2π/4ω0, where ω0 is the nominal frequency (for 

50 Hz, Td=5 ms), preventing the use of extra hardware. As a result, the vα and iα 

expressions change because the fundamental component and harmonics 5, 9, 13… are 

delayed π/2 but harmonics 3, 7, 11… are delayed 3π/2. The voltage vβ and current iβ can 

then be expressed as 

 2 sin
2

v V tβ
πω = ⋅ − 

 
 (3.6) 

1 1 3 3 5 5

3
2 sin 2 sin 3 2 sin 5 ...

2 2 2
dc

i I I t I t I tβ
π π πω ϕ ω ϕ ω ϕ     = + ⋅ − − + ⋅ − − + ⋅ − − +     

     
. (3.7) 

Using the expression for pαβ(t) and qαβ(t) presented in (3.4) and (3.5), and considering 

(3.1), (3.2), (3.6) and (3.7), one obtains 

 
( )

( ) ( )
1 1

3 3 5 5

( ) cos sin / 4

cos 4 cos 4 ...

dc
p t V I V I t

V I t V I t

αβ ϕ ω π

ω ϕ ω ϕ

= ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ − +

− ⋅ ⋅ − + ⋅ ⋅ − +
 (3.8) 

 ( ) ( )1 1 5 5
( ) sin cos / 4 sin 4 ...

dc
q t V I V I t V I tαβ ϕ ω π ω ϕ= ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ − − ⋅ ⋅ − + . (3.9) 

The real and reactive powers are defined as the average value of (3.8) and (3.9), 

respectively. By comparing these expressions to (3.3), it can be observed that the most 

problematic harmonic, at a frequency of 2ω, has disappeared, and the harmonic due to 

the DC current has been reduced. As a result, the cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter 

can be higher than with the previous method, specifically about 60 rad/s (9.55 Hz). This 

makes it possible to improve the droop method dynamic performance. 

Expressions (3.6)–(3.9) are obtained for ω=ω0. However, the frequency varies around 

its nominal value during operation due to the droop method. Because a fixed delay time 

Td is used for vβ and iβ, the actual phase delay will be around π/2 or 3π/2 when ω≠ω0. 

Although it is not shown here for space reasons, the harmonics at ω, 2ω, 4ω… slightly 

change in relation to (3.8) and (3.9) and the average value of pαβ(t) is still equal to the 

real power P. However, the average value of qαβ(t) does change and is not equal to the 

reactive power Q anymore but to 

 ( )( ), 1 1 0sin cos / 2 1 /avQ V Iαβ ϕ π ω ω= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − . (3.10) 
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This expression shows that, with this method, the calculated reactive power will be 

always lower than its actual value when ω≠ω0. However, since the frequency variation 

range must be between ±2% according to IEEE standards, the reactive power error is 

lower than 0.05%, which can be totally neglected. 

This method was validated and compared to the previous method by means of 

simulation results, shown in Fig. 3.2. At the beginning, the inverter is supplying both a 

linear and non-linear loads, with Pload=3500 W and Qload=1300 VAr in total. Then, at 

second 1.5, other linear and non-linear loads, with Pload=1700 W and Qload=600 VAr in 

total, are connected. As a result of the power increase, the grid frequency changes from 

49.63 Hz to 49.53 Hz. The high value of the current harmonics can be observed in the 

first graph. The second graph represents the method presented in section 3.2.1, both the 

instantaneous power p(t) given by (3.3) and the real power P obtained after applying a 

LPF with cutoff frequency of 10 rad/s. The large value of the power harmonic at 2ω as 

well as the slow response of the calculation can be observed. In the third and fourth 

graphs, the method presented in this section is shown. It can be noted that the harmonics 

of Pαβ and Qαβ have both lower amplitude and higher frequency, as predicted by (3.8) and 

(3.9). As a result, the real power P and reactive power Q are accurately obtained after 

applying a LPF with cutoff frequency of 40 rad/s. 

Thanks to its superior dynamic performance, the power calculation explained in this 

section, including the p-q theory, the fixed time delay and the low-pass filter, will be used 

from now on in this work. 

 
Figure 3.2. Power calculation for product plus LPF (method 1) and for p-q theory 

and digital sampling plus LPF (method 2). 
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3.3 DROOP METHOD FOR LINEAR LOADS 

3.3.1 Droop method and RMS voltage regulation 

Fig. 3.3 represents an islanded microgrid with N single-phase Voltage Source 

Inverters (VSIs) connected in parallel. Thanks to the droop method, the VSIs jointly 

control the grid voltage and frequency. The power sources S1 to SN are modeled as 

voltage sources, implying that their power response is much quicker than the droop 

method dynamics. As a result, the droop method modeling presented in this section is 

valid for an energy storage system such as a battery or a supercapacitor, or a renewable 

energy source such as a photovoltaic generator, in which their dynamic response is very 

quick [3.45]–[3.47]. To be coherent with the energy management presented at the end of 

this chapter, batteries will be chosen as the power source. 

The inverters are connected to the AC bus through an inductive filter Lfi. In order to 

generalize, they can have different rated powers Sbat,i, and also different per-unit output 

impedances. Linear loads and Current Source Inverters (CSIs) are also connected to the 

AC bus, absorbing (or delivering when negative) a net real power PT and a net reactive 

power QT. The instantaneous values of voltages and currents are defined in the figure. 

 
Figure 3.3. Voltage source inverters connected in parallel. 

Fig. 3.4 shows the block diagram of the droop method and RMS voltage regulation. 

For every inverter, the droop method obtains the frequency and RMS grid voltage 

reference, f and V*, respectively, as a function of the real and reactive powers, P and Q. By 

means of a PI controller and the RMS measured voltage Vm, the RMS output voltage E is 

obtained. Since the RMS output voltage and frequency are known, the instantaneous 

voltage e can finally be obtained and modulated. 
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Figure 3.4. Block diagram of the droop method and RMS voltage regulation. 

Fig. 3.5 shows the equivalent circuit of N inverters connected to a common AC bus 

through their output impedances. These output impedances Zi can be resistive or 

inductive depending on both the type of grid and the control. Its real part is the output 

resistance Ri and its imaginary part is the output reactance Xi. The real and reactive 

powers injected into the bus by every unit can be expressed as follows [3.48]: 

 ( )
2 2

sin cos , 1,...,i

i i i i i i

i i

V E V
P X R E V i N

Z Z
δ δ⋅

= ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − =  (3.11) 

 ( )
2 2

sin cos , 1,...,i

i i i i i i

i i

V E V
Q R X E V i N

Z Z
δ δ⋅

= − ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − = , (3.12) 

where δi is the power angle (angle between ei and v). 

 
Figure 3.5. Equivalent circuit of N inverters connected to an AC bus. 

An important aspect of the RMS regulation is that the filter inductance also becomes 

part of the output impedance for the droop method. Given the high value of this filter 

impedance (the per-unit value is typically about 10%), it is possible to consider the 

output impedance as inductive, regardless of the line impedance. Thanks to this 

assumption, and from (3.11) and (3.12), the real power Pi and reactive power Qi 

provided by each inverter can be expressed as 
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 ( )cos , 1,...,
i i i

i

V
Q E V i N

X
δ= ⋅ − = . (3.14) 

In practical applications, the power angle δ is small. Thus, (3.13) and (3.14) can be 

rewritten as 

 , 1,...,i

i i

i

V E
P i N

X
δ⋅

≈ ⋅ =  (3.15) 

 ( ) , 1,...,
i i

i

V
Q E V i N

X
≈ − = . (3.16) 

As a consequence, the inverter real power can be controlled by the power angle δ and 

the reactive power by the output voltage E. Based on these relationships, the 

conventional droop method imposes the following control to every inverter: 

 
0 , 1,...,i Pi if f m P i N= − ⋅ =  (3.17) 

 *

0 , 1,...,i Qi iV V m Q i N= − ⋅ = , (3.18) 

where f0 is the non-load frequency, mPi is the droop coefficient of the real power, V0 is the 

non-load RMS grid voltage, and mQi is the droop coefficient of the reactive power. 

The P–f and Q–V slopes are normally set according to the inverter rated power in 

order to share the real powers in proportion to their ratings. Taking into account that in 

steady-state every inverter operates with the same frequency and voltage reference, this 

condition leads to 

 
,

, 1,...,
p

Pi

bat i

M
m i N

S
= =  (3.19) 

 
,

, 1,...,
q

Qi

bat i

M
m i N

S
= = , (3.20) 

where Mp is the droop coefficient of the per-unit real power and Mq is the droop 

coefficient of the per-unit reactive power. Unlike mP and mQ, Mp and Mq have the same 

value for every inverter and represent the frequency and voltage maximum deviations. 

The two inverters and the system parameters used throughout this section are 

presented in Table 3.1. 
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Inverter 1 rated power Sbat1 6000 VA 

Inverter 1 output inductance L1 3 mH 

Inverter 1 droop coefficient mP1 0.05 Hz/kW 

Inverter 1 droop coefficient mQ1 3.33 V/kVAr 

Inverter 2 rated power Sbat2 3000 VA 

Inverter 2 output inductance L2 4 mH 

Inverter 2 droop coefficient mP2 0.1 Hz/kW 

Inverter 2 droop coefficient mQ2 6.67 V/kVAr 

Common droop coefficient Mp 0.3 Hz 

Common droop coefficient Mq 20 V 

Non-load frequency f0 50 Hz 

Non-load voltage V0 230 V 

Time constant of the real power filter τP 25 ms 

Time constant of the reactive power filter τQ 50 ms 

Time constant of the RMS voltage filter τV 40 ms 

Table 3.1. System parameters. 

3.3.2 Linear model for two inverters 

An approximate linear model is derived in this section for two inverters. For this 

purpose, the following assumptions are considered: 

• The output impedance is purely inductive. 

• The power angle is very small. As a consequence of these two assumptions, 

(3.15) and (3.16) can be used. 

• The voltage variation is very small with regard to the rated value. As a result, 

from (3.15) and (3.16), one obtains 

 0 0 , 1,2i i

i

V E
P i

X
δ⋅

≈ ⋅ =  (3.21) 

 0 ( ), 1,2i i

i

V
Q E V i

X
≈ ⋅ − = , (3.22) 

where E0=V0 is the non-load rms output voltage. 

• The load powers PT and QT are independent of the grid voltage. 

By means of these assumptions, P and Q linearly depend on δ and E–V, respectively. 

As a result, the system becomes linear, making it possible to apply linear modeling 

techniques. Moreover, since P does not depend on the voltage and Q does not depend on 
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the power angle, these approximations decouple the real and reactive power responses, 

which can therefore be separately analyzed. 

The real power response is first presented. Equation (3.21) applied to two inverters 

becomes 

 0 0 0 0

1 1 2 2

1 2

,
V E V E

P P
X X

δ δ⋅ ⋅
= ⋅ = ⋅ . (3.23) 

From its definition, the power angles can be worked out as 

 
1 1 1 2 2 2( ) , ( )i V i VI f I fδ θ θ δ θ θ= + ⋅ − = + ⋅ − , (3.24) 

where θV is the angle position of v, θi1 is the initial angle position of e1, θi2 is the initial 

angle position of e2, and I=2π/s is the Laplace integrator. 

The power balance at the point of common coupling is 

 
1 2 TP P P+ = . (3.25) 

From (3.23)–(3.25), expressions for the system plant can be determined as 

 0 0 0 02
1 1 2

1 2 1 2 1 2

( )T i

V E V EX
P P I f f

X X X X X X
θ= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ −

+ + +
 (3.26) 

 0 0 0 01
2 1 2

1 2 1 2 1 2

( )T i

V E V EX
P P I f f

X X X X X X
θ= ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅ −

+ + +
, (3.27) 

where θi=θ1i– θ2i. 

The droop method changes f1 and f2 in order to equally share the power PT. From 

(3.17), the transfer functions of the frequency droops can be modeled as 

 
1 0 1 1 2 0 2 2,P P P Pf f m H P f f m H P= − ⋅ ⋅ = − ⋅ ⋅ , (3.28) 

where HP is a low-pass band filter which represents the measurement of the real power. 

The real and reactive power measurement was presented in section 3.2. 

Introducing (3.28) into (3.26) and (3.27), expressions for the closed-loop powers can 

be determined as 

 0 0 2 2 0 0

1

P P

T i

P P

V E m I H X V E
P P

den den
θ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +

= ⋅ + ⋅  (3.29) 

 0 0 1 1 0 0

2

P P

T i

P P

V E m I H X V E
P P

den den
θ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +

= ⋅ − ⋅  (3.30) 

 
0 0 1 2 1 2( )P P P Pden V E m m I H X X= ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + + . (3.31) 
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The closed-loop stability and power transient are determined by the transfer function 

poles, i.e. the roots of denP. Hence, for given certain system parameters, the choice of Mp 

is important for the design of the power response [see (3.19)]. The parameter Mp must 

be chosen as a trade-off between fast dynamics and high stability margin. In this case, 

Mp=0.3 Hz is selected, which yields to a crossover frequency fcP=3.2 Hz and a phase 

margin PMP=63º. As a result, the operating frequency will vary between f0–Mp=49.7 Hz 

and f0+Mp=50.3 Hz, which is within the admissible variation range. 

After obtaining the real power response for two inverters, the reactive power and 

voltage responses are determined below. Equation (3.22) applied to two inverters 

becomes 

 0 0

1 1 2 2

1 2

( ), ( )
V V

Q E V Q E V
X X

= ⋅ − = ⋅ − . (3.32) 

The power balance at the point of common coupling is 

 
1 2 TQ Q Q+ = . (3.33) 

From (3.32) and (3.33), expressions for the system plant can be determined as 

 02
1 1 2

1 2 1 2

( )T

VX
Q Q E E

X X X X
= ⋅ + ⋅ −

+ +
 (3.34) 

 01
2 1 2

1 2 1 2

( )T

VX
Q Q E E

X X X X
= ⋅ − −

+ +
 (3.35) 

 2 1 1 2
1 2

1 2 1 2 0

/ /
T

X X X X
V E E Q

X X X X V
= ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅

+ +
. (3.36) 

The droop method changes V1
* and V2

* in order to equally share the power QT. To 

follow those voltage references, the voltage regulation changes E1 and E2. From (3.18) 

and Fig. 3.4, the transfer functions of the voltage droops together with the voltage 

regulation can be modeled as 

 *

1 1 1 0 1 1( ) ( )i V V V Q Q VE E C V H V C V m H Q H V− = − ⋅ = − ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅  (3.37) 

 *

2 2 2 0 2 2( ) ( )i V V V Q Q VE E C V H V C V m H Q H V− = − ⋅ = − ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ , (3.38) 

where E1i and E2i are the initial controller outputs, HQ is a low-pass band filter which 

models the measurement of the reactive power, HV is a low-pass band filter which 

models the measurement of the RMS grid voltage, and CV represents the PI voltage 

controller. 

Introducing (3.37) and (3.38) into (3.34)–(3.36), expressions for the closed-loop 

powers and voltage can be determined as 
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 0 2 2 0

1 1 2( )
Q V Q

T i i

Q Q

V m C H X V
Q Q E E

den den

⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +
= ⋅ + ⋅ −  (3.39) 

 0 1 1 0

2 1 2( )
Q V Q

T i i

Q Q

V m C H X V
Q Q E E

den den

⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +
= ⋅ − ⋅ −  (3.40) 

 

2 1 1 2 1 2 02 1 2

0 1 1

1 2 1 2 1 2 01 1 2

2 2

/ ( ) ( / / ) // ( )

/ ( ) ( / / ) // ( )

Q V QV

i

V V V

Q V Q

i

V V

X m C H X X X X VC X X X
V V E Q

den den den

X m C H X X X X VX X X
E Q

den den

⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ++
= ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅ +

⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ++
+ ⋅ − ⋅

 (3.41) 

 0 1 2 1 2( )Q Q Q V Qden V m m C H X X= ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + +  (3.42) 

 1V V Vden C H= ⋅ + . (3.43) 

As it can be observed, two different expressions, denQ and denV, determine the 

transfer function poles in this case. The reactive power response depends on denQ, while 

the voltage response mainly depends on denV, but also on denQ through Q1 and Q2. Since 

CV appears in both denQ and denV, its design is important for both responses, while Mq 

only appears in denQ and its design is important for the reactive power response [see 

(3.20)]. Using (3.43), the PI controller is designed to obtain a voltage response with a 

crossover frequency fcV=1 Hz and a phase margin PMV=80º. The low fcV value prevents 

dangerous load transients, for example when operating with motors or transformers, 

while the high PMV value avoids voltage overshoots. 

Then, the parameter Mq is chosen as 20 V, which from (3.42) yields to a reactive 

power crossover frequency fcQ=1 Hz and a phase margin PMQ=76º. The high Mq value 

makes the voltage vary between V0–Mq=210 V and V0+Mq=250 V, which is within the 

admissible variation range. It also helps reduce the inaccuracy of reactive power control 

due to line impedance, as it will be shown later [3.49]. A higher Mq value would further 

improve the steady-state and transient responses but would bring the voltage variation 

range beyond limits. 

3.3.3 Small-signal model with stiff AC grid 

The model developed in this section makes the following assumptions: 

• The output impedance is purely inductive. As a result, (3.13) and (3.14) can 

be used. 

• The load powers PT and QT are independent of the grid voltage. 
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This model is thus more accurate than the previous one. From (3.13) and (3.14), both 

powers P and Q depend on δ, E and V through non-linear expressions. As a consequence, 

the real and reactive power responses are coupled and a small-signal analysis is 

required, which makes the analysis much more complicated. It must be noted that PT=0 

and QT=0 for the small-signal given that the stiff AC grid approximation is considered. 

Applying small-signal analysis to two inverters, (3.13) and (3.14) become 

 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1

ˆˆ ˆ ˆcos sin sin
VE EV

P E V
X X X

δ δ δ δ= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅  (3.44) 

 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1

2 cosˆ ˆ ˆ ˆsin cos
VE V EV

Q E V
X X X

δδ δ δ −
= − ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅  (3.45) 

 2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2

ˆˆ ˆ ˆcos sin sin
VE EV

P E V
X X X

δ δ δ δ= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅  (3.46) 

 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2

2 cosˆ ˆ ˆ ˆsin cos
VE V EV

Q E V
X X X

δδ δ δ −
= − ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅ , (3.47) 

where the small-signal variables are marked with a circumflex and the operating point is 

defined by 

 0

1 2

T
q

bat bat

Q
V V M

S S
= − ⋅

+
 (3.48) 

 1 11 1
1 1 1 1

1 2 1 2

sin , cosbat T bat T

bat bat bat bat

S P S QX X
E E V

V S S V S S
δ δ⋅ ⋅

= = +
+ +

 (3.49) 

 2 22 2
2 2 2 2

1 2 1 2

sin , cosbat T bat T

bat bat bat bat

S P S QX X
E E V

V S S V S S
δ δ⋅ ⋅

= = +
+ +

. (3.50) 

From the linearized expressions for (3.24), (3.25) and (3.33), and by means of (3.44)–

(3.47), expression for the system plant are obtained as 

 
1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2

ˆ ˆˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
TT

P Q P Q V A I f I f E E   = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅   
, (3.51) 

where A is 5x4 matrix whose coefficients are not shown for space reasons. 

The droop control expressions for f1, f2, E1 and E2 were given in (3.28), (3.37) and 

(3.38). By introducing the corresponding linearized expressions into (3.51), the system 

eigenvalues can be determined. 

Fig. 3.6 shows a comparison between the small-signal and the linear models. The 

poles obtained from the linear model are plotted as points, and their location agrees with 

the frequency domain design carried out in section 3.3.2. In particular, it can be observed 
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that the real power response is quicker and less damped than the reactive power and 

voltage responses. On the other hand, the poles obtained from the small-signal model are 

plotted as x-marks for different operation points, with QT=0 and PT varying from 

Sbat1+Sbat2= 9 kW to –(Sbat1+Sbat2)= –9 kW. For the operation point PT=0, QT=0, both models 

totally coincide, while it can be observed that the influence of PT variations is very small, 

making the linear model valid for the whole real power range. 

 
Figure 3.6. System poles for the linear model (denP, denQ, denV) and for the small-

signal model (denPQV with QT=0, PT varying from –9 to 9 kW). 

Fig. 3.7 shows the same plot for different small-signal operating points, with 

PT=Sbat1+Sbat2=9 kW and QT varying from –5 kVAr to 5 kVAr. It can be observed that, 

although the effect of QT variation is higher than the one of PT variation, its influence is 

also small. In particular, the effect on the real and reactive power responses is negligible 

while the voltage response becomes slightly faster for high reactive power consumption. 
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Figure 3.7. System poles for the linear model (denP, denQ, denV) and for the small-

signal model (denPQV with PT=9 kW, QT varying from –5 to 5 kVAr). 

3.3.4 Small-signal model with load influence 

A similar model to the one obtained in section 3.3.3 but considering the load 

influence is derived here. It is assumed that the output impedance is purely inductive, 

making it possible to use (3.13) and (3.14) and their linearized expressions (3.44)–(3.47) 

for the operation points given by (3.48)–(3.50). Because the load is also considered, this 

model is more accurate that the two previous ones. 

Three types of loads/sources are considered, namely an impedance-like load/source, 

whose power is dependent on V2, a current source, whose power is proportional to the 

voltage, and a power source, which does not depend on the voltage. On account of these 

loads, the small-signal net powers can be expressed as 

 ˆˆ ˆ ˆ,T d T qP I v Q I v= ⋅ = ⋅ , (3.52) 

where Id and Iq are the small-signal current coefficients. 

From (3.24), (3.25) and (3.33) linearized by considering (3.52), and by means of 

(3.44)–(3.47), expression for the system plant are obtained as 

 
1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2

ˆ ˆˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
TT

P Q P Q V B I f I f E E   = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅   
, (3.53) 
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where B is 5x4 matrix whose coefficients are not given for space reasons. 

By introducing the linearized droop control expressions obtained from (3.28), (3.37) 

and (3.38) into (3.53), the system eigenvalues can be determined. 

Fig. 3.8 shows a comparison among the three different models. The poles obtained 

from the linear model, and from the stiff ac grid small-signal model with PT=8 kW and 

QT=5 kVAr, are plotted as points. The poles obtained from the model developed in this 

section are plotted as x-marks for different operation points, with PT=8 kW, QT=5 kVAr, 

Sload=8 kVA, and Φload varying from –50 to 50º, where Sload and Φload represent an 

impedance load and the rest of the net power is made by power sources. It can be 

observed that the load effect on the real and reactive power responses is negligible while 

the voltage response becomes slightly slower for high Φload values. When compared with 

the linear model, the most accurate model also obtains similar results, especially for the 

real and reactive power responses. 

 
Figure 3.8. System poles for the linear model (denP, denQ, denV), for the stiff ac grid 

small-signal model (denPQV no load with PT=8 kW, QT=5 kVAr), and for the load-
influence small-signal model (denPQV load with PT=8 kW, QT=5 kVAr, Sload=8 kVA, 

Φload varying from -50 to 50º). 
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3.3.5 Simulation and experimental results 

The system presented in Fig. 3.3, including 2 VSIs and some impedance loads, was 

modeled using the software PSIM. The droop method and voltage regulation shown in 

Fig. 3.4 were used for the control. The system parameters were presented in Table 3.1. 

The simulation results are represented in Fig. 3.9, showing the per-unit real powers 

(first graph), per-unit reactive power (second graph), reference voltages Vref1 and Vref2, 

measured voltage V, and output voltages E1 and E2 (third graph). At the beginning, only 

inverter 1 is operating and an RL load with rated values Pload=4 kW and Qload=2.5 kVAr is 

being supplied. The voltage response can be clearly observed during the startup from 

second 0.05. The rise time and the lack of overshoot agree with the crossover frequency 

fcV=1 Hz and PMV=80º obtained in section III. Then, just after second 1, inverter 2 is 

connected. The real power, reactive power and voltage responses can be observed in the 

figure. Again, the obtained crossover frequencies fcV=1 Hz, fcQ=1 Hz, and fcP=3.2 Hz, and 

phase margins PMV=80º, PMQ=76º, and PMP=63º, agree with the corresponding 

responses. Furthermore, the powers are equally shared between the inverters. Finally, at 

second 1.6, an identical RL load is connected. In this case, the powers are also perfectly 

distributed at steady-state. 

 
Figure 3.9. Simulation results for the droop method. 

The same system was tested in the laboratory. In this case, the system parameters are 

also those presented in Table 3.1, with the exception that both inverters have the same 

features, corresponding to inverter 1. 

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 3.10, where i1, i2 and i1–i2 are represented 

in green, purple and red, respectively. The transient responses for the second inverter 

and load connections are augmented in Fig. 3.11. At the beginning, only inverter 1 is 
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operating and a linear load with Sload=3300 VA is connected. Then, when inverter 2 is 

connected, the current is well distributed thanks to the droop method. The currents are 

completely established after about 0.5 seconds, which is fast enough for this application. 

Finally, when an identical linear load is connected, the powers remain also perfectly 

distributed after a short transient. 

 
Figure 3.10. Experimental results for the droop method. 

 

 
Figure 3.11. Detail of the transients for the droop method. 
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3.3.6 Linear model for N inverters 

After validating the proposed linear model, this model is generalized for an arbitrary 

number of N inverters. The power response modeling, developed in section 3.3.2 for two 

inverters, will be derived in this section for N inverters. The purpose is to obtain the 

transfer function poles in order to predict the transient response. The expression for the 

characteristic equation is thus determined, which makes it possible to disregard the 

independent terms, such as net power PT, net reactive power QT, initial angle θi, and 

initial controller output Ei. 

After the derivations, some examples will be provided for 4 inverters. In these 

examples, the parameters presented in Table 3.1 are used together with two other 

battery inverters. Battery inverter 3 has a rated power Sbat3=5000 VA and an output 

inductance L3=3 mH while battery inverter 4 has a rated power Sbat4=4000 VA, an output 

inductance L4=4 mH. The droop coefficients Mp=0.3 Hz and Mq=20 V as well as the 

voltage controller CV remain unchanged in relation to the two-inverter analysis. 

In this case, the real and reactive power responses are also decoupled. For this 

reason, the analysis can be independently carried out, and the real power response is 

first presented. Rewriting (3.23)–(3.25) for N battery inverters leads to 

 0 0 , , 1,...,i i i i V

i

V E
P I f i N

X
δ δ θ= ⋅ = ⋅ − =  (3.54) 

 
1

0
N

j

j

P
=

=∑ . (3.55) 

From (3.54), one can obtain simplified equations for the system plant as 

 
1 1 0 0 1( ), 2,...,i i iP X P X V E I f f i N⋅ − ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ − = . (3.56) 

The conventional droop method changes the frequencies in order to share the power. 

Considering that the real power measurement (transfer function HP) is the same for 

every inverter, the control is expressed as follows: 

 
0 , 1,...,i Pi P if f m H P i N= − ⋅ ⋅ = . (3.57) 

From (3.56) and (3.57), every power can be expressed as a function of P1, i.e. 

 1 0 0 1

1

0 0

, 2,...,P P

i

i Pi P

X V E m I H
P P i N

X V E m I H

+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
= ⋅ =

+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
. (3.58) 

By introducing (3.58) into (3.55) and operating, it is possible to obtain the 

characteristic equation as 
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1 0 0

1N

P

j j P j P

den
X V E m I H=

=
+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅∑ . (3.59) 

The roots of this expression correspond to the closed-loop transfer function poles for 

the real power response. Some examples are provided in Table 3.2 for different inverter 

configurations, where the different inverters were presented in this section. It can be 

seen that the system has N–1 pairs of conjugate poles. Furthermore, the poles for 

configurations with different inverters are between the extreme poles for configurations 

with equal inverters. 

Configuration Poles 
 

N times Inv1 
N–1 times 

–20.0 ± 17.5j (ξ=0.75) 
 

N times Inv2 

N–1 times 

–20.0 ± 25.7j (ξ=0.62) 
 

N times Inv3 

N–1 times 

–20.0 ± 21.1j (ξ=0.69) 
 

N times Inv4 

N–1 times 

–20.0 ± 19.8j (ξ=0.71) 

Inv1, Inv2 –20.0 ± 22.5j (ξ=0.66) 
 

Inv1, Inv2, 

Inv3, Inv4 

–20.0 ± 24.5j (ξ=0.63) 

–20.0 ± 20.5j (ξ=0.70) 

–20.0 ± 18.5j (ξ=0.73) 

Table 3.2. Closed-loop poles for the real power response. 

After obtaining the real power response for two inverters, the reactive power 

response is determined below. Rewriting (3.32) and (3.33) for N inverters gives 

 0 ( ), 1,...,i i

i

V
Q E V i N

X
= ⋅ − =  (3.60) 

 
1

0
N

j

j

Q
=

=∑ . (3.61) 

From (3.60), simplified expressions for the system plant can be obtained as 

 
1 1 0 1( ), 2,...,i i iQ X Q X V E E i N⋅ − ⋅ = ⋅ − = . (3.62) 

It is assumed that the reactive power measurement (HQ), RMS voltage measurement 

(HV) and voltage controller (CV) are the same for every inverter. Then, using the 
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expression for the voltage control (3.37), the control for N inverters is expressed as 

follows: 

 ( )0 , 1,...,i V Qi Q i VE C V m H Q H V i N= ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ = . (3.63) 

From (3.62) and (3.63), every reactive power can be expressed as a function of Q1, i.e. 

 1 0 1

1

0

, 2,...,
Q V Q

i

i Qi V Q

X V m C H
Q Q i N

X V m C H

+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
= ⋅ =

+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
. (3.64) 

By introducing (3.64) into (3.61) and operating, it is possible to obtain the 

characteristic equation as 

 
1 0

1N

Q

j j Q j V Q

den
X V m C H=

=
+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅∑ . (3.65) 

The closed-loop transfer function poles for the reactive power response can be 

determined from the roots of (3.65). Combining different configurations of the four 

inverters presented in this section, different poles are obtained, as shown in Table 3.3. As 

in the case of the real power, it can be seen that the system has N–1 pairs of poles and 

that the poles for configurations with different inverters are between the extreme poles 

for configurations with equal inverters. 

Configuration Poles 
 

N times Inv1 
N–1 times 

–7.91, –13.3 (ξ=1) 
 

N times Inv2 

N–1 times 

–10.9 ± 6.23j (ξ=0.87) 
 

N times Inv3 

N–1 times 

–10.7 ± 3.35j (ξ=0.96) 
 

N times Inv4 

N–1 times 

–10.7 ± 2.07j (ξ=0.98) 

Inv1, Inv2 –10.8 ± 4.37j (ξ=0.93) 
 

Inv1, Inv2, 

Inv3, Inv4 

–10.9 ± 5.62j (ξ=0.89) 

–10.7 ± 2.75j (ξ=0.97) 

–9.10, –12.2 (ξ=1) 

Table 3.3. Closed-loop poles for the reactive power response. 

Finally, the voltage response is obtained. Introducing (3.63) into (3.60) yields to: 
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 0

0

, 1,...,
i Qi V Q

i

V

X V m C H
V Q i N

V den

+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
= − ⋅ =

⋅
 (3.66) 

 1V V Vden C H= ⋅ + . (3.67) 

It can be observed that the voltage response depends on denV, which has the same 

expression as for the two-inverter case [see (3.43)], but also on denQ through Qi 

expression. As a result, the voltage controller design is independent of the number of 

inverters and can be carried out as shown in section 3.3.2 for the two-inverter case. 

3.4 ISSUES ABOUT DROOP METHOD 

3.4.1 Line impedance influence on reactive power sharing 

In this section, the inaccuracy of the reactive power control due to the line impedance 

is evaluated. In contrast, the real power control is not affected by the line impedance 

since the steady-state frequency is the same at all points of the grid [3.49], [3.50]. 

Once the droop method has been applied, the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.5 can be 

substituted by the one presented in Fig. 3.12. The differences between these two 

equivalent circuits are the voltage sources and impedances. In Fig. 3.5, the voltage source 

Ei|δi represents the inverter output voltage before the filter impedance while here the 

voltage source Vi|θi represents the voltage after the filter impedance, which is controlled 

by means of the droop method and the voltage regulation. As a result, the impedance  

Ri + Xi ·j shown in Fig. 3.5 includes the filter and line impedances while here the 

impedance Rli + Xli ·j only includes the line impedance. 

 
Figure 3.12. Equivalent circuit of N droop-controlled inverters connected to an AC 

bus through line impedances. 

In the system of Fig. 3.5, the real and reactive powers injected into the bus by every 

inverter were determined as (3.11) and (3.12). These expressions can be readily adapted 

V |0 

Rl1, Xl1 
RlN, XlN 

P1, Q1 PN, QN 

PT, QT 

V1 |θ1 VN |θ N 
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for the system of Fig. 3.12. Assuming that the voltage variation is very small with regard 

to the rated value and the power angle is very small, the following expressions are 

obtained from (3.11) and (3.12): 

 ( )
2

0 0

2 2
, 1,...,i li i li i

li li

V V
P X R V V i N

Z Z
θ= ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ − =  (3.68) 

 ( )
2

0 0

2 2
, 1,...,i li i li i

li li

V V
Q R X V V i N

Z Z
θ= − ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ − = . (3.69) 

As it can be observed, the real and reactive powers now linearly depend on θi, Vi and 

V.  From (3.68) and (3.69), power angle θi and output voltage Vi can then be worked out 

as a linear function of Pi, Qi and V: 

 
2 2

0 0

, 1,...,li li

i i i

X R
P Q i N

V V
θ = ⋅ − ⋅ =  (3.70) 

 
0 0

, 1,...,li li

i i i

R X
V V P Q i N

V V
= + ⋅ + ⋅ = . (3.71) 

Equation (3.71) shows that the real power causes a voltage drop when it flows 

through a resistance while the reactive power causes a voltage drop when it flows 

through an inductance. 

Due to the droop method and the voltage regulation, the voltage droop curve (3.18) 

can be expressed at steady-state as 

 0 , 1,...,i Qi iV V m Q i N= − ⋅ = . (3.72) 

By means of (3.71) and (3.72), an expression for the grid voltage can be obtained for 

every inverter as 

 0

0 0

, 1,...,li li

Qi i i i

X R
V V m Q Q P i N

V V
= − ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅ = . (3.73) 

It can be observed that, concerning the voltage droop, the droop method behaves like 

a constant voltage source with an output inductance. As a result, (3.73) can be modified 

and expressed as 

 0

0 0

, 1,...,di li li

i i

X X R
V V Q P i N

V V

+
= − ⋅ − ⋅ =  (3.74) 

 0 0

,

, 1,...,
q

di Qi

bat i

M
X m V V i N

S
= ⋅ = ⋅ = , (3.75) 

where Xdi is the equivalent droop reactance. 
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Taken these considerations into account, the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.12 can be 

substituted by the equivalent circuit presented in Fig. 3.13, where the circuit is now only 

valid for the voltage drop but not for the phase calculation. Because the droop reactances 

have the same per-unit value, the reactive power will be equally distributed if the line 

impedances are low in relation with the droop reactances. For this reason, a high droop 

coefficient Mq is desirable for the power sharing. However, since a too high value would 

cause an excessive voltage deviation in steady-state, a trade-off must be reached. 

 
Figure 3.13. Equivalent circuit of N droop-controlled inverters connected to an AC 

bus through line impedances, valid for the RMS voltage calculation. 

By means of the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.13, the expressions for the reactive power 

distribution are derived below. Considering that the real power is perfectly distributed 

because it is not affected by the line, (3.74) becomes 

 ,

0

0 0 ,

, 1,...,
bat idi li li

i T

bat tot

SX X R
V V Q P i N

V V S

+
= − ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ =  (3.76) 

where Sbat,tot is the rated power of all inverters. 

By equalizing (3.76) for i=1 and i≠1, every reactive power can be expressed as a 

function of Q1 and PT, i.e. 

 
( )

1 1 ,1 1

1

,

, 2,...,
l bat li bat id l

i T

di li di li bat tot

R S R SX X
Q Q P i N

X X X X S

⋅ − ⋅+
= ⋅ + ⋅ =

+ + ⋅
. (3.77) 

Introducing (3.77) into (3.61) and operating makes it possible to obtain the 

expression for Q1 as a function of QT and PT. Proceeding similarly for the other inverters, 

a general expression for Qi is determined as 
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 ( )
, ,

1 ,

1

1

, 1,...,
1

N
lj bat j li bat idi li

i T TN
j dj lj bat tot
j i

j dj lj

R S R SX X
Q Q P i N

X X S

X X

=
≠

=

 ⋅ − ⋅+  = ⋅ + ⋅ =
 + ⋅
  +

∑
∑

. (3.78) 

As an example, (3.78) particularized for two inverters becomes 

 
( )

2 2 2 2 1 1
1

1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 ,

d l l bat l bat
T T

d l d l d l d l bat tot

X X R S R S
Q Q P

X X X X X X X X S

+ ⋅ − ⋅
= ⋅ + ⋅

+ + + + + + ⋅
 (3.79) 

 
( )

1 1 1 1 2 2
2

1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 ,

d l l bat l bat
T T

d l d l d l d l bat tot

X X R S R S
Q Q P

X X X X X X X X S

+ ⋅ − ⋅
= ⋅ + ⋅

+ + + + + + ⋅
. (3.80) 

In order to better understand how the reactive power is distributed in a real case, an 

example is provided for two inverters connected in parallel in a low-voltage grid with 

long lines. The inverters are the ones previously presented in Table 3.1, and the line 

cables are selected from recent regulations [3.51]. The line for inverter 1 is chosen with a 

cross-sectional area of 6 mm2, which leads to a resistance of 3.56 Ω/km and a reactance 

of 2.06 Ω/km, and the line for inverter 2 is selected with a cross-sectional area of 2.5 

mm2, which leads to a resistance of 8.57 Ω/km and a reactance of 4.93 Ω/km, both at a 

60ºC copper operation temperature [3.52]. It is worth noting that the cable lengths 

correspond to the distance before both inverters are connected in parallel because the 

line after this point can be considered as part of the load and does not therefore cause 

power inaccuracy.  

Fig. 3.14 shows the per-unit reactive power provided by each inverter with a cable 

length equal to 100 m for inverter 1 and a cable length varying from 0 to 200 m for 

inverter 2. The first graph is obtained for a situation with more consumption than 

generation, with PT=7 kW and QT=5 kVAr, while the second graph is determined for 

higher generation, with PT=–7 kW and QT=5 kVAr. Although ST=8.6 kVA is lower than the 

rated power Sbat,tot=9 kVA, one inverter is overloaded in many situations, specifically 

when qi>0.63. It can be observed that the line influence is very important in this system 

and that the real power also has a high effect in low-voltage grids due to the ratio R/X>1. 

As a conclusion, in a low-voltage system with very long lines, the inverters should be 

placed at a similar distance from the loads. If this is not possible, a more complicated 

reactive power droop method should be applied [3.50], [3.53]–[3.55]. 
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Figure 3.14. Reactive power inaccuracy due to line impedance in a low-voltage grid 

with long lines, cable length for inverter 1 is 100 m. 

3.4.2 Inverter current limitation 

The RMS voltage regulation controls the RMS grid voltage V by changing directly the 

RMS inverter output voltage E (see Fig. 3.4). Since there is no inner current loop, the 

inverter current is not controlled. For this reason, a hardware current limitation is 

carried out as a means of protection against severe overloads or short-circuits. Even with 

this current protection, the implementation and design of the RMS voltage regulation is 

much simpler than the instantaneous voltage regulation. 

Fig. 3.15 shows the circuit used for the current protection, where T1–T4 are the 

switching signals for the inverter IGBTs, and T1v–T4v are the switching signals coming 

from the PWM modulation. If the inverter current is within limits (±35 A peak value in 

the example), T1–T4=T1v–T4v and the commutations are not modified. However, when 

the inverter current reaches the limit current, the switching signals T1–T4 are set to 

zero, regardless of the PWM modulation. Since all the IGBTs are open, only the inverter 

diodes must be taken into account. Thus, when the inverter current is higher than zero, 

the output voltage is equal to minus the DC bus voltage, and when it is lower than zero, 

the output voltage is equal to the DC bus voltage. As a result, the peak current value is 

limited to the desired value. 

Fig. 3.16 shows simulation results with inverter current limitation. The inverter 

current is represented in first graph and the grid voltage is plotted in the second graph. 

At the beginning, the inverter is able to supply the load and the voltage is correctly 

generated. Then, when another load is connected, the inverter current exceeds its limit 

value and the current protection activates. As a result, the peak current is limited to 

±35 A, and the grid voltage drops. That load is then disconnected and, after a period, a 
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short-circuit is applied. It can be observed that the current protection achieves its 

objective and the current always stays within limits, even though the grid voltage drops 

to zero. In this situation, the inverter can remain connected for some cycles waiting for 

the short-circuit to cease, after which it should be disconnected. 

 
Figure 3.15. Circuit used for the inverter current limitation. 

 
Figure 3.16. Overload and short-circuit simulation results with inverter current 

limitation. 

This current limitation scheme generates many harmonics. However, this is not an 

issue because this protection is intended to extreme situations, in which the equipment 

safety is much more important than the power quality. 

3.4.3 DC current control 

Thanks to the presented droop method, all inverters equally share their per-unit real 

and reactive powers. This control only acts on the fundamental current and does not 

account for the DC voltage and current. 
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Fig. 3.17 shows the DC equivalent circuit of N inverters connected in parallel. Voltage 

Edc,i represents the DC voltage generated by the inverter, Idc,i is the inverter DC current, 

Vdc is the DC grid voltage, Ri includes the filter inductor equivalent resistance and the line 

resistance, RL is the load resistance and Idc,T represents the DC current absorbed by non-

linear loads. 

 
Figure 3.17. DC equivalent circuit of N inverters connected to a common bus. 

In systems with short lines, the value of Ri tends to be very small. As a consequence, if 

the inverters have no control on the DC voltage or if they try to set their output DC 

voltage to zero, very small differences between DC generated voltages Edc,i will result in 

large DC circulating currents. On the other hand, in systems with longer lines, the 

different cable sizes and distances to the point of common coupling leads to different 

per-unit equivalent resistances ri. As a result, the DC current will not be equally shared 

among the inverters. 

In order to solve these problems, the implementation of a virtual capacitor has been 

proposed [3.56]. The authors claim that the DC circulating currents are completely 

eliminated. However, in a real case, the DC load voltage is considerably increased due to 

offsets in the current sensors. Instead, a DC voltage droop, very similar to the RMS 

voltage droop employed for the reactive power regulation, can be used [3.57]. With this 

method, the DC voltage reference is obtained as 

 *

, , , , 1,...,dc i dc i dc iV R I i N= − ⋅ = . (3.81) 

where Rdc,i is the droop resistance. In order to share the DC current in proportion to the 

inverter ratings, this resistance is set to 
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S
= ⋅ = . (3.82) 

where rdc is the per-unit droop resistance, which has the same value for every inverter. 
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Then, the DC voltage is regulated by means of a PI controller CVdc. The DC voltage 

generated by each inverter can be expressed as 

 ( )*

, , , , 1,...,dc i Vdc dc i dc iE C V V i N= ⋅ − = . (3.83) 

At steady-state, thanks to the DC voltage regulation, (3.81) becomes 

 , , , , 1,...,dc i dc i dc iV R I i N= − ⋅ = . (3.84) 

As a result, the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.17 can be substituted by the equivalent 

circuit of Fig. 3.18 after the DC droop method has been applied. Because the droop 

resistances have the same per-unit value, the DC current will be equally distributed if the 

line resistances are low in relation with the droop resistances. For this reason, a high 

droop resistance rdc is desirable for the DC current sharing. However, a too high value 

could bring the DC current response unstable and would cause an excessive DC grid 

voltage. As consequence, similarly to the reactive power droop design, a trade-off must 

be reached. 

 
Figure 3.18. DC equivalent circuit of N droop-controlled inverters connected to a 

common bus. 

Although it is not shown here for space reasons, the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.18 

makes it possible to derive the expressions for the DC current distribution following the 

procedure used in section 3.4.1 for the reactive power distribution. 

3.4.4 Overload voltage reduction 

Overload occurs when the load demand is very high and the generation is low. As a 

result, the current delivered by the inverters exceed their rated values. In this situation, 

the inverters cannot operate continuously, and they must stop to prevent from 

overheating. In order to make it possible that the system continues in operation, a 

modification of the voltage droop is presented in this section. 
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The RMS voltage–reactive power droop is represented by (3.18) and (3.20). By 

means of this voltage droop, the voltage is reduced as the provided reactive power 

increases. With the intention of augmenting this effect, the curve slope is enlarged as the 

provided real power increases. In doing so, the grid voltage and consequently the load 

absorbed current will further decrease for linear loads. This is only carried out when the 

real power is positive (when it is negative, the renewable energy should be reduced), 

and when the reactive power is positive, i.e. for inductive loads. The modified voltage 

droop is thus expressed as 

 *

0 , 0 0, 1,...,i q i i iV V M q if p or q i N= − ⋅ < < = . (3.85) 

 *

0 , 0 0, 1,...,
1

q

i i i i

i

M
V V q if p and q i N

a p
= − ⋅ > > =

− ⋅
, (3.86) 

where pi and qi are the per-unit real and reactive power provided by each inverter, and 

a<1 is the overload coefficient. 

The overload RMS voltage–reactive power droop for constant real power is shown in 

Fig. 3.19 for Mq=20 V and a=3/4. According to regulations, the voltage has to be between 

Vmax=1.1·V0=253 V and Vmin=0.85·V0=195.5 V, which allows for a voltage reduction below 

the limit of the non-modified voltage droop V=V0 – Mq=210 V. 

 
Figure 3.19. Overload RMS voltage–reactive power droop. 

Fig. 3.20 shows the RMS voltage versus reactive power curves for constant apparent 

power, where si=S/Sbat,i represents the per-unit apparent power. It can be observed that 

when the apparent power is small, the curve is very similar to the original one, thus 

having little impact on the loads. However, when the apparent power is higher, the 

voltage is further reduced, making it possible to supply linear loads with a high rated 
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power. As it can be observed in the figure, when the inverters are providing their rated 

apparent power (s=1), the lowest voltage will be close to V=200 V > Vmin=195 V. 

 
Figure 3.20. RMS voltage versus per-unit reactive power curves for constant 

apparent power. 

This method makes it possible to supply large loads at the expense of reducing the 

power below the load rated power. This power reduction also occurs when the inverters 

are not overloaded. However, the method is advantageous with some load profiles, for 

example with loads which alternate between high and low power demand. Apart from 

this, it is worth noting that the voltage can drop below the minimum permitted value for 

long lines and that it does not work with systems mainly based on constant power loads. 

3.5 DROOP METHOD FOR NON-LINEAR LOADS 

3.5.1 Harmonic distribution without control 

The droop method presented so far makes it possible to equally share the per-unit 

real and reactive powers and the DC current among the various inverters. The control 

only acts on the fundamental and DC current. However, when feeding non-linear loads, 

the lack of control on the harmonic currents will cause poor sharing of these harmonics 

and a high voltage THD, as it is shown in this section. In the following section, a harmonic 

compensation will be presented to show how the control performance can be improved 

for non-linear loads. 

The system represented in Fig. 3.3 is valid for non-linear loads if one considers that 

the total current iT is composed by the fundamental component iT,fund and the harmonic 
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components iT,harm. The harmonic components are iT,m, where m is odd for typical non-

linear loads: 

 ...7,5,3,,,, ++++=+= TTTfundTharmTfundTT iiiiiii . (3.87) 

Similarly, the current supplied by the battery inverters ii can be split into: 

 , , , ,3 ,5 ,7 ..., 1,...,i i fund i harm i fund i i ii i i i i i i i N= + = + + + + = . (3.88) 

Grid voltage v and output voltage ei can also be split into their fundamental and 

harmonic components: 

 ...753 ++++=+= vvvvvvv fundharmfund  (3.89) 

 , , , ,3 ,5 ,7 ..., 1,...,i i fund i harm i fund i i ie e e e e e e i N= + = + + + + = . (3.90) 

Making use of the control presented in section 3.3, the output voltage ei only has the 

fundamental component, i.e. ei=ei,fund and ei,harm=0. Then, the equivalent circuit for the 

harmonic distribution is as shown in Fig. 3.21. 

 
Figure 3.21. Equivalent circuit for the harmonic distribution. 

From Fig. 3.21, harmonic currents can be obtained for each different harmonic m as 

 1, , ,... , 3, 5, 7...m M m T mi i i m+ + = =  (3.91) 

 ,
, 3, 5, 7..., 1,...,

i m

m i

di
v L m i N

dt
= − = = . (3.92) 

For the N inverters, introducing (3.92) in (3.91) yields to 

 ( ) ,

1 / /... / /
T m

m N

di
v L L

dt
= − ⋅ . (3.93) 

This equation shows that harmonics in the grid voltage are proportional to the 

equivalent parallel impedance. Since these inductances are considerable, the harmonic 

voltage is significant. Moreover, due to the inductor behavior, high frequency harmonics 

are magnified. 

vharm L1 LN iT,harm 

i1,harm iN,harm 
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The harmonic current sharing among the inverters can be determined from (3.92) 

and (3.93) as 

 1

, ,

/ /... / /
, 3, 5, 7..., 1,...,N

i m T m

i

L L
i i m i N

L
= ⋅ = = . (3.94) 

This equation shows that the per-unit harmonic currents are equally distributed only 

if all inverters have the same per-unit output impedance. However, this is not often the 

case and, as a result, the harmonic currents are not equally shared among the inverters. 

3.5.2 Harmonic compensation 

Obviously, there will always be a harmonic voltage drop in the output inductance 

because of the harmonic current through it. In order to avoid that this voltage drop is 

reflected in the grid voltage, the inverter must generate a harmonic compensation in its 

output voltage ei. As a solution, we propose that each inverter generates the following 

harmonic voltage: 

 ,

, , 3, 5, 7..., 1,...,
i m

i m vi

di
e L m i N

dt
= ⋅ = = , (3.95) 

where Lvi is the virtual inductance of the inverter i and Lvi < Li. 

In so doing, and defining the harmonic inductance as Lharm,i = Li – Lvi, the harmonic 

components of the grid voltage become 

 , ,

, , , 3, 5, 7..., 1,...,
i m i m

m i m i harm i

di di
v e L L m i N

dt dt
= − ⋅ = − ⋅ = = . (3.96) 

Considering all inverters, the grid voltage harmonics and the harmonic current 

distribution is now as follows: 

 ( ) ,

,1 ,/ /... / / , 3, 5, 7...
T m

m harm harm N

di
v L L m

dt
= − ⋅ =  (3.97) 

 ,1 ,

, ,

,

/ /... / /
, 3, 5, 7..., 1,...,

harm harm N

i m T m

harm i

L L
i i m i N

L
= ⋅ = = . (3.98) 

From (3.98), it can be observed that the per-unit harmonic current is now equally 

distributed only if all inverters have the same per-unit harmonic inductance. In other 

words, if 

 , , , 1,...,harm i bat iL S k i N⋅ = = . (3.99) 

where k is a constant. 
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Equation (3.99) can be achieved thanks to the harmonic compensation if the virtual 

inductance Lvi is set to 

 
,

, 1,...,vi i

bat i

k
L L i N

S
= − = . (3.100) 

By imposing (3.100), and consequently achieving (3.99), the inverters equally share 

the harmonic currents. However, the parameter k is still a degree of freedom for the 

design. In order to set this constant, let us see the expression for the grid voltage 

harmonics, which can be determined from (3.97) and (3.99) as 

 ,

,1 ,

, 3, 5, 7...
...

T m

m

nom nom N

dik
v m

S S dt
= − ⋅ =

+ +
. (3.101) 

From this expression, one can observe that the grid voltage harmonics are 

proportional to the parameter k. Setting a low value for k importantly reduces grid 

voltage harmonics; however, harmonic current distribution becomes more sensitive to 

errors in the harmonic compensation. Hence, for choosing the value of k, there is a trade-

off between the grid voltage harmonics and the distribution of the current harmonics, 

which also depends on the precision of calculating (3.95). 

Only the low current harmonics are required to be compensated for typical non-

linear loads. In this work, harmonics m=3, 5, 7 and 9 are compensated. The practical 

implementation with harmonic compensation is shown in Fig. 3.22. The voltage ei,fund is 

obtained as explained in section 3.3.1. In order to determine ei,harm, the inverter current is 

first filtered by means of a Band-Pass Filter (BPF). Then, once ii,3, ii,5, ii,7 and ii,9 are 

obtained, a derivate is implemented. By means of (3.95) and the virtual inductance of 

(3.100), ei,3, ei,5, ei,7 and ei,9 are calculated and added to ei,fund for the modulation. 

 
Figure 3.22. Block diagram of the droop method and voltage regulation with 

harmonic compensation. 
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3.5.3 Simulation results 

The proposed technique has been validated by simulation. For this purpose, the 

system has been modeled in the software PSIM. Two single-phase inverters have been 

parallelized and generate the grid. A full diode bridge rectifier feeding a RC load has been 

connected to the grid together with a linear inductive load. The features of the inverters 

are shown in Table 3.4 and those of the loads are shown in Table 3.5. Accounting for the 

rated powers, inverter 1 should supply 66.6% of the current harmonics and inverter 2 

33.3%. 

 Inverter 1 Inverter 2 

Rated power Snom 6000 VA 3000 VA 

Output inductance L 3 mH 4 mH 

Virtual inductance Lv 2.2 mH 2.4 mH 

Harmonic inductance Lharm 0.8 mH 1.6 mH 

Parameter k 4.8 VA·H 4.8 VA·H 

Table 3.4. Inverter features. 

Linear load active power 1800 W 

Linear load reactive power 750 VAr 

Resistance at the output of the diode bridge 70 Ω 

Capacitance at the output of the diode bridge 1 mF 

Non-linear load active power 1500 W 

Table 3.5. Load features. 

In the first simulation, the droop method and the voltage regulation are applied but 

there is no harmonic compensation, as in section 3.5.1. Instantaneous currents and 

powers as well as current and grid voltage harmonics in steady-state are represented in 

Fig. 3.23. At the beginning, inverter 1 is supplying the whole load. Then, inverter 2 is 

connected. Thanks to the droop method, the fundamental current is well shared because 

P1=2·P2 and Q1=2·Q2. However, as it was expected from (3.94), i1,m=57%·iT,m and 

i2,m=43%·iT,m, which represents a poor harmonic current distribution. In addition, high 

harmonics are introduced to the grid voltage, as predicted by (3.93). 
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Figure 3.23. Simulation results without harmonic compensation. 

The second simulation is the same as the first one but applying the harmonic 

compensation for m=3, 5, 7 and 9, as in section 3.5.2. The results are shown in Fig. 3.24. 

It can be observed that harmonic currents are now equally shared among the inverter 

since i1,m=2·i2,m. In addition, grid voltage harmonics for m=3, 5, 7 and 9 are considerably 

reduced. 
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Figure 3.24. Simulation results with harmonic compensation. 

3.6 ENERGY MANAGEMENT DURING NORMAL OPERATION 

Thanks to the employed droop method, the real power, reactive power, DC current 

and harmonic currents are equally shared among the different battery inverters. 

Although the ratios between the battery capacity and the inverter rated power (C/Sbat) 

should ideally be the same for all battery inverters to ensure that all battery state-of-

charges (SOC) change simultaneously, in real applications this is not so. The initial C/Sbat 

ratio will never be exactly the same for all battery inverters due to manufacturing 

variation or inadequate system sizing. Moreover, the battery aging will lead to a capacity 

reduction which will be more pronounced in some battery banks than in others. The 

initial SOC can also vary considerably from one battery to another. These situations 

cause the batteries to operate with different SOCs leading to less than optimal operation. 

For this reason, SOC management is required, which is presented in this section for 

normal operation, i.e. when the battery voltage and current are within rated values. 

Section 3.6.1 analyzes the existing SOC-based droop method which modifies the P – f 

curve slope as a function of the SOC, hereinafter to be called the slope changing method. 
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The power and SOC responses are first studied and then simulation results for a real 

power profile are presented. Section 3.6.2 analyzes the proposed SOC-based droop 

control, to be called the curve shifting method. Following a similar study to the slope 

changing method, both techniques are compared. Then, in section 3.6.3, the experimental 

results for the proposed method are shown. 

The two inverters and the system parameters used throughout this section are 

presented in Table 3.6. 

Nominal RMS amplitude E0 230 V 

Nominal RMS amplitude V0 230 V 

Battery 1 nominal capacity C1 48 kWh 

Battery 2 nominal capacity C2 24 kWh 

Inverter 1 rated power Sbat1 6000 VA 

Inverter 2 rated power Sbat2 3000 VA 

Inverter 1 output inductance L1 3 mH 

Inverter 2 output inductance L2 4 mH 

Time constant of the power filter τP 20 ms 

Power sample time TS 5 ms 

Table 3.6. System parameters. 

3.6.1 Slope changing method 

3.6.1.1 Description 

For the purpose of balancing the battery SOCs without the use of communications, the 

P – f curve must be changed as a function of each battery's SOC. From (3.17), two 

parameters can be used for this purpose, namely f0 and Mp. The slope changing method, 

described in [3.32], proposes modifying the P – f curve slope Mp. The curve proposed in 

[3.32] is chosen for the comparison because it represents a more general approach. This 

curve is expressed as follows: 

 0

0 0 , 0, 1,...,i p i i in

i

M
f f M p f p p i N

SOC
= − ⋅ = − ⋅ > =  (3.102) 

 0 0 0 , 0, 1,...,n

i p i i i if f M p f M SOC p p i N= − ⋅ = − ⋅ ⋅ < = , (3.103) 

where M0 is the droop coefficient for SOCi=1, and n is the SOC exponent (n>0). Low n 

values cause slope Mp to vary slightly and, as a result, Mp always remains similar to M0. 
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On the contrary, high n values cause slope Mp to change significantly for low SOCs and, as 

a result, Mp reaches higher values than M0 for p>0 and lower values than M0 for p<0. 

As an example, the P – f curve is shown in Fig. 3.25 for f0=50 Hz, M0=0.1 Hz, n=1 and 

two batteries (SOC1=1 and SOC2=0.5). It can be observed that for battery inverter 1, 

Mp = M0= 0.1 Hz when it is supplying or absorbing power because SOC1=1. However, for 

battery inverter 2, Mp=0.2 Hz > M0 when it is discharging and Mp=0.05 Hz < M0 when it is 

charging. Two steady-state operating points for two frequencies (49.94 and 50.04 Hz) 

are also shown in the figure. When the load demand is higher than generation (PT>0), 

both batteries discharge. It can be seen how inverter 1 supplies more per-unit power 

than inverter 2, thus helping balance the SOCs. On the other hand, when the generation is 

higher than the load demand (PT<0), both batteries charge. In this case, inverter 2 

absorbs more per-unit power than inverter 1, which also helps balance the SOCs. 

 
Figure 3.25. P – f curve for the slope changing method. 

The steady-state operating point can be easily obtained if it is considered that f1=f2 

after the power transient. Equations (3.25) and (3.102) serve to obtain, for PT>0, 
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Equation (3.104) shows that, using this method, the real power ratio depends on the 

ratio between the SOCs. The parameter n increases (n>1) or lowers (n<1) the power 

ratio for the same SOC ratio. 
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Depending on the inverter powers and the battery SOCs, the grid frequency will have 

different values. The frequency will be lower than f0 when the battery is delivering 

power and it will be higher than f0 when the battery is absorbing power. The minimum 

frequency fmin is given for SOC=SOCmin and p=1, whereas the maximum frequency fmax is 

found for SOC=SOCmax=1 and p=–1. The SOC is saturated to SOCmin=0.1 to prevent MP from 

rising to a very large value. Using (3.102) and (3.103), the limit frequency values are 

then determined as 

 00max
0

0min ,
1.0

Mff
M

ff
n

+=−= . (3.107) 

The slope changing method has two degrees of freedom for the design: M0 and n. 

Careful consideration should be given to the selection of these parameters since they 

affect the frequency deviation, the power response performance and the SOC 

responsiveness. With regard to the frequency deviation, fmin can reach very low values, as 

shown in (3.107). However, this problem has already been solved in the literature by 

means of a secondary control which restores the frequency to its nominal value [3.32]. 

3.6.1.2 Influence of M0 and n on the power response 

By using the model developed in section 3.3.2 and taking into account the system 

parameters presented in Table 3.6, the root locus diagram for the parameter Mp is 

obtained, as shown in Fig. 3.26. For this root locus, the sampling and measurement of the 

real power is considered by means of HP transfer function, which is defined as 

 
sTs

H
SP

P ⋅⋅+
⋅

+
=

5.11

1

1

1

τ
. (3.108) 

Although the system has three poles, only the two dominant ones are shown in 

Fig. 3.26. It can be observed that the system has first order dynamics for low Mp values. 

Increasing Mp makes the system less damped. Finally, from a certain MP value, the system 

becomes unstable. In this case, a good solution for parameter MP is 0.3 Hz, which has 

been chosen as a trade-off between fast dynamics and a high stability margin. 

As shown in Fig. 3.26, droop method dynamics are highly dependent on the droop 

coefficient MP. The slope changing method is based on modifying this coefficient in order 

to balance the SOCs. Consequently, this method results in variable power response 

performance. The slope variation range must then be restricted in order to prevent the 

system from a slow power response (low Mp) or instability (high Mp). According to 

(3.102) and (3.103), the maximum Mp (charging side) and minimum Mp (discharging 

side) can be found for SOC=SOCmin=0.1 as 
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M M M= = ⋅ . (3.109) 

 
Figure 3.26. Root locus diagram for the parameter Mp. 

A high Mp value leads to a faster response and reduces the damping factor. That 

means that Mpmax has to be limited in order to guarantee a certain stability margin. Here, 

the minimum damping factor ξmin has been taken as 0.2, which determines the maximum 

slope Mpmax. The constraint ξ ≥ 0.2 is very important since it is related to the system 

stability. Due to this constraint, one degree of freedom is already used and the slope 

changing method has now only one design parameter, namely parameter n. 

Table 3.7 shows the power response parameters for different n values for the system 

presented in Table 3.6. Mpmax is set at 1 Hz due to the stability constraint. This value can 

be determined from the root locus of Fig. 3.26 for ξ = 0.2. The remaining parameters 

depend on n. For a certain n value, M0 and Mpmin can be obtained from (3.109). Parameter 

τmin is the power response time constant of the slowest operating point and is obtained 

from the root locus of Fig. 3.26 for Mp=Mpmin. As can be observed in Table 3.7, the power 

response becomes very slow for high n values. The power distribution accuracy is 

another problem related to low Mp values. In fact, errors in the frequency generated by 

the converter lead to important errors in the power distribution when Mp is very low. 

This power error, referred to as ΔPmax_∆fer, is defined for the worst case, i.e. 

SOC1=SOC2=SOCmin, and its expression for a total frequency error Δferror=ferror1+ferror2 can be 

obtained by means of (3.25) and (3.103) as 
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n MPmax M0 MPmin ξmin τmin ΔPmax_Δfer 

0.5 1 Hz 0.32 Hz 0.1 Hz 0.2 0.10 s 400 W 

0.8 1 Hz 0.16 Hz 0.025 Hz 0.2 0.50 s 1592 W 

1 1 Hz 0.1 Hz 0.01 Hz 0.2 1.30 s 4000 W 

1.2 1 Hz 0.063 Hz 0.004 Hz 0.2 3.28 s 10000 W 

1.5 1 Hz 0.032 Hz 0.001 Hz 0.2 13.2 s 40000 W 

Table 3.7. Power response parameters for different n values. 

In Table 3.7, ΔPmax_∆fer is calculated for a frequency error Δferror= 0.01 Hz. As shown, it 

reaches very large values. The table also shows the strong influence of parameter n. For 

n>1, the power response becomes very slow and the power errors become very 

important for the worst operating conditions (with low SOCs and charging the batteries). 

From the point of view of the power response, it is therefore preferable to set low n 

values. In so doing, slope Mp will not vary too much and its value will always be close to 

the optimum one. 

3.6.1.3 Influence of n on the SOC response 

In order to analyze the influence of parameter n on the SOC, a simple modeling for the 

SOC response is first developed for a two-battery system. This will make it possible to 

determine the time constant for the SOC balancing as well as the SOC imbalance for 

different C/Sbat ratios. Only the battery discharging situation will be shown here. The 

analysis for battery charging is similar and leads to the same conclusions. 

The battery SOC can be calculated as 

 ∫ ⋅⋅−= dti
C

SOCSOC bat

Ah

i

1
, (3.111) 

where SOCi is the initial SOC, CAh is the battery capacity in Ah, and ibat is the battery 

current (delivered). For a better SOC estimation, an enhanced coulomb counting method 

is used here [3.58]. Furthermore, in order to prevent long-term errors, the SOC is reset to 

100% when the lead-acid battery operates at float voltage during a certain time, which is 

given by the manufacturer. This situation is frequent in stand-alone systems with no 

dispatchable units since the renewable generators must be oversized in order to reduce 

the loss of load probability [3.59]. 

Disregarding conversion losses and considering the battery voltage to be constant, 

(3.111) applied to the two batteries becomes 
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 (3.112) 
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22

1
, (3.113) 

where C1 and C2 are the battery capacity in Wh. 

Perturbing (3.112) and (3.113) and applying Laplace transform gives (small-signal 

variables are marked with a circumflex) 
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As the power response is much faster than the SOC response, it can be considered 

that the powers have reached their steady-state values and equations (3104)–(3.106) 

are valid. The condition f1=f2 is thus also true, and by means of (3.102) it results in 
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Perturbing (3.115) leads to 
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Then, introducing in this equation SÔC1 and SÔC2 expressions shown in (3.114), P1 

and P2 expressions shown in (3.105) and (3.106), and small-signal P2 expression 

obtained from (3.25), the characteristic equation denSOC for the SOC response is obtained 

as 
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The closed-loop transient response is determined by the roots of denSOC. Since it is a 

first order equation with positive coefficients, the SOC response is always stable. The 

small-signal time constant τSOC,sl associated with the pole can be easily obtained from 

(3.117) as 
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From (3.118), it can be stated that τSOC,sl depends both on some constant system 

parameters (battery capacities, inverter rated powers and parameter n) and on some 
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variables (the SOCs and the net power PT). As a result, τSOC,sl varies during operation due 

to SOC and PT variations. It is clear from (3.118) that the SOC response is faster for high 

values of net power PT. The time constant τSOC,sl is represented in Fig. 3.27 as a function of 

SOC1 for different n values. In this figure, SOC2=0.5, PT=4500 W, and the system 

parameters are the ones presented in Table 3.6. It can be observed that the response is 

faster for low SOC values and for high n values. In order to achieve a rapid SOC 

convergence, it is thus preferred to select a high value for parameter n, which contrasts 

with the low n value preferred in terms of power response. 

 
Figure 3.27. Time constant τSOC,sl as a function of SOC1 for different n values. 

The time constant τSOC,sl determines the transient response for a two-battery system 

with different initial SOCs. If the C1/Sbat1 and C2/Sbat2 ratios are equal, then variations in 

the net power do not contribute to SOC imbalance and both SOCs remain equal after the 

initial transient. However, in real applications, the C1/Sbat1 and C2/Sbat2 ratios differ and it 

is not possible to keep both SOCs equal. This fact can be understood when considering a 

situation where SOC1=SOC2 and C1/Sbat1≠ C2/Sbat2. In this case, since SOC1=SOC2, the 

control will cause p1=p2, as shown in (3.104). However, since C1/Sbat1≠ C2/Sbat2, p1=p2 will 

lead to an unequal SOC variation. This makes it necessary to analyze how net power 

variations contribute to SOC imbalance for different C/Sbat ratios and how this can be 

limited. 

Proceeding as indicated above, the expression for the small-signal difference       

SÔC1–SÔC2 can be determined as a function of the small signal net power. After an initial 

situation with SOCi1≠SOCi2, both SOCs will be similar thanks to the control. Thus, in order 

to obtain a clearer expression, it is considered that SOC1=SOC2=SOC. Using (3.25), (3.105), 

(3.106), (3.114) and (3.116) gives 
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From (3.119), it is obvious that when the C1/Sbat1 and C2/Sbat2 ratios are equal, net 

power variations do not contribute to SOC imbalance. Equations (3.118) and (3.119) 

show that PT variations are best rejected for low SOCs, low C/Sbat differences, high n 

values, and high PT. The influence of the C/Sbat ratio and parameter n can be observed in 

Fig. 3.28, which shows the bode diagram of small-signal SOC imbalance in front of the net 

power. The plot is carried out for the system presented in Table 3.6 and for an operating 

point with SOC1=SOC2=0.5 and PT=4500 W. The curves are obtained for three different n 

values (n=0.5, n=1 and n=1.5) and assuming that battery 2 has a reduced capacity due to 

aging. More specifically, two families of curves are shown, one for C2=18 kWh (25% of 

capacity loss) and another for C2=12 kWh (50% of capacity loss). It can be observed in 

the figure that, for both cases, the SOC imbalance caused by the net power is lower for 

high n values, which makes high n values preferable to limit the SOC imbalance. 

Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that these curves are only valid for a certain 

operating point due to the small-signal modeling. Thus, net power variation rejection 

will worsen for operating points with higher SOC values and lower PT values. 

 
Figure 3.28. Bode diagram of the SOC imbalance in front of the net power. 

3.6.1.4 Simulation results 

After analyzing the slope changing method in detail, it is then possible to select the 
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after selecting n due to the stability constraint for the power response. As a result, our 

actual degree of freedom is parameter n. 

As shown previously, the slope changing method does not decouple the power and 

SOC responses since changes in parameter n have an effect on both. With regard to the 

real power, its response is optimized for a certain MP slope. It is then desirable to set a 

low n value in order to make the MP slope slightly variable. Setting a high n value causes a 

slow power response as well as power errors for some operating points. On the other 

hand, the SOC response is optimized for high n values. This makes the response quicker 

and avoids high SOC imbalance in real systems. Therefore, it is impossible to 

simultaneously optimize the power and SOC responses, and parameter n needs to be 

chosen as a trade-off between both responses. Based on the previous analysis, parameter 

n=1 is selected for our system, resulting in M0=0.1 Hz. 

A one-year simulation is carried out for the system presented in Table 3.6 but with 

C2=18 kWh (25% of capacity loss due to aging). The simulation is conducted with 

Simulink based on the model previously developed, using (3.105), (3.106), (3.112) and 

(3.113) for PT>0, and the equivalent equations for PT<0. When a battery is fully charged 

(SOC=1) and PT<0, the generation is limited so that the battery does not absorb more 

power. The power profile PT is shown in Fig. 3.29 with values calculated every fifteen 

minutes and corresponding to measured data for consumption and generation from      

1st February 2009 to 31th January 2010. The load profile was taken from two houses 

located in Pamplona, Spain, occupied by nine people in all. The PV and wind generation 

profiles were adapted from irradiance, cell temperature and wind speed data taken from 

the Public University of Navarra, in Pamplona, Spain, for a 10 kWp PV generator and a 

5 kWp wind turbine. The generation and battery sizing for the stand-alone system is 

carried out based on [3.59]. 

Fig. 3.30 shows the simulation results for the system described with different initial 

SOCs, SOCi1=80% and SOCi2=30%. The transient SOC response is plotted in the first 

graph. It can be observed that, thanks to the control, both SOCs tend to adopt the same 

value. Moreover, it can be clearly seen that the small-signal dynamics are highly variable, 

with a quicker response for high PT values, as predicted by (3.118). The second graph 

represents the entire one-year simulation, showing the SOC imbalance to be moderate. 

After the initial transient, the net power causes the SOC difference to change because 

C1/Sbat1=8 h ≠ C2/Sbat2=6 h, as predicted by (3.119).  The SOC1–SOC2 difference during the 

one-year period, disregarding the initial transient, reaches a peak value of –11.1%, an 

RMS value of 2.48% and an average value of –0.65%. 
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Figure 3.29. One year net power profile PT. 

 
Figure 3.30. SOC evolution for a stand-alone system for the slope changing method. 
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3.6.2 Curve shifting method 

3.6.2.1 Description 

As presented above, the slope changing method changes parameter Mp in (3.17) [see 

also (3.19)] in order to balance the SOC. As a result, the power response is highly 

dependent on the operating point, leading to slow dynamics and power errors when 

operating with low SOCs. In contrast, the curve shifting method proposed now in this 

section modifies parameter f0. This method shifts the P – f curve either upwards or 

downwards depending on the battery SOC. The P – f curve is expressed as follows: 

 ( )0 0 , 1,...,i p i S i if f M p M SOC SOC i N= − ⋅ + ⋅ − = , (3.120) 

where MS is the SOC coefficient and is the same for all inverters. Term SOCi0 makes it 

possible to define the desired SOC distribution between the batteries. In this case, the 

control objective is SOC1=SOC2 and, for this purpose, SOC10=SOC20=SOC0 is imposed. 

However, in some situations, an unequal SOC distribution can be desired, which can be 

readily achieved by setting different values for SOC10 and SOC20. In doing so, the control 

objective will become SOC1=SOC2+SOC10–SOC20. Furthermore, both the power and SOC 

dynamic responses will not be altered given that the term MS·SOC0 is constant during 

operation. 

The P – f curve is shown in Fig. 3.31 for f0=50 Hz, MP=0.3 Hz, MS=0.3 Hz, SOC0=0.8 and 

two batteries (SOC1=1 and SOC2=0.5). It can be observed that the curve for battery 

inverter 1 is shifted upwards in relation to the curve for battery inverter 2, although 

slope Mp is constant. Two operating points are plotted in the figure, for PT>0 and PT<0. In 

both cases, p1 is higher than p2, making it possible to balance the SOCs. 

 
Figure 3.31. P – f curve for the curve shifting method. 
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The steady-state power distribution can be determined by taking into account that 

f1=f2 after the power transient. Equations (3.25) and (3.120) give 
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From equation (3.121), it can be observed that the real power difference is 

proportional to the SOC difference, where quotient MS/Mp is the proportionality 

constant. 

With this method, the grid frequency also varies in operation as a function of the 

inverter power and the battery SOC. The frequency reaches its minimum fmin value for 

SOC=SOCmin=0.1 and p=1, and its maximum value fmax for SOC=SOCmax=1 and p=–1. 

 ( )1.000min −⋅−−= SOCMMff SP
 (3.124) 

 ( )00max 1 SOCMMff SP −⋅++= . (3.125) 

The proposed curve shifting method has two degrees of freedom for the design: Mp 

and MS. The selection of these parameters is important since they exert a great influence 

on the frequency deviation, the power response performance and the SOC response 

performance. Thus, the power and SOC responses will be theoretically analyzed in this 

section in order to make a correct choice. With regard to the frequency deviation, the 

frequency variation obtained is low for a stand-alone system, except for very high MP and 

MS values. For example, with the parameters chosen for Fig. 3.31, fmin=49.49 Hz and 

fmax=50.36 Hz, which are allowable. 

3.6.2.2 Influence of Mp and MS on the power response 

The model developed in section 3.3.2 is now used to determine the power response 

for the curve shifting method. The system plant was modeled by (3.26) and (3.27). For 

the control modeling, HP is added to (3.120) in order to account for the measurement 

and power sampling [see (3.108)], and the SOCs are considered as constant. The control 

then becomes 

 ( )1 0 1 1 1 0P P Sf f m H P M SOC SOC= − ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ −  (3.126) 

 ( )2 0 2 2 2 0P P Sf f m H P M SOC SOC= − ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ − . (3.127) 
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Inserting these equations into (3.26) and (3.27) leads to the closed-loop power 

expressions 

 ( )2 2

1 1 2

SP P

T i

P P P

VE I MVE I m H X VE
P P SOC SOC

den den den
θ ⋅ ⋅⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +

= + + −  (3.128) 

 ( )1 1

2 1 2

SP P

T i

P P P

VE I MVE I m H X VE
P P SOC SOC

den den den
θ ⋅ ⋅⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +

= − − − , (3.129) 

where denP was defined in (3.31). 

It can be observed from (3.128) and (3.129) that the characteristic equation is the 

same as for the conventional droop method. As a result, the power response poles are 

also the same, as was expected since the MP slope is not changed by the curve shifting 

method. Since parameter MS does not appear in the expression of denP, it does not affect 

the power response. The power response for this method has therefore the one analyzed 

in section 3.6.1.2 by means of the MP root locus diagram shown in Fig. 3.26. 

3.6.2.3 Influence of Mp and MS on the SOC response 

Similarly to section 3.6.1.3, the time constant for the SOC response, and the SOC 

imbalance for different ratios C/Sbat is now obtained for a two-battery system. The model 

for an N-battery system is shown in section 3.6.2.5. In this case, a small-signal analysis is 

not necessary since linear modeling is possible. 

Applying Laplace transform to (3.112) and (3.113) gives 
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Taking into account power and SOC dynamics, it can be considered that the power 

steady-state has been reached and equations (3.121)–(3.123) are valid. By means of 

(3.25), (3.121) and (3.130), the expression for the SOC difference is obtained as 
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As shown in (3.131) and (3.132), the transfer function has only one pole, which has 

an associated time constant τSOC,sh. This parameter τSOC,sh depends on the battery 

capacities, the inverter rated powers, and parameters Mp and MS; however, unlike the 

slope changing method, it does not vary in operation. In addition, its constant value can 
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be set as desired by means of parameter MS once parameter Mp has been selected for 

optimizing the power response. Increasing MS and thus the MS/Mp ratio makes the 

response faster. As an example, for the system presented in Table 1, Mp=0.3 Hz and 

MS=0.3 Hz, τSOC,sh=8 hours is obtained. 

Once again from (3.131), it is possible to determine the influence of net power on the 

SOC imbalance for different C/Sbat ratios, as performed in section 3.6.1.3. It should be 

noted that net power PT is best rejected for low C/Sbat ratio difference and a high MS/Mp 

ratio. The bode diagram for the SOC imbalance in front of the net power is shown in 

Fig. 3.32, conducted for the system presented in Table 3.6. The curves are obtained for 

Mp=0.3 Hz, three different MS values (MS=0.1 Hz, MS=0.3 Hz and MS=0.5 Hz) and assuming 

that battery 2 has lost part of its capacity due to aging. More specifically, two families of 

curves are shown, one for C2=18 kWh (25% of capacity loss) and another for C2=12 kWh 

(50% of capacity loss). Unlike the slope changing method, the linear modeling means 

that these curves are valid for every operating point. From the figure, it can be concluded 

that the SOC imbalance caused by the net power can be reduced by means of high MS 

values. Thus, since MS exerts no influence on the power response, it is possible to 

increase this parameter in order to limit the SOC imbalance. 

 
Figure 3.32. Bode diagram of the SOC imbalance in front of the net power. 

3.6.2.4 Simulation results 

In order to simulate the system, the curve shifting method parameters are first 

selected. The method has two design degrees of freedom, namely the power droop 

coefficient Mp and the SOC coefficient MS. 
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As it was shown above, only the droop coefficient Mp has an influence on the power 

transient. This parameter can thus be selected in order to optimize the power response, 

as was done in section 3.6.1.2. With regard to the SOC response, high values of the MS/Mp 

ratio reduce the transient time constant and prevents from high SOC imbalance in real 

systems. As a result, once parameter Mp has been set for the power response, parameter 

MS can be selected in order to limit the SOC imbalance. Hence, the power and SOC 

responses can be independently designed by means of the proposed control. Based on 

the theoretical analysis, the parameter values selected are Mp=0.3 Hz and MS=0.3 Hz for 

our system. 

One-year simulation is also carried out here for the system presented in Table 3.6 but 

with C2=18 kWh (25% of capacity loss due to aging). Similarly to the previous case (see 

section 3.6.1.4), the system represented by (3.112), (3.113), (3.122) and (3.123) is 

modeled in Simulink. The simulation is carried out for the same stand-alone system with 

the same net power profile (see Fig. 3.29). 

The results are shown in Fig. 3.33 considering SOCi1=80% and SOCi2=30%. The first 

graph plots the transient SOC response. Thanks to the control, both SOCs tend to reach 

the same value after a different initial status. Comparing this figure to Fig. 3.30, it can be 

observed that the SOC response is much faster for the curve shifting method. 

Furthermore, it has constant dynamics, which are determined by τSOC,sh = 6.6 hours from 

(3.132). In the second graph, the entire one-year simulation is represented, showing a 

low SOC imbalance. After the initial transient, the net power causes the SOC difference to 

change because C1/Sbat1=8 h ≠ C2/Sbat2=6 h, as predicted by (3.131). The SOC1–SOC2 

difference during the one-year period, disregarding the initial transient, reaches a peak 

value of –9.9%, an RMS value of 1.35% and an average value of –0.02%. These values are 

lower than those for the slope changing method and can still be further reduced if 

desired by increasing MS yet without interacting with the power response dynamics. 
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Figure 3.33. SOC evolution for a stand-alone system for the curve shifting method. 

3.6.2.5 SOC response for N batteries 

After validating the proposed control for a two-battery system, it is now generalized 

for an N-battery system. The power response for an N-battery system was developed in 

section 3.3.6.1. The SOC response modeling was developed in section 3.6.2.3 for two 

batteries and will be derived in this section for N inverters. The purpose is to obtain the 

transfer function poles in order to predict the transient response. The expression for the 

characteristic equation is thus determined, which makes it possible to disregard the 

independent terms. 

Rewriting (3.120) and (3.130) for N battery inverters leads to 
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From these equations and considering that f1=fi (for i=2,…,N), every power can be 

expressed as a function of P1, that is 
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Introducing (3.134) into (3.55) and operating makes it possible to obtain the 

characteristic equation as 

 
1

,

1

1 1

N

SOC

pj

S bat j j

den
M

s
M S C

=

=
⋅ ⋅ +

∑ . (3.135) 

From this expression, the closed-loop transfer function poles for the SOC response 

can be obtained. One example is provided for 4 inverters, where the parameters 

presented in Table 3.6 are used together with two other battery inverters. Note that it is 

considered that C2=18 kWh due to aging. Moreover, battery inverter 3 has a rated power 

Sbat3=5000 VA and a battery capacity C3=25 kWh while battery inverter 4 has a rated 

power Sbat4=4000 VA, and a battery capacity C4=40 kWh. Table 3.8 shows the time 

constants associated with the poles for MS=Mp=0.3 Hz. It can be seen that the system has 

(N–1) real poles. In addition, the poles for configurations with different inverters are 

between the poles for configurations with equal inverters. 

Configuration Time constants 

N times Inv1 N–1 times τ = 8 h 

N times Inv2 N–1 times τ = 6 h 

N times Inv3 N–1 times τ = 5 h 

N times Inv4 N–1 times τ = 10 h 

Inv1, Inv2 τ = 6.6 h 

Inv1, Inv2, Inv3, Inv4 τ = 5.4 h, 6.6 h, 9.2 h  

Table 3.8. Closed-loop time constants for the SOC response. 

3.6.3 Experimental results 

The proposed SOC-based droop method is now validated by experimental tests. Two 

batteries with their inverters are connected in parallel and create the ac grid. Their 

features are shown in Table 3.6. The battery inverter models are Ingecon Hybrid AC Link 

3TL and Ingecon Hybrid AC Link 6TL. Their configuration has been modified in order to 

implement the proposed droop method. The used P – f curve is (3.120) for f0=50 Hz, 

MP=0.3 Hz, MS=0.3 Hz, SOC0=0.8, as selected in section 3.6.2.4 and shown in Fig. 3.31. This 

curve is programmed in the inverter microprocessors. Each inverter measures its output 

power and then changes the output voltage frequency accordingly. The battery banks are 

made by series connection of vented lead-acid batteries, model 6 PVS 660. During the 

experiments, battery 1 has a greater charge than battery 2, with SOC1=0.8 and SOC2=0.4. 

A load bank and a PV emulator with its inverter is connected to the grid. They make it 

possible to change the real and reactive power as desired and thus to set the desired 
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operating point. Precision power analyzer WT1800 served to obtain the data, recording 

powers and frequencies every 50 ms. The battery inverters, battery banks, PV emulator 

and load bank are shown in Fig. 3.34. 

 
Figure 3.34. PV emulator, battery and load banks used for the experimental setup. 

The first test was conducted for the battery inverters in discharging mode. The per-

unit real powers and the filtered grid frequency are shown in Fig. 3.35. At the start, 

inverter 1 is operating alone, supplying a 4 kW load. As a result, P1 = 4 kW, p1 = 0.67, 

P2 = 0, and p2 = 0. Then, at second 2, inverter 2 is connected and helps supply the load. 

The power distribution can now be obtained by means of (3.122) and (3.123) as 

P1 = 3.47 kW, p1 = 0.58, P2 = 0.53 kW, and p2 = 0.18. Then, a 2.7 kW load is added to the 

AC bus. The net power becomes PT = 6.7 kW and the power distribution becomes 

P1 = 5.27 kW, p1 = 0.88, P2 = 1.43 kW, and p2 = 0.48. Finally, at second 7.5, the 2.7 kW load 

is disconnected, and the system returns to the previous operating point. The figure 

shows how p1 is always higher than p2 thanks to the control. Since SOC1=0.8 and 

SOC2=0.4, this helps balance the SOCs. With regard to the grid frequency, this changes in 
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line with net power variations according to (3.120). The figure shows that this frequency 

variation is moderate and totally acceptable for a stand-alone system. 

 
Figure 3.35. Experimental results for two battery inverters in discharging mode. 

The second test was carried out for the battery inverters in charging mode. Fig. 3.36 

shows the per-unit powers and the filtered grid frequency. Throughout the entire 

experiment, the PV inverter operates under MPPT and supplies 6 kW to the AC grid. 

Inverter 1 is initially connected with no load and, consequently, P1 = –6 kW, p1 = –1, 

P2 = 0, and p2 = 0. After a while, inverter 2 is connected, resulting in a different power 

distribution with P1 = –3.2 kW, p1 = –0.53, P2 = –2.8 kW, and p2 = –0.93. Then, at about 

second 5.5, a 2.7 kW load is connected, leading to a net power PT = –3.3 kW. The power 

distribution becomes P1 = –1.4 kW, p1 = –0.23, P2 = –1.9 kW, and p2 = –0.63. The figure 

shows that, when both inverters are connected, p1 is always higher than p2. Thus, battery 

2 is charged with more per-unit power, which helps balance the SOCs. The grid 

frequency, also shown in Fig. 3.36, follows net power variations and its variation range is 

between allowable limits for a stand-alone system. It is also worth noting that, for the 

curve shifting method, the power response is slightly affected by the operating point. In 

effect, focusing on the power transients in Fig. 3.35 and Fig. 3.36, it can be noted that the 

rising time is similar in all cases. 
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Figure 3.36. Experimental results for two battery inverters in charging mode. 

3.7 ENERGY MANAGEMENT DURING HIGH/LOW SOC OPERATION 

This section proposes an energy management strategy for a multiple-battery system 

during high/low SOC operation, in which the battery voltage or current have to be 

controlled to the rated values. As previously, the energy management strategy does not 

use communication cables between inverters or with a central supervisor. Although the 

strategy proposed here is also defined for normal operation, it uses the conventional 

droop method in this mode. Therefore, the strategy proposed in section 3.6 during 

normal operation is compatible and complements the strategy presented in this section 

during high/low SOC operation. 

The proposed strategy operates in the following way. Whenever the batteries are 

fully charged or absorbing too much current, then the grid frequency is increased. This is 

measured by the Renewable Energy Source (RES) inverters, which reduce their power in 

order to control the battery voltages or currents. Furthermore, the control coordinates 

the various batteries. If some batteries have not reached their maximum voltage or 

current, then the surplus power is transferred from the charged batteries to the non-

charged ones without limiting the RES power, making the most of the solar/wind energy. 

This section also addresses protection during battery discharging. As in the case of 

battery charging, when the batteries are either fully discharged or are delivering too 

much current, the grid frequency is decreased. The power is first transferred from some 

batteries to the others. However, if all the batteries have reached the minimum voltage 
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or maximum discharging current, then the frequency reduction is detected by the less 

critical loads, which are either regulated or disconnected. If this is not possible, then the 

system is shutdown in order to prevent irreversible damage to the batteries. 

This section is organized as follows. Section 3.7.1 presents the proposed energy 

management strategy by describing the different converter operation. Section 3.7.2 

defines the operating modes resulting from the converter operation, and provides some 

simulation results. In section 3.7.3, small-signal modeling is presented in order to 

analyze the system stability and dynamic performance. Finally, experimental results are 

provided in section 3.7.4 to verify the proposed strategy. 

3.7.1 Proposed energy management strategy 

3.7.1.1 Description 

Fig. 3.37 represents the same stand-alone system shown in Fig. 3.1, but now with N 

battery inverters, M PV inverters, and a number of loads are connected to the common 

AC bus. The battery inverters are connected in parallel through the output impedance, 

formed by the filter inductance and the line impedance. However, since the line 

impedance is much smaller than the filter impedance, the output impedance can be 

approximated as the filter inductance, Li. The battery inverter rated powers Sbat,i, battery 

capacities Ci, battery real powers Pi, battery reactive powers Qi, net real power PT, net 

reactive power QT, PV inverter rated powers Spv,i, and instantaneous value of voltages and 

currents ei and ii, are also defined in the figure. 

 
Figure 3.37. Battery inverters, PV inverters and loads connected in parallel. 
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In this system, the battery inverters always operate as Voltage Source Inverters 

(VSIs) using droop methods, and generate the grid. For their part, the RES converters 

operate as Current Source Inverters (CSIs), injecting either the maximum available 

power or a power below the MPP into the grid. The operation of the battery inverters, 

RES converters and non-critical loads is presented below. 

3.7.1.2 Battery inverter operation 

As seen before, the droop method is an advantageous grid generation technique for 

multiple VSIs, making it possible to share the real and reactive powers in proportion to 

the inverter ratings with no need for communication. This section addresses energy 

management and therefore the real power. For this reason, the reactive power droop 

method is not analyzed here, however a number of droop methods can be consulted in 

[3.60], [3.61]. For the sake of clarity, the real power analysis is carried out for two 

battery inverters, however this can be readily generalized for N inverters. As it was 

explained in previous sections, the conventional droop characteristic is expressed as 

follows: 

 
0 p

f f M p= − ⋅ , (3.136) 

where f is the inverter frequency, f0 is the nominal frequency, Mp is the droop coefficient, 

and p=P/Sbat is the per-unit real power. 

In steady-state operation, the inverter frequency is the same for all inverters. Hence, 

from (3.136), and setting the same values f0 and Mp for all inverters, the following is 

obtained: 

 
2121 ppff =⇒= . (3.137) 

Here, (3.136) is used during normal operation and, as a result, the power is shared 

among the inverters. However, in some situations equal power sharing is not desirable. 

The proposed strategy then modifies (3.136) as follows: 

 fpMff p δ+⋅−= 0 , (3.138) 

where δf is the shifting frequency and will be changed by the control. 

In steady-state operation, from (3.138), the condition f1=f2 leads to 

 
pM

ff
ppff 21

2121

δδ −=−⇒− . (3.139) 

This equation shows that adding the term δf results in an unequal power distribution. 

From (3.139), if δf2 and the load are maintained constant, increasing δf1 results in 
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increasing p1 and reducing p2 whilst reducing δf1 results in decreasing p1 and increasing 

p2. Taking this into account, if battery 1 reaches its minimum voltage or its maximum 

discharging current, battery inverter 1 will reduce δf1 and its power will decrease, 

preventing over-discharge. On the other hand, if battery 1 becomes fully charged or 

absorbs an excessive current, then the battery inverter will increase δf1 and its power 

will increase. Since the power in charging mode is negative, this will result in a battery 

current and voltage reduction, preventing overcharge. 

This fact can be observed in Fig. 3.38, where three different P – f curves are shown. 

The parameters are f0 = 50 Hz, Mp = 0.3 Hz for all curves. The curve for inverter 2 is not 

modified (δf2 = 0) while two modified curves are plotted for inverter 1 (δf1 = –0.1 Hz and 

δΔf1 = 0.1 Hz). Two operating points are plotted in the figure, for PT > 0 and for PT < 0. In 

discharging mode (PT > 0), battery 1 has reduced the shifting frequency to δf1 = –0.1 Hz. 

As a result, inverter 1 delivers less power than inverter 2. On the other hand, in charging 

mode (PT < 0), battery 1 has increased the shifting frequency to δf1 = 0.1 Hz. Thus, 

inverter 1 absorbs less power than inverter 2. 

 
Figure 3.38. Proposed P – f curve. 

Although parameters f0 and Mp are the same for all battery inverters in order to share 

the per-unit power in normal operation, parameter δf varies as a function of the 

operating point and is calculated for each battery inverter as 

 
dc fff δδδ −= . (3.140) 

where δfc (δfc ≥ 0) is the charge shifting frequency and δfd (δfd ≥ 0) is the discharge 

shifting frequency. 

The calculation of δfc and δfd is shown in Fig. 3.39. During charging mode, δfd = 0, and 

δfc ≥ 0. On the one hand, the difference between the measured battery voltage, vbat,m, and 

the maximum battery voltage, vbat,max, is entered in controller Cc,v, which calculates δfc,v, 

limited from 0 to δfc,max. On the other hand, from the difference between the measured 
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battery current, ibat,m (negative for charging mode), and the maximum battery charging 

current, ibat,c,max, controller Cc,i determines δfc,i, also limited from 0 to δfc,max. Then, the 

highest value δfc is selected since it is more restrictive. During discharging mode, δfc = 0, 

and δfd ≥ 0. In this case, the calculations are similar to the charging mode, but the 

references are the minimum battery voltage, vbat,min, and the maximum battery 

discharging current, ibat,d,max. The outputs in this case are δfd,v, and δfd,i, the limit value is 

δfd,max, and the highest value δfd is selected as the most restrictive. 

 
Figure 3.39. Calculation of δfc and δfd. 

Normally, the battery currents and voltages are within limits, that is 

vbat,min < vbat < vbat,max and – ibat,c,max < ibat < ibat,d,max. As a result, the controller outputs are 
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leading to an equal power distribution. When a battery is fully charged and its voltage 

exceeds vbat,max (vbat > vbat,max), or its charging current exceeds ibat,c,max (ibat < –ibat,c,max), then 

δf is increased, making it possible to reduce the power absorbed by that battery. On the 

other hand, when the battery is fully discharged and its voltage drops below vbat,min 

(vbat < vbat,min), or its discharging current exceeds ibat,d,max (ibat > ibat,d,max), then δf is 

decreased, resulting in a reduction in the power delivered by that battery. 
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If there is no variation in generation and consumption, in other words, net power 

PT is constant, then the reduction in the power absorbed (delivered) by one battery leads 

to an increase in the power absorbed (delivered) by the other battery. As a result, the 

control presented will be stable if the entire storage system is able to support the net 

power. However, if all batteries are fully charged or they are absorbing too much current, 

then all batteries will increase the frequency together. An RES power reduction is then 

required, which is presented in section 3.7.1.3. On the other hand, if all batteries have 

reached the minimum voltage or maximum discharging current, all of them will decrease 

the frequency together. In this case, the non-critical loads should be regulated, as 

presented in section 3.7.1.4. 

3.7.1.3 RES converter operation 

The RES converters operate under current-control mode, injecting power into the 

grid. They usually perform MPPT and can reduce the power depending on the grid 

frequency deviation. The grid frequency deviation Δf is defined as 

 
0fff −=∆ . (3.141) 

Each RES converter measures the frequency and obtains the measured frequency 

deviation Δfm. The frequency measurement does not involve an additional cost since this 

is already included in the RES inverters for grid synchronization and islanding detection. 

The frequency obtained by the phase locked loop (PPL) is then filtered in order to avoid 

noise, transients and external interferences. A high value is preferred for the filter time 

constant, τf, to prevent transient frequency oscillations from reducing the RES power 

when it is not required. However, a very high value would decrease the control stability 

margin, and a trade-off must be balanced. If the measured frequency deviation Δfm is 

higher than a minimum value Δfmin, then the RES converter stores the MPP power, to be 

called Pmpp,fr, and continuously reduces the power generated up to frequency deviation 

Δfmax, where the power is zero. The value of Δfmin should be higher than Mp in order to 

prevent interaction with the battery inverter droop and limiting the power when not 

required. Since the value of Pmpp,fr is taken instead of the rated power Spv, the RES power 

starts to be reduced just when Δfm > Δfmin, resulting in a faster control. The frequency 

sensing and filtering Hf, and the relationship between the frequency deviation and the 

reference RES power P*
RES are shown in Fig. 3.40. 
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Figure 3.40. Calculation of RES power reference P*RES. 

The implementation of the RES power regulation is described here for a photovoltaic 

system as well as for a wind-energy conversion system. The PV generator and two-stage 

PV inverter are shown in Fig. 3.41(a), while the small wind turbine, the permanent 

magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) and the AC/DC stage of the wind-energy AC/AC 

converter are shown in Fig. 3.41(b). In order to carry out the PV power reduction, the 

first stage of the PV inverter, which is a DC/DC boost converter, is controlled as shown in 

Fig. 3.42. When Δfm exceeds Δfmin, then the MPPT algorithm is cancelled and the PV 

voltage reference is frozen to its last value, vmpp,fr. The PV voltage is regulated by means of 

a PI controller [3.10]. On the other hand, power reference P*
pv is divided by the measured 

PV voltage vpv,m. Then, the lowest value is selected as the current reference for the inner 

current control. In so doing, when Δfm > Δfmin, the power regulation is active, with 

vpv > vmpp. However, there are situations in which the power reference can no longer be 

delivered, for example after an irradiance drop. In these cases, the PV voltage decreases 

and the control switches to voltage regulation, which prevents a PV voltage drop in the 

system. The voltage control is maintained until Δfm decreases to below Δfmin and then the 

MPPT is performed. More details about this technique are shown in chapter 4 and in 

[3.62]. 
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Figure 3.41. Renewable-energy-source systems: (a) Single-phase two-stage           

PV inverter and (b) AC/DC stage of the wind energy converter. 
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Figure 3.42. PV power regulation of the PV boost converter. 

In order to carry out the power reduction in a small wind turbine (WT) system, the 

WT boost converter is controlled as shown in Fig. 3.43. When Δfm exceeds Δfmin, then the 

loop shown in the figure is activated instead of the MPPT algorithm, and the WT voltage 

reference upper limit is set to the last vdc value, vmpp,fr. In order to reduce the power, the 

first PI controller reduces the voltage reference, which in turn causes the inductor 

current to increase. As a result, the voltage and consequently the turbine speed are 

reduced. The system thus evolves towards the low speed region of the P – ω curve, which 

makes it possible to reduce the power ensuring at the same time a safe turbine speed. 

However, there are situations in which the power reference can no longer be delivered, 

for example after a wind speed drop. In these cases, the WT voltage increases until it is 

limited to vmpp,fr, which prevents from over speeding the generator. The voltage control is 

maintained until Δfm decreases to below Δfmin and then the MPPT is performed. More 

details about this technique can be consulted in [3.63], where a similar control is applied. 

 
Figure 3.43. WT power regulation of the WT boost converter. 

One benefit of the power curtailment presented for the RES systems is that only the 

DC/DC converter control is modified. On the contrary, the RES inverter basic control 

remains unchanged, regulating the bus voltage and grid currents during power limitation 

too. However, due to the continuous frequency variation caused by the proposed 
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method, occurring not only during power limitation but also during MPPT, some 

modifications of certain inverter functionalities are required. Although an in-depth 

analysis is out of the scope of this work, a brief discussion about grid synchronization 

and islanding detection is carried out here. 

During operation, the voltage frequency evolves according to (3.137), where δf is 

obtained as shown in Fig. 3.39. Because the term δf is related to the battery energy 

management, its variation is slow with regard to the term Mp·p. For this reason, the 

frequency variation caused by the proposed method implies the same synchronization 

requirement as for the conventional droop method. For the conventional droop method, 

the frequency variation can be very fast in the event of load connections/disconnections, 

and high-performance phase locked loop (PLL) methods are required [3.64]–[3.66]. In 

any case, errors in the frequency estimation during load transients occur. This will cause 

reactive power injection by the RES inverter, which will be compensated by the battery 

inverters. 

In stand-alone systems in which security risks could arise, islanding detection can be 

an important issue. Concerning islanding detection methods, it is well-known that, in 

grid-connected inverters, frequency shift methods are generally preferred over voltage 

shift or impedance measurement methods. This is mainly due to both its lower grid 

perturbation and its success in islanding detection [3.67], [3.68]. Frequency shift 

methods could also be applied to stand-alone systems, provided that the frequency limits 

are expanded beyond f0 ± Δfmax. A higher run-on time could also be allowed in 

comparison with grid-connected systems. The main drawback is that frequency shift 

methods could also perturb the grid generation in droop-based stand-alone microgrids. 

Consequently, further investigation is required in this field concerning either 

modifications on conventional frequency shift methods or using other methods that 

could be more suitable for this type of systems. 

3.7.1.4 Non-critical loads operation 

If the system has non-critical loads which can be regulated, their power can be 

controlled as a function of the grid frequency. Similarly to the RES inverters (see 

Fig. 3.40), a P – f curve can also be programmed so that the consumed power is reduced 

when the frequency is low. The frequency deviation limits can be set independently of 

the RES regulation but, in this case, they will be considered as the opposite of the RES 

regulation limits, that is –Δfmin and –Δfmax. Typical programmable loads include thermal 

loads such as water heaters, refrigerators and air conditioning units [3.69], [3.70]. 

If load regulation is not feasible or all non-critical loads have already been 

disconnected, then the system should be shutdown whenever the frequency is very low 
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in order to prevent irreversible damage to the batteries. The value of the shutdown 

frequency deviation is defined as –Δfstop. If load regulation is feasible, then the shutdown 

frequency deviation should be Δfstop > Δfmin so that the system does not shutdown when 

the load regulation is active. However, if the loads do not allow for regulation, it should 

just be Δfstop > Mp in order to prevent interaction with the battery inverter droop. 

3.7.2 Operating modes 

3.7.2.1 Description 

Depending on the values of δf and Δf, there are five operating modes. These operating 

modes are defined in Table 3.9, and the transitions from one mode to another are shown 

in Fig. 3.44 and explained below for two batteries. Fig. 3.45 shows the frequency 

deviation for the different operating modes. 

Mode I applies during normal operation, when the battery voltages and currents are 

within limits. In Mode II, one battery is fully charged while, in Mode III, both batteries are 

fully charged and a PV power limitation is required. On the other hand, in Mode IV, one 

battery is discharged while, in Mode V, both batteries are fully discharged and a load 

regulation is required. 

Operating 
mode 

Frequencies 
Δf, δf1, and δf2 

Battery voltages and currents 
vbat1, vbat2, ibat1, and ibat2 

PV 
inverters 

Non-critical 
loads 

Mode I: 
Normal 

operation 

δf = 0 for both batteries 

–Δfmin < –Mp < Δf  
Δf < Mp < Δfmin 

vbat within limits 
for both batteries 
ibat within limits 

for both batteries 

MPPT As required 

Mode II: 
One 

battery 
charged 

δf > 0 for one battery 
δf = 0 for the other 

–Δfmin < –Mp < Δf  
Δf < Mp < Δfmin 

vbat = vbat,max or ibat = –ibat,c,max 
for one battery 

vbat and ibat within limits 
for the other 

MPPT As required 

Mode III: 
PV power 
limitation 

δf > 0 for both batteries 

Δfmin < Δf < Δfmax 

vbat = vbat,max or ibat = –ibat,c,max 
for one battery 

vbat = vbat,max or ibat = –ibat,c,max 
for the other 

Power 
limitation 

As required 

Mode IV: 
One 

battery 
discharged 

δf < 0 for one battery 
δf = 0 for the other 

–Δfmin < –Mp < Δf  
Δf < Mp < Δfmin 

vbat = vbat,min or ibat = ibat,d,max 
for one battery 

vbat and ibat within limits 
for the other 

MPPT As required 

Mode V: 
Load 

regulation 

δf < 0 for both batteries 

–Δfmax < Δf < –Δfmin 

vbat = vbat,min or ibat = ibat,d,max  
for one battery 

vbat = vbat,min or ibat = ibat,d,max  
for the other 

MPPT Load 
regulation 

Table 3.9. Operating modes. 
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Figure 3.44. Transitions between operating modes. 

 
Figure 3.45. Frequency deviation (Hz) and operating modes. 

3.7.2.2 Mode I: Normal operation 

In Mode I, the battery voltages and currents are within limits and, as a result, from 

Fig. 3.39, δf = 0 for both batteries. By means of (3.136) and (3.137), the per-unit power is 

the same for both batteries, which either absorb or supply the difference between 

generation and consumption, and their SOCs vary accordingly. Since δf = 0, from (3.136), 

the frequency deviation Δf is between ±Mp. Since it was imposed that Δfmin > Mp, the PV 

inverters operate under MPPT and the loads are not regulated (see Fig. 3.40). 

When the voltage for one battery exceeds vbat,max (vbat > vbat,max), or the charging 

current exceeds ibat,c,max (ibat < –ibat,c,max), then the control increases δf, the power absorbed 

by that battery is reduced and the system switches to Mode II. 

On the contrary, if the voltage for one battery decreases to below vbat,min (vbat < vbat,min), 

or the discharging current exceeds ibat,d,max (ibat > ibat,d,max), then the control decreases δf, 

the power delivered by that battery is reduced and the system switches to Mode IV. 

Mode I, II, IV 

–∆fstop 

Load 

regulation 

PV power 

limitation 

MPPT 

 

MPPT 

 

–∆fmax ∆fmax Mp –Mp 0 

–∆fmin ∆fmin 

0.3 –0.3 

0.5 –0.5 

2 –2 

Load as 

required 

Load as 
required 

Mode III Mode V 

No load 

regulation 

vbat<vbat,min or 

ibat>ibat,c,max for 

both batteries 

Stop 

vbat>vbat,min and 

ibat<ibat,c,max for 

one battery 

vbat>vbat,min and 

ibat<ibat,c,max for 

both batteries 

vbat<vbat,min or 

ibat>ibat,c,max for 

one battery 

vbat<vbat,max and 

ibat>–ibat,c,max for 

one battery 

vbat>vbat,max or 

ibat<–ibat,c,max for 

both batteries 

Mode IV Mode I Mode II 

vbat<vbat,max and 

ibat>–ibat,c,max for 

both batteries 

vbat>vbat,max or 

ibat<–ibat,c,max for 

one battery 

Mode III Mode V 
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3.7.2.3 Mode II: One battery charged 

In Mode II, one battery voltage or current is controlled to its maximum value,        

vbat = vbat,max or ibat = –ibat,c,max, while the other battery voltage and current are within 

limits. Due to the control, δf = 0 for the second battery, and δf > 0 for the first one. As a 

result, from (3.139), the second battery is absorbing a higher power than the first 

battery. Also in this case, since δf = 0 for one battery inverter, the frequency deviation Δf 

is between ±Mp and the net power is not modified. 

In this mode, one battery has its voltage and current within limits, and with δf = 0. If 

the voltage or current of this battery also exceeds its maximum value, then the net power 

cannot be absorbed by the whole storage system. In this situation, the power cannot be 

reorganized between the batteries, as it is carried out in this mode. According to the 

control, both batteries increase δf. At first, this has no effect on the net power. However, 

when the grid frequency deviation becomes higher than Δfmin, then the PV power starts 

to be limited and the system switches to Mode III. 

On the other hand, in this Mode II, there is a battery whose voltage or current is being 

regulated to its maximum value. When this voltage or current decreases, the battery 

inverter reduces δf and the system switches to Mode I. 

3.7.2.4 Mode III: PV power limitation 

In Mode III, the voltage or current of all batteries is regulated to its maximum value, 

vbat = vbat,max or ibat = –ibat,c,max. The control sets δf > 0 for both batteries, leading to a 

frequency deviation Δf > Δfmin. As a result, the PV power is reduced according to Fig. 3.40. 

This operating point requires a certain net power, which is obtained thanks to the 

frequency imposed by the control. 

In this mode, if the net power increases (for example due to an irradiance drop), and 

the system is not able to maintain the voltage or current reference for one battery, then 

the regulation reduces the frequency deviation to below Δfmin, and the system switches to 

Mode II. 

A number of simulations were carried out in order to validate the strategy in different 

modes of operation. An accurate model of the system shown in Fig. 3.37, comprising two 

PV inverters, two battery inverters and a number of resistive loads, was developed using 

the PSIM software. The features of the system are shown in Table 3.10. The first 

simulation addresses the voltage regulation during the transition from Mode I – Mode II 

– Mode III – Mode I. This is shown in Fig. 3.46 and represents the voltage of battery 1 

divided by two, the voltage of battery 2, the maximum voltage for both batteries 
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(Fig. 3.46(a)), the total PV power, the battery powers (Fig. 3.46(b)), the frequency 

imposed by the battery inverters and the frequency measured by the PV inverters 

(Fig. 3.46(c)). During the simulation, the MPP power is always 6 kW, and a number of 

resistive loads are disconnected and connected. 

PV inverter 1 rated power Spv,1 5 kVA 

PV inverter 2 rated power Spv,2 5 kVA 

Battery inverter 1 rated power Sbat,1 6 kVA 

Battery inverter 1 output inductance L1 3 mH 

Battery 1 rated capacity C1 48 kWh 

Battery 1 rated voltage Vbat,nom1 240 V 

Battery 1 absorption voltage Vbat,abs1 284 V 

Battery inverter 2 rated power Sbat,2 3 kVA 

Battery inverter 2 output inductance L2 4 mH 

Battery 2 rated capacity C2 18 kWh 

Battery 2 rated voltage Vbat,nom2 120 V 

Battery 2 absorption voltage Vbat,abs2 142 V 

RMS amplitude of the inverter output voltage E 230 V 

RMS amplitude of the ac bus voltage V 230 V 

Droop coefficient Mp 0.3 Hz 

Time constant of the real power filter τP 10.6 ms 

Time constant of the grid frequency filter τf 1 s 

Minimum frequency deviation ∆fmin 0.5 Hz 

Maximum frequency deviation ∆fmax 2 Hz 

Table 3.10. System features. 

At the start, the load consumes 4 kW and the net power is therefore PT = –2 kW. Given 

the fact that the battery voltages are lower than the absorption values, δf = 0 for both 

batteries (see Fig. 3.39), the system is in Mode I, the per-unit power is the same for both 

batteries (P1=2·P2) and the grid frequency is below f0 + Δfmin = 50.5 Hz. 

Then, at second 5, a 2.7 kW load is disconnected, leading to a net power PT = –4.7 kW. 

The battery 2 voltage exceeds its maximum value and thus, δf2 > 0. According to (3.139), 

the absorbed power then passes from battery 2 to battery 1 so that the battery 2 voltage 

is controlled, making the system operate in Mode II. Since δf1 = 0, the frequency is also 

lower than f0 + Δfmin in this case, and the PV power requires no limitation. 

Then, at second 12, a 1.3 kW load is disconnected, resulting in a net power            

PT = –6 kW. The voltages of both batteries exceed their absorption values, meaning that 

the storage system cannot absorb this power and the PV power has to be reduced. 
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Thanks to the control, δf1, δf2 and the grid frequency increase. Then, when the frequency 

measured by the PV inverters exceeds f0 + Δfmin = 50.5 Hz, the PV power is limited so that 

both battery voltages are regulated. The system is thus operating in Mode III, with 

Ppv = 4.5 kW and f = 50.87 Hz. 

Finally, at second 20, a 4 kW load is connected, leading to a net power PT = –0.5 kW. 

As a result, both battery voltages decrease to below their maximum values, and δf1 and 

δf2 decrease to reach δf1 = δf2 = 0. The grid frequency also decreases, the PV inverters 

perform MPPT and the system switches to Mode I. 

 
Figure 3.46. Voltage regulation during the transition Mode I – Mode II – Mode III – 

Mode I. 

3.7.2.5 Mode IV: One battery discharged 

In this mode, one battery voltage or current is controlled to its reference value,     

vbat = vbat,min or ibat = ibat,d,max, and the other battery voltage and current are within limits. 

The control imposes δf < 0 for the first battery and δf = 0 for the second one. From 

(3.139), the first battery is therefore supplying less power than the second one. Since 

δf = 0 for one battery inverter, the frequency deviation Δf is between ±Mp and the net 

power is not modified. 
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In this mode, one battery has its voltage and current within limits, and with δf = 0. 

When, for this battery, the voltage drops to below vbat,min or the discharging current 

exceeds ibat,d,max, the net power cannot be delivered by the whole storage system. In this 

case, the power cannot be reorganized between the batteries, as was the case for this 

mode. According to the control, both batteries reduce δf. At first, this has no effect on the 

net power. However, when the grid frequency deviation becomes lower than –Δfmin, the 

load power starts to be regulated and the system switches to Mode V. If the system does 

not allow for non-critical load regulation, then the frequency will continue to decrease 

until Δf < –Δfstop, where the system shuts down in order to prevent irreversible damage to 

the batteries. 

On the other hand, in this Mode IV, there is a battery whose voltage or current is 

being regulated to its reference value, vbat = vbat,min or ibat = ibat,d,max, When this voltage 

increases or this current decreases, the battery inverter raises δf and the system changes 

to Mode I. 

3.7.2.6 Mode V: Load regulation 

In Mode V, the voltage or current of all batteries is regulated to its reference value, 

vbat = vbat,min or ibat = ibat,d,max. Due to the control, δf < 0 for both batteries, which results in a 

frequency deviation Δf < –Δfmin. As a result, the load power is regulated, making it 

possible to impose the required net power so that the voltage or current is maintained to 

its reference value. 

In this mode, if the net power to be supplied decreases (for example due to an 

increase in irradiance), then the regulation increases the frequency deviation to over –

Δfmin, and the system switches to Mode IV. 

On the other hand, if all non-critical loads have already been disconnected and the 

storage system cannot supply the required net power, then vbat < vbat,min or ibat > ibat,d,max 

for both batteries, and the control continues to decrease δf until Δf < –Δfstop, where the 

system is shutdown in order to prevent irreversible damage to the batteries . 

Another simulation was carried out for the system presented above in Fig. 3.37 and 

Table 3.10. It addresses current regulation during the transition from Mode I – Mode IV – 

Mode V – Mode I. The simulation results are plotted in Fig. 3.47 and show the battery 

currents, the maximum discharging current for both batteries (Fig. 3.47(a)), the load 

power, the battery powers (Fig. 3.47(b)), the frequency imposed by the battery inverters 

and the frequency measured by the controllable load (Fig. 3.47(c)). It is assumed that, 

due to adverse conditions, both batteries are very hot. In order to protect the batteries, 

their maximum current is reduced to ibat,d,max1 = 20 A and ibat,d,max2 = 10 A. During the 
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simulation, the PV power is always 0, and a number of resistive loads are disconnected 

and connected, including a 2.7 kW controllable load. 

At the beginning, a 3 kW load is connected to the grid. Since the battery currents are 

under their maximum values, δf = 0 for both batteries (see Fig. 3.39), and the system is in 

Mode I. As a result, the per-unit power is the same for both batteries (P1=2·P2) and the 

grid frequency is higher than f0 – Δfmin = 49.5 Hz. 

Then, at second 5, a 2 kW load is connected. The battery 2 current becomes higher 

than the maximum value, which leads to δf2 < 0. The delivered power then passes from 

battery 2 to battery 1 so that the battery 2 current is controlled, making the system 

operate at Mode IV. Since δf1 = 0, the frequency is also higher than f0 – Δfmin in this case, 

and the load does not require regulation. 

Next, at second 10, a 1.4 kW load is connected. At that moment, the currents of both 

batteries exceed their maximum values, meaning that the storage system cannot deliver 

the power required and the load needs to be reduced. Thanks to the control, δf1, δf2 and 

the grid frequency decrease. When the frequency measured by the controllable load 

drops to below f0 – Δfmin = 49.5 Hz, the load power is regulated in such a way that both 

battery currents are controlled. The system is then operating in Mode V, with 

Pload = 5.8 kW, Pload,cont = 2.1 kW and f = 49.15 Hz. 

 
Figure 3.47. Current regulation during the transition Mode I – Mode IV – Mode V – 

Mode I. 
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Finally, a 3.4 kW load is disconnected at second 20. This causes the battery currents 

to drop to below their maximum values, and δf1 and δf2 increase to reach δf1 = δf2 = 0. The 

grid frequency also increases, the controllable load consumes more power and the 

system switches to Mode I. 

3.7.3 Small-signal modeling 

Small-signal modeling is developed in this section in order to design the controllers 

so that a certain stability margin and dynamic response is obtained for the system. In 

section 3.7.3.1, the small-signal modeling is applied to a system operating in Mode III. 

Furthermore, it is assumed that there are two batteries and two battery inverters with 

identical characteristics. The small-signal modeling for other modes is explained in 

section 3.7.3.2. Then, the modeling for different battery systems is developed in section 

3.7.3.3. Although the modeling for more than two batteries is not shown here, it can be 

readily obtained from the two-battery model. 

3.7.3.1 Mode III: Identical battery system 

When both battery systems are identical, the power response can be decoupled into 

the power distribution response and the net power regulation, as it will be shown in this 

section. The power distribution is related to the difference between the power supplied 

by both batteries, P1–P2, and will be called difference (D) response. The net power 

regulation is related to PV and load power regulation, i.e. to the sum of the battery 

powers, P1+P2, and will be called sum (S) response. 

The power delivered by a battery inverter to the AC bus can be expressed as [3.48] 

 sin
V E

P
X

δ⋅= ⋅ , (3.142) 

where E is the RMS amplitude of the inverter output voltage, δ is the power angle, V is 

the RMS amplitude of the AC bus voltage and X is the output reactance.  

In practical applications, δ is very low. Furthermore, the influence of small variations 

in E and V on the real power can be disregarded. Applying these approximations and the 

small-signal analysis to (3.142), the following is obtained: 

 0 0 ˆˆ V E
P

X
δ⋅

= ⋅ , (3.143) 

where V0=E0 is the rated voltage. 
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With regard to the difference response, the battery power difference can be readily 

calculated using (3.143) as 

 ( )0 0

1 2 1 2
ˆ ˆˆ ˆ V E

P P
X

δ δ⋅
− = ⋅ − . (3.144) 

The difference between the power angles only changes if the frequencies imposed by 

the battery inverters, f1 and f2, are different. By means of the relationship between the 

power angle and the frequency, and (3.144), the following applies: 

 ( )1 2 1 2
ˆ ˆˆ ˆ

PL
P P D f f− = ⋅ −  (3.145) 

 0 0 2
PL

V E
D

X s

π⋅
= ⋅ . (3.146) 

Equation (3.145) shows that the power distribution can be controlled by changing 

the frequency difference between the battery inverters, as performed for the 

conventional droop method. 

Concerning the sum response, the sum of P1 and P2 can be easily obtained from the 

power balance as 

 
1 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ

T load RES
P P P P P+ = = − , (3.147) 

where PRES is the total renewable-energy-source power, and Pload is the total load power. 

The total load can include linear loads and constant power loads (CPLs). While the 

real power of the CPLs does not depend on the grid voltage, the real power of the linear 

loads increases as the voltage augments. However, this has a small effect on the power 

response in this case since the load impedance is always much higher than the inverter 

output impedance [3.24], [3.71]. Furthermore, the influence on the real power is much 

smaller than on the reactive power due to the lower sensitivity to voltage variations 

[3.72]. The power Pload is also independent of the frequency in Mode III and will not 

therefore be considered for the analysis. 

The photovoltaic and wind-energy systems can be considered as constant power 

sources (CPSs) since their power depends on the resource during MPPT operation and 

on the power reference during power limitation [3.73]. As a result, the real power of the 

RES is independent of the grid voltage. However, the power PRES does depend on the 

frequency according to Fig. 3.40, which leads to the following expression: 

 max

,

max min

m

RES mpp tot

f f
P P

f f

∆ − ∆
= ⋅

∆ − ∆
, (3.148) 

where Pmpp,tot is the total stored MPP power. 
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Applying small-signal analysis to (3.148) and taking account of the first-order filter Hf 

shown in Fig. 3.40, gives 

 
,

max min

ˆˆ mpp tot

RES f

P
P H f

f f
= − ⋅ ⋅ ∆

∆ − ∆
. (3.149) 

It can be considered that the grid frequency deviation ∆f is the average between the 

frequency deviations imposed by both inverters. As a result, from (3.147) and (3.149) 

 ( )1 2 1 2
ˆ ˆˆ ˆ

RES
P P S f f+ = +  (3.150) 

 
,
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1

2

mpp tot

RES f

P
S H

f f
= ⋅ ⋅

∆ − ∆
. (3.151) 

Equation (3.150) shows that the net power can be regulated by changing the sum of 

battery inverters frequencies, in effect thanks to the PV power regulation shown in 

Fig. 3.40. 

Equations (3.145) and (3.150) represent the power response of the system to 

frequency variations. Once the system plant has been obtained, the control model can 

now be developed. The frequency of the battery inverters is imposed as dictated by 

(3.138), where the first part of the equation represents the conventional droop method 

and the term δf is added according to Fig. 3.39. Since the analysis is based on Mode III, 

δfd = 0 and δf = δfc. It is also assumed that the battery voltages are being regulated, which 

leads to δf = δfc,v (see Fig. 3.39). The modeling of the current regulation is not shown in 

this section because it is similar and simpler than the modeling of the voltage regulation. 

Taking these considerations into account, (3.138) and Fig. 3.39, the following is obtained: 

 ( )0 , ,max

P

P c v v bat bat

bat

M
f f H P C S v v

S
= − ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ − , (3.152) 

where HP models the measurement and sampling of the power, and Sv models the 

sampling of the battery voltage. 

Applying small-signal analysis to (3.152) gives 

 ,
ˆ ˆ ˆP

P c v v bat

bat

M
f H P C S v

S
= − ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ . (3.153) 

Considering the small-signal analysis of the Thevenin lead-acid battery equivalent 

circuit model, the battery power to voltage transfer function Gbat can be obtained as 

[3.74] 

 
( ) ( )

ˆ

ˆ

bat bat C S C S

bat bat C bat S bat bat C S bat

v C R R s R R

p C R V R I s V R R I

⋅ + +
= −

+ + + +
, (3.154) 
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where pbat is the power delivered by the battery, Vbat and Ibat are the battery voltage and 

current (DC operating points), RS is the internal resistance and RC and Cbat represent the 

first order dynamics of the battery. Parameters RS, RC and Cbat can be considered constant 

for modeling purposes since the SOC changes but slightly within the operating range of 

the voltage regulation. 

Due to the DC bus capacitor voltage regulation, the power delivered by the battery 

inverter, P, is delayed in relation to pbat. A first order filter, named B, will be used to 

model this delay. In this case, it also can be considered that (RC+RS)ˑIbat << Vbat. Based on 

these two considerations, (3.154) leads to the following: 

 
1 ˆ ˆˆ

1

bat C S C S

bat bat

bat bat C

C R R s R R
v B P G B P

V C R s

⋅ + +
= − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = − ⋅ ⋅

+
. (3.155) 

From (3.153) and (3.155), the frequency reference can be obtained as a function of P 

 ( )ˆ ˆ
CON BAT

f D S P= − + ⋅  (3.156) 

 P

CON P

bat

M
D H

S
= ⋅  (3.157) 

 
,BAT c v v bat

S C S G B= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ . (3.158) 

Equation (3.156) shows how the control of each battery inverter changes its 

frequency when its delivered power varies. By means of (3.145), and (3.156) applied to 

both inverters, the characteristic equation for the power distribution, denD, can be 

obtained as 

 ( )1D PL CON BATden D D S= + + . (3.159) 

The conventional droop control, represented by DCON, was initially designed to have 

an effect on the power distribution [3.21], whilst the voltage regulation, represented by 

SBAT, was initially designed to have an effect on the net power [3.39]. However, as (3.159) 

shows, both terms are important for the power distribution response. To evaluate the 

influence of each term more precisely, the root locus diagrams of denD for different 

values of Mp and KP are shown in Fig. 3.48, where KP is the proportional parameter of PI 

controller Cc,v. The analysis is carried out for the system presented in Table 3.10 but 

assuming that the features of battery inverter 2 are those of battery inverter 1, in other 

words identical battery systems. As can be observed in Fig. 3.48, the characteristic 

equation denD has four important roots. Poles λ1 and λ2, the two poles closest to the 

origin, are the dominant ones. The rapidity of the power distribution response is 

therefore determined by them. The appearance of these slow poles is due to the battery 

voltage regulation (term δf or transfer function SBAT), since they are not present for the 
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conventional droop control [3.21]. On the other hand, poles λ3 and λ4, the two poles 

farthest away from the origin, represent the stability margin of the power distribution 

response. Although these poles are also influenced by the voltage regulation, their 

appearance is due to the conventional droop method (term Mpˑp or transfer function 

DCON). As can be observed in Fig. 3.48(a), increasing Mp moves poles λ3 and λ4 closer to 

the imaginary axis, making the system less damped, whilst at the same time reduces the 

real part of λ1 and λ2, slowing down the response. On the other hand, as shown in 

Fig. 3.48(b), increasing KP has the same effect on λ3 and λ4, making the response less 

damped, but increases the real part of λ1 and λ2, speeding up the response. 

 

 
Figure 3.48. Root locus diagrams for denD: (a) Mp increasing (KP = 0.07) and          

(b) KP increasing (Mp = 0.3 Hz). 

By means of (3.150), and (3.156) applied to both inverters, the characteristic 

equation for the net power, denS, can be obtained as 

 ( )1S RES CON BATden S D S= + + . (3.160) 
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This expression shows that, also in this case, both terms DCON (due to Mpˑp) and SBAT 

(due to δf) are important for the net power response. The influence of each term on denS 

is also evaluated here by means of the root locus analysis. The root locus diagrams of 

denS for different values of Mp and KP are shown in Fig. 3.49 for the system above. As can 

be observed in the figures, denS has three important roots. Poles λ1 and λ2 are the ones 

closest to the origin, and their appearance is due to the battery voltage regulation (term 

δf or transfer function SBAT). On the other hand, pole λ3 is the one farthest away from the 

origin and its appearance is due to the conventional droop method (term Mpˑp or 

transfer function DCON), since it does not exist when the droop control is not present 

[3.39]. As shown in Fig. 3.49(a), increasing Mp moves λ1 and λ2 closer to the real axis, 

making the response more damped. The response also becomes slower if Mp is high 

enough. On the other hand, as also shown in Fig. 3.49(b), increasing KP slightly changes 

the damping of λ1 and λ2 (from a certain value of KP), and has little effect on the pole λ3. 

Furthermore, if KP is high enough, the real pole λ3, which is more affected by Mp, becomes 

dominant. 

 

 
Figure 3.49. Root locus diagrams for denS: (a) Mp increasing (KP = 0.07) and           

(b) KP increasing (Mp = 0.3 Hz). 
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Although the demonstration is not shown here, the characteristic equations denD and 

denS are exactly the same for an n identical battery system if a slight modification is 

made: the 2 in ARES expression [see (3.151)] must be changed by N. As a result, the 

analysis carried out in this section is also applicable to an n identical battery system. 

3.7.3.2 Other modes: Identical battery system 

The system modeling when operating in Modes I, II, IV and V can be obtained from 

the analysis developed in section 3.7.3.1 for Mode III. In this section, the differences in 

relation to Mode III are highlighted for the other operating modes. 

When the system is operating in Mode V, (3.159) and (3.160) apply for the power 

distribution and net power responses, respectively. However, the total controllable load 

power must be considered in SRES instead of the total MPP power Pmpp,tot [see (3.151)], 

controller Cd,v must be considered in SBAT instead of Cc,v (see (3.158)), and the battery 

model parameters must be given for a low SOC level (see(3.155)). 

When the system is operating in Mode II or IV, the net power is not modified because 

the RES or load power is not changed by the control. As a result, the net power response 

does not apply in these modes. With regard to the power distribution response, (3.159) 

must be modified. In these modes, only one battery is varying the term δf while, in the 

other, the controller outputs are inactive due to saturation δf = 0 (see Fig. 3.39). As a 

result, (3.156) is only valid for one battery inverter, and in the other SBAT = 0. On account 

of this, the characteristic equation for the power distribution now becomes 

 ( )1 2D PL CON BATden D D S= + + . (3.161) 

Furthermore, controller Cc,v and a high-SOC battery model must be used in Mode II 

while controller Cd,v and a low-SOC battery model must be used in Mode IV. Equation 

(3.161) can be analyzed by means of the root locus diagram for denD of Fig. 3.48, 

considering KP is equal to half the KP value used in Mode III. As a result, the power 

distribution response for Mode II and IV is more damped and slower than for Mode III. 

Finally, when the system is operating in Mode I, both battery voltage controllers are 

inactive because their outputs are saturated to δf = 0 (see Fig. 3.39). As a result, only the 

conventional droop method applies, which leads to 

 1D PL CONden D D= + ⋅ . (3.162) 

In this case, poles λ1 and λ2 of Fig. 3.48 do not appear and the power distribution 

response therefore becomes much quicker and more damped, as can be observed in 

Fig. 3.48 for KP = 0 and in [3.21]. 
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3.7.3.3 Different battery system 

If the two battery systems are not identical, even if they have the same per-unit 

characteristics, then the power response cannot be decoupled. For Mode III, proceeding 

similarly to section 3.7.3.1, the characteristic equation for the power response, denDS, is 

expressed as 

 
( )( )( )

( )( ) ( )( )
1 2 1 1 2 2

1 1 1 2 2 2

1 1 2

1 2 1 2

DS PL RES RES CON BAT CON BAT

PL RES CON BAT PL RES CON BAT

den D S S D S D S

D S D S D S D S

= + ⋅ + + + +

+ ⋅ + + + ⋅ + +
 (3.163) 
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 1 , 1 1 1 1 2 , 2 2 2 2,BAT c v v bat BAT c v v batS C S G B S C S G B= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ . (3.167) 

The different control parameters of each battery inverter can be designed according 

to section 3.7.3.1, assuming that all the inverters operating are identical. Equations 

(3.163)–(3.167) then make it possible to verify the real dynamic response. In effect, in 

doing so, it can be verified that the dynamic response for the different battery system 

remains similar to the one for the identical battery system (design system).  

3.7.4 Experimental results 

The proposed frequency-based energy management strategy was validated by 

experimental tests. Two batteries with their inverters were connected in parallel and 

generated the AC grid. A load bank and two PV emulators with their inverters were 

connected to the grid. The battery and PV inverters are commercial ones, with a modified 

configuration, in order to implement the proposed strategy. More precisely, the 

proposed droop method presented by (3.138), where δf is obtained from (3.140) and 

Fig. 3.39, was programmed in the battery inverters whilst the PV power regulation, 

represented by Fig. 3.40 and Fig. 3.42, was programmed in the PV inverters. The system 

features were shown in Table 3.10 (section 3.7.2.4). As it can be observed, the two 

battery systems have different characteristics. Precision power analyzer WT1800 served 

to obtain the data, recording voltages, currents, powers and frequencies every 50 ms. 

The first test was conducted to validate the battery voltage regulation during the 

transition from Mode I – Mode II – Mode III, similarly to the simulation presented in 
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Fig. 3.46. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 3.50 and represent the battery 1 

voltage divided by two, the battery 2 voltage, the maximum voltage for both batteries 

(Fig. 3.50(a)), the battery powers, the load power, the total PV power (Fig. 3.50(b)), and 

the grid frequency (Fig. 3.50(c)). At the start, both battery voltages are lower than their 

maximum values. As a result, the battery inverters share the power in proportion to their 

ratings (P1=2·P2), the frequency is close to 50 Hz and the system is operating in Mode I. 

Then, at about second 8, a 2.6 kW load is disconnected. The battery 2 voltage exceeds its 

maximum value but, thanks to the control, the absorbed power switches from battery 2 

to battery 1 so that the battery 2 voltage is controlled, making the system operate in 

Mode II. The grid frequency increases in this mode but remains lower than 

f0 + Δfmin = 50.5 Hz because the PV power does not need to be limited. Then, at about 

second 25, a 1.3 kW load is also disconnected, making the voltage of both batteries 

exceed their maximum value. As a result, the grid frequency is increased by the control. 

Then, when the frequency measured by the PV inverters becomes higher than 50.5 Hz, 

the PV power is reduced so that both battery voltages are regulated, making the system 

operate in Mode III. The figure shows how the proposed strategy is successful in 

controlling the absorption voltage of one or two batteries as required while at the same 

time making the most of the solar energy, yet with no need for communication cables. 

 
Figure 3.50. Voltage regulation during the transition Mode I – Mode II – Mode III. 

The second test validated the battery current regulation during the transition from 

Mode I – Mode IV – Stop, in a similar way to the simulation presented in Fig. 3.47. The 
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experimental results, shown in Fig. 3.51, represent the battery currents, the maximum 

discharging current for both batteries (Fig. 3.51(a)), the load power, the battery powers 

(Fig. 3.51(b)), and the grid frequency (Fig. 3.51(c)). It is assumed that, due to adverse 

conditions, both batteries are very hot. In order to protect them, their maximum current 

is reduced to ibat,d,max1 = 20 A and ibat,d,max2 = 10 A. During the test, the PV power is always 

0, and there are no controllable loads. At the beginning, both battery currents are below 

their maximum values. Hence, the system operates in Mode I, the load power is shared 

by the inverters and the frequency is close to 50 Hz. At about second 3, a 2 kW load is 

connected. The battery 2 current then becomes higher than 10 A and, as a result, the 

control makes battery inverter 1 deliver more power so that the battery 2 current is 

regulated, making the system operate in Mode II. Then, at about second 5, a 1.3 kW load 

is also connected, making each battery current exceed its maximum value. As a result, 

the grid frequency is reduced by the control. Since there are no controllable loads in this 

test, the frequency continues decreasing until it reaches the value f0 – ∆fstop = 49.4 Hz, 

when the system stops in order to protect the batteries. The figure shows how the 

proposed strategy manages to either control the current of one battery or to stop the 

system as required with no need for communication cables. Furthermore, the value of 

∆fstop can be configured in order to control the overload time, depending on the system 

thermal properties. 

 
Figure 3.51. Current regulation during the transition Mode I – Mode IV – Stop. 
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3.8 CONCLUSIONS 

3.8.1 Frequency and voltage regulation 

In the first part of this chapter, three different models for droop-based microgrids 

were presented and compared. Two of the models use small-signal analysis and do not 

decouple the real and reactive power responses. As a result, these models are more 

accurate but also much more complicated, making it difficult to discern the different 

dynamic properties of the real and reactive power responses. Thanks to these models, it 

was shown for a particular case that the operation point and the load type have small 

effect on the system eigenvalues. The third model is a linear model which does not 

consider the load effect. Although it is an approximate model, its accuracy was validated 

by comparison with the small-signal models. This model is much simpler and decouples 

the real and reactive power responses. As a result, the control parameters such as the 

droop coefficients and the voltage controller parameters can be readily designed. 

Simulation results validate the models and the control design. 

The droop control method with RMS voltage regulation used in this part of the 

chapter is suitable for parallel-connected inverters. However, the analysis also shows 

that this technique has significant drawbacks when feeding non-linear loads. It is 

therefore proposed a harmonic compensation in order to improve its performance. For 

the harmonic currents, the control emulates a virtual inductance in such a way that the 

output inductance is reduced and its per-unit value is equalized for every inverter. As a 

result, the proposed technique succeeds in equally distribute the inverter currents while 

at the same time reducing the grid voltage THD. The improvements of the proposed 

control were validated by simulations results. 

3.8.2 Energy management 

Next in the chapter, a new SOC-based droop control method which achieves energy 

management for different battery inverters in stand-alone ac supply systems with 

distributed energy storage was proposed. The proposed technique shifts the P – f curve 

either upwards or downwards in line with the battery SOC and, as a result, the stored 

energy becomes balanced with no need for communications between the inverters. 

Thanks to the proposed SOC-based droop control, power and SOC responses are 

decoupled, making it possible to optimize both responses by means of the two P – f curve 

parameters. The power response can be optimized by means of power droop coefficient 

Mp, in the same way as for the conventional droop method. With regard to the SOC 
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response, it is possible to improve the transient and reduce the SOC imbalance by 

increasing SOC coefficient MS. 

The proposed method was compared to the existing slope changing method, which 

modifies the P – f curve slope as a function of the battery SOC. In contrast to the method 

proposed in this work, the power and SOC response are not decoupled in the slope 

changing method, and the design parameter, n, must be chosen as a trade-off between 

both responses. Furthermore, the power response is highly dependent on the operating 

point, leading to slow dynamics and power errors when operating with low SOCs. 

A one-year simulation was conducted for both techniques using a real power profile. 

The results show adequate energy management for both techniques, however the 

proposed method achieves better performance for both the transient response and the 

SOC imbalance. The experimental results for the proposed control validate the 

theoretical analysis for different operating points, showing how the battery with a higher 

SOC delivers more power or absorbs less power than the battery with a lower SOC, 

which helps balance the SOCs. 

These techniques correspond to the energy management during normal operation, 

i.e. while the battery SOCs are within limits. The subsequent part of this chapter is 

focused on the high/low SOC operation, in which the battery voltage and current have to 

be controlled to the rated values. Also in this case, the energy management is carried out 

with no need for communication cables between the inverters or to a central supervisor, 

using frequency as a communication signal, resulting in a more reliable and cost-

effective system. During normal operation, the power is shared among the various 

battery inverters thanks to the conventional droop method. Then, when some batteries 

are fully charged or are absorbing too much current, the frequency is increased. As a 

result, the power is first transferred from some of the batteries to the others. However, if 

all batteries have reached the maximum voltage or current, then the renewable-energy 

sources detect the high frequency and reduce their power in order to adjust the battery 

voltages or currents. Similarly, when the batteries are either fully discharged or 

delivering excessive current, then the frequency is decreased. This makes it possible to 

regulate the voltage/current of one or more batteries as required. Then, if all batteries 

reach their minimum voltage or maximum discharging current, the less critical loads are 

regulated. If this is not possible, then the system stops in order to prevent serious 

damage to the batteries. 

Small-signal modeling for the whole system was finally carried out. This modeling 

makes it possible to evaluate the new control in relation to the conventional droop 

method, as well as to design the main control parameters even for uncertain systems, 

and validate the power response dynamics and stability for a given system. 
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The proposed strategy is validated by means of simulation and experimental tests for 

a system with two battery inverters, two PV inverters and a number of loads. The results 

show how the regulation of battery voltages or currents, the PV power reduction and the 

non-critical loads control are correctly performed. As a result, the energy management is 

successfully carried out for the most critical situations with no use of communication 

cables. 

3.8.3 Summary for implementation of the whole system 

In order to implement the proposed techniques in a real system, a summary of the 

different controls is provided in this section. The general scheme of the system was 

presented in Fig. 3.37. It is worth noting that each inverter only has information about 

local variables and the control is thus based on them. 

The implementation for the battery inverter is shown in Fig. 3.52. The real and 

reactive powers are obtained from the grid voltage and inverter current as described in 

section 3.2.2. For the reactive power management, the conventional droop method is 

used, defined by (3.18), where the droop coefficient is obtained from (3.20). This control 

determines the RMS voltage reference V*, which is in turn regulated by a PI controller, as 

shown in the figure. On the other hand, the conventional droop method for real power, 

defined by (3.17) and (3.19), is modified in order to realize the battery energy 

management. The regulation of the battery voltages and currents is carried out thanks to 

(3.138), where δf is obtained from (3.140) and Fig. 3.39. This makes it possible to 

balance the SOCs during high/low SOC operation. Equation (3.138) can be combined 

with (3.120) to balance the SOCs also during normal operation. The combination of both 

methods represents the overall energy management strategy and can be expressed as 

 fSOCSOCMpMff Sp δ+−⋅+⋅−= )( 00 . (3.168) 

 
Figure 3.52. Implementation for the battery inverter. 
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Since the RMS output voltage E and the frequency are now known, the instantaneous 

voltage e can finally be obtained and modulated, as shown in Fig. 3.52. In this control 

there is no inner current loop, and the hardware current limitation presented in 

section 3.4.2 is also implemented as a means of protection. 

The regulation summarized so far deals with the fundamental components. However, 

some additional controls must be added in the presence of non-linear loads. In this case, 

the inverter current harmonics are obtained by means of a BPF, and a harmonic voltage 

compensation is calculated as shown in (3.95). The harmonic voltage is then added to the 

fundamental voltage, as shown in Fig. 3.52. Finally, if the loads also demand DC current, a 

DC voltage droop is also applied, represented by (3.81)–(3.83). 

With regard to the PV and wind converters, they operate under MPPT as long as the 

frequency deviation is below Δfmin. When frequency exceeds this value, the renewable 

power is reduced following the curve shown in Fig. 3.40. The power limitation is carried 

out by controlling the DC/DC boost stage of the PV and wind converter, as shown in 

Fig. 3.42 for photovoltaic generators and in Fig. 3.43 for small wind turbines. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONTROL OF THE DC/DC STAGE 

IN PV INVERTERS WITH SMALL 

INPUT CAPACITORS 

ABSTRACT 

In the case of photovoltaic (PV) systems, an adequate PV voltage regulation is fundamental 

in order to both maximize and limit the power. For this purpose, a large input capacitor has 

traditionally been used. However, when reducing that capacitor size, the nonlinearities of 

the PV array make the performance of the voltage regulation become highly dependent on 

the operating point. This chapter first analyzes the nonlinear characteristics of the PV 

generator and clearly states their effect on the control of the DC/DC boost stage of 

commercial converters by means of a linearization around the operating point. Then, it 

proposes an adaptive control, which enables the use of a small input capacitor preserving 

at the same time the performance of the original system with a large capacitor. 

A similar analysis is carried out for the control of the two-input buck (TIBuck) converter. 

This converter possesses a high efficiency and makes it possible to maximize the power of 

two PV arrays at the same time, improving the overall efficiency under different shading 

conditions. By means of a small-signal modeling, the control theme of the two PV voltages is 

formulated and the effect of the nonlinearities is presented. 

Although PV systems are generally based on Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT), 

many situations such as stand-alone systems or microgrids increasingly require the PV 

system to operate below maximum power. This chapter also proposes a control strategy for 

a DC/DC boost converter that makes it possible to operate in both modes, namely at either 

maximum or limited power point tracking. 

Simulation and experimental validation are provided throughout the chapter.  
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

PV systems are undergoing continuous expansion and development, mainly in grid-

connected but also in isolated applications [4.1]. When connected to the grid, PV arrays 

generally operate under Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT). However, the current 

trends toward distributed power generation systems based on renewable energies are 

leading to the introduction of microgrids [4.2], [4.3]. In such systems, it might be 

necessary to reduce the PV power in order to contribute to grid stability. A technique 

being able to function below the MPP by tracking a reference power must then be used 

[4.4]. We will refer to this technique as Limited Power Point Tracking (LPPT). In the 

same way, in an isolated system, the PV array usually operates under MPPT. Yet, it needs 

to limit the power and switch to LPPT when the storage element is full and the demand is 

low [4.5]. 

Because of the PV generator features, an electronic conversion system is required to 

be connected to the electric grid. In this chapter, the PV conversion system shown in 

Fig 4.1 is employed. It consists of a PV generator, an input capacitor (C), a DC/DC 

converter, a bus capacitor (Cbus) and a single-phase inverter. 

vgrid C 

 ipv 

ic 
Cbus vpv vbus 

 PV 

Linv 

 
Figure 4.1. PV single-phase conversion system. 

There are many MPPT algorithms in the literature [4.6], [4.7]. The most commonly 

used are perturbation and observation (P&O) [4.2], [4.8], hill-climbing [4.3], [4.9], 

fractional open-circuit voltage [4.10], and incremental conductance [4.11], [4.12]. Some 

of these algorithms have already been modified making it possible to operate both in 

MPPT and LPPT [4.5], [4.13]. 

The output reference of these algorithms can be the PV voltage [4.13]–[4.17], the PV 

current [4.18], [4.19], or just the duty cycle of the DC/DC converter [4.5]. However, 

excluding low power applications, it is well-known that the best option is to control the 

PV voltage since it changes slowly and it is more stable. Controlling the PV current can 

result in a voltage drop during the transients and controlling the duty cycle leads to an 

inappropriate control of PV voltage and current as well as more losses and stresses in 

the converter [4.14]–[4.16], [4.20], [4.21]. 
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The value of the PV voltage reference is continuously updated by the MPP or LPP 

tracker. Whilst in MPPT operation the PV voltage is very close to the MPP voltage, in 

LPPT operation the PV voltage varies from the MPP to the open circuit voltage [4.13]. 

Thus, a fast and stable regulation in the entire operating range is required for a proper 

tracking [4.15], [4.16]. However, the nonlinear nature of the PV array can cause the 

performance of the regulation to change with the operating point. Depending on the 

conversion structure, the control strategy and the input capacitor size, this nonlinear 

characteristic can lead to great variations in the dynamics and can even put the stability 

at risk [4.15], [4.16], [4.22], [4.23]. 

The variability in the PV voltage control process is caused by the dynamic resistance, 

which is obtained from the slope of its I-V curve [4.24], [4.25]. This parameter depends 

on the characteristics of the PV array, and is highly variable with the irradiation, the 

temperature and especially the PV voltage. As a result, the voltage regulation 

performance can decrease when operating under MPPT because of the irradiation and 

temperature change, and it can become even worse when operating under LPPT since 

the PV voltage also changes. 

For buck converters, the influence of the dynamic resistance on the PV voltage 

control for has been quite studied. In [4.16], the authors analyze the single and cascaded 

feedback loops. In both cases, a proper control is guaranteed in the whole operation 

range thanks to high cutoff frequencies and a big input capacitor. An in-depth analysis of 

the cascaded control technique is developed in [4.26] and [4.27]. It is shown that the 

system can become unstable if a correct regulation and capacitor sizing are not carried 

out [4.23], [4.26], [4.27]. 

On the contrary, the effect of the dynamic resistance has been less analyzed in the 

case of boost converters. In [4.15], the authors regulate the PV voltage by means of the 

duty cycle, i.e. without inner current loop. These control schemes are usually applied to 

small PV generators (e.g. 50 W in [4.15]). In these systems, the influence of the dynamic 

resistance results in a very variable damping factor of the duty cycle to voltage transfer 

function. However, the undamped natural frequency hardly changes and the system can 

be easily controlled with a second order controller with no appreciable changes in the 

regulation performance [4.15], [4.28]. 

There are other minor proposals to control low-power boost converters. In [4.29], the 

authors employ a cascaded sliding mode control and a capacitor current sensor in order 

to both eliminate the dynamic resistance influence and achieve a very fast voltage 

response, making it possible to reject abrupt irradiance variations. Nevertheless, this 

strategy requires an additional current sensor in order to measure the input capacitor 

current. 
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For higher power boost converters (typically over 1 kW), the PV voltage is usually 

controlled by means of an inner inductor current loop. The cascaded control avoids 

current transients and reduces failure rates. In these systems, the influence of the 

dynamic resistance has not been traditionally taken into account. The current to voltage 

transfer function has been considered as 1/Cs, where the PV array is taken as a current 

source [4.17], [4.30]. Initially, the dynamic resistance effect was hidden by the use of 

large input capacitors. In recent years, these large electrolytic capacitors are being 

replaced by smaller polypropylene ones, which are much cheaper and more reliable 

[4.31], [4.32]. However, this capacitor reduction makes the dynamic resistance not 

negligible anymore. This renders necessary the analysis of the dynamic resistance effect 

and the design of new control techniques capable of compensating this effect. 

Section 4.2 first presents the PV array small-signal model. Section 4.3 then analyzes 

the influence of the dynamic resistance for the DC/DC boost stage of a typical single-

phase PV converter. It is shown how the dynamic resistance diminishes the performance 

of the PV voltage regulation. An adaptive control is then proposed in order to obtain a PV 

voltage regulation with a cutoff frequency and a phase margin that remain almost 

constant for the whole operating range, in a system with a small input capacitor. The 

dynamic resistance is estimated from measured variables of the converter, namely the 

PV voltage and inductor current, and the controller is continuously adapted making use 

of that estimation. 

The converters previously mentioned only perform one MPPT per converter. 

However, depending on the application, different PV module technologies, orientations 

and shading conditions can be present, leading to significant power losses [4.33]–[4.35]. 

In order to reduce the effects of mismatching on the power production of the PV 

generator, various solutions have been proposed. A review of a number of alternatives is 

carried in [4.36], where the different actions are divided into three groups: modifying the 

MPPT algorithm [4.37], changing the electrical connection of the panels into the PV field 

[4.38], and modifying the power system architecture [4.39], [4.40]. Within the latter 

group, a frequently adopted solution is the two-stage boost inverter, where the first 

stage is a boost converter and the second stage is an H-bridge inverter [4.41]–[4.43]. In 

order to perform two different MPPTs, two DC/DC boost converters can be placed in 

parallel, as shown in Fig. 4.2(a) [4.44], [4.45]. Although the conversion efficiency is lower 

when compared to the previous configuration, the overall efficiency is higher for rooftop 

applications under different shading conditions, orientations or module technologies, 

thanks to the dual MPPT capability. 

As an alternative to two single-input converters, two-input DC/DC converters have 

been proposed in the literature [4.46]–[4.53]. These converters aim to improve the 

system performance in terms of conversion efficiency, integration and cost, while, at the 
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same time, maintain the dual MPPT capability. However, most of the proposed 

converters still use more than one active switch and several passive components, 

actually lacking in high power density or high efficiency. 

Section 4.4 proposes a new configuration where the first stage is a Two-Input Buck 

(TIBuck) converter and the second stage is a boost inverter, as shown in Fig. 4.2(b). 

Similar to the previous cases, this configuration also achieves two MPPTs. However, only 

one active switch is required for the DC/DC conversion, making the system more cost-

effective and reliable. Furthermore, given that the switch and the diode have very low 

voltage stress, the TIBuck conversion efficiency is very high [4.54]. 

 

Figure 4.2. Configurations for grid-connected PV systems with dual MPPT 

capability: (a) Multiple boost converters, (b) Proposed scheme. 

The TIBuck converter was first proposed by Sebastian et al. in [4.54] to improve 

AC/DC conversion efficiency. In this first application, the output voltage was the control 

variable. Section 4.4, however, is concerned about the dual MPPT and thus deals with the 

two input voltage regulation. The nonlinearity of the two PV arrays is considered, which 

adds complexity to the analysis of the nonlinear converter [4.15], [4.16], [4.28], [4.41]. 

Small-signal modeling is carried out in order to apply linear control techniques. 

Apart from the cases previously mentioned, there are more situations in which a 

power reduction is required. In some countries such as Germany and Italy, network 

operators are already demanding a frequency regulation capability in PV power plants. 

Thus, the PV power output must be reduced below the MPP when the grid frequency 

exceeds a certain value. Furthermore, the PV power could exceed the maximum power 
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output of the electronic converter, which is likely to occur since the peak power of the PV 

generator is usually higher than the converter maximum power [4.55]. In this situation, 

the system must also operate under LPPT and thus below the MPP. 

Section 4.5 proposes a new method which permits operation in both MPPT and LPPT 

modes. The strategy obtains high dynamics for the power response and guarantees 

stability in both modes of operation (MPPT and LPPT), preventing the system from a 

voltage drop in the PV voltage even for abrupt irradiance changes. 

4.2 PV ARRAY SMALL-SIGNAL MODEL 

The curve I-V of a PV array can be expressed as [4.16] 
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where Iph and I0 are the photogenerated and saturation current of the array, Rs is the 

equivalent series resistance, Rp is the equivalent shunt resistance, and Vt is the thermal 

voltage, which is defined as 
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where Ns is the cells connected in series, m is the ideality factor of the diode, k is the 

Boltzmann constant, T is the generator temperature, and q is the electron charge. 

To obtain a linear equation for the PV current ipv as a function of the PV voltage vpv 

and the irradiation g, some parameters are defined. The variation of the current with the 

temperature is not considered since it changes very slowly, being easily compensated by 

the regulator. The dynamic resistance of the array Rpv, which represents the voltage 

influence, is calculated using (4.1) as 
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where Rd is defined as 
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Similarly, the PV current coefficient of variation with the irradiation, referred to as Kg, 

is worked out using (4.1) as 
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Thus, the linear model for the operating point with a PV current I’0, PV voltage V0, 

irradiation G0 and generator temperature T0 is 
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where Rpv and Kg are evaluated for (V0, G0, T0). 

Reordering (4.6), one finds 
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where Ieq is the equivalent current comprising the constant terms, expressed as follows: 
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The nonlinear I-V curve of the array and its linearization around the MPP are shown 

in Fig. 4.3. The curve reproduces (4.1) for the PV array of Table 4.2 (presented below) 

and given G0=1000 W/m2 and T0=25ºC. The linearization around the MPP is based on 

(4.7). 

The linear model can also be represented by an electrical circuit. The equivalent 

circuit, valid at the linearization point, is illustrated in Fig. 4.4. 

 
Figure 4.3. Nonlinear I-V curve and linearization at point (V0,G0,T0,I’0). 
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Figure 4.4. Equivalent circuit at the linearization point. 

By means of (4.3) and (4.5), both parameters Rpv and Kg depend on the PV array 

(features of the panel and number of panels connected in series and in parallel) and on 

the operating point. For a certain PV array, they are variable with the irradiation, the 

temperature and especially with the PV voltage. From (4.3) and (4.4), it can be observed 

that the dynamic resistance increases as the voltage decreases. Thus, it will be maximum 

for short-circuit: 

 psppvpv RRRTgvR ≈+== ),,0( . (4.9) 

Likewise, it will reach its minimum for open-circuit voltage. In that point, Rp can be 

neglected and therefore 
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Imposing the open-circuit condition in (4.1), Iph can be approximated as 
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From (4.10) and (4.11) the dynamic resistance for Voc is finally worked out as 
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The dynamic resistance is shown in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6 for the PV array of Table 4.2 

(presented below) and different irradiances and array temperatures, respectively. In 

both figures, Rpv is represented as a function of the normalized voltage vnorm, which is 

defined as 
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where Vmpp is the voltage at maximum power. 
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Figure 4.5. Dynamic resistance versus normalized voltage for different irradiances 

at T=25ºC. 

 
Figure 4.6. Dynamic resistance versus normalized voltage for different 

temperatures and g=1000 W/m2. 

This normalized voltage is 1 for vpv=Voc, 0 for vpv=Vmpp, and negative for vpv<Vmpp. Since 

the PV voltage is near to Vmpp when operating under MPPT and higher than Vmpp when 

operating under LPPT, the dynamic resistance is represented for vnorm>–0.4. It can be 

observed in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6 that Rpv decreases for high irradiances, high 

temperatures and high voltages. 
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4.3 PV VOLTAGE CONTROL WITH BOOST CONVERTER 

Because photovoltaic systems are often of low-voltage, they require a step-up 

conversion in order to be connected to the electric grid. A two-stage boost inverter, 

where the first stage is a boost converter and the second stage is an H-bridge inverter, is 

analyzed in this section. This system is shown in Fig 4.7, consisting of a PV array, an 

input capacitor (C), a boost converter, a bus capacitor (Cbus) and a single-phase inverter. 

vgrid C 

 ipv  iL 

ic 
Cbus vpv 

L 

vbus 
T  PV 

Linv 

 

Figure 4.7. PV single-phase conversion system. 

In order to control this system, there are two cascaded regulations, one for the 

inverter, and another for the boost converter. The inverter controls the grid current with 

the desired power factor and maintains a constant bus voltage. This chapter deals with 

the cascaded regulation of the boost converter, which consists of an outer PV voltage 

loop and an inner inductor current loop. 

4.3.1 Inductor current control 

Since it might be necessary to operate in LPPT with low inductor current, the current 

control must be able to handle both the Continuous Conduction Mode (CCM) and the 

Discontinuous Conduction Mode (DCM). For this purpose, the current control is based on 

the technique proposed in [4.56], valid for both conduction modes. As it is shown below, 

using that strategy, the input impedance has no influence on the current control. 

From Fig. 4.7, considering average values for all variables in a commutation period, 

CCM and Kirchhoff’s voltage law leads to 
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where d is the duty cycle. 

Dividing (4.14) by vbus and reorganizing the equation, one finds 
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where dccm is defined as 
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As it can be observed in (4.15) and (4.16), the influence of the PV array on the process 

is included in dccm. The value of dccm can be estimated from the voltages vpv and vbus, which 

are measured variables. The obtained value, dccm,ff, can be used as feedforward 

compensation. 

Making use of (4.15), (4.16) and this feedforward compensation, the loop for the 

inductor current regulation in CCM is shown in Fig. 4.8, where Ci represents the 

controller, Si the current digital sampler and Hi the inductor current sensing. In these 

schemes, a bus voltage compensation has also been added by means of the bus voltage 

measurement, vbus,m. 

 
Figure 4.8. Inductor current control loop for CCM. 

Being Tsi the current sample time, the digital sampler Si can be approximated as [4.57] 
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The inductor current sensing transfer function Hi can be expressed as 
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where τi is the time constant of the inductor current sensing and Ki is the scaling 

constant of the inductor current sensing, which will be taken as 1 in order to simplify the 

analysis. 

Because of the sampler and the retard in the measurements of vpv and vbus, the 

forwarded duty cycle dccm,ff does not eliminate the effect of the PV generator for high 

frequencies. However, it is removed below the sample and sensing frequencies, and thus 

around the current control cutoff frequency. The process seen by the regulator can 

therefore be considered as 1/Ls for the controller design. A simple PI controller can then 

be used, obtaining a regulation independent of the dynamic resistance. 
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For the DCM, a similar analysis is carried out in [4.56], obtaining the same schemes of 

Fig. 4.8 but with a different equation for the duty cycle ddcm and for its estimation ddcm,ff. 

In this case, only known variables of the system are also required for the estimation. 

Since the boost converter can function in both conduction modes, the strategy 

constantly estimates both duty cycles dccm and ddcm. The authors prove that when 

operating in CCM, dccm < ddcm whereas in DCM, ddcm < dccm. In other words, the lowest duty 

cycle correspond to the actual mode of conduction. As a result, the technique for both 

conduction modes uses the same schemes of Fig. 4.8 but choosing the minimum between 

dccm,ff and ddcm,ff as feedforward compensation [4.56]. 

4.3.2 Modeling for the voltage control loop 

4.3.2.1 Traditional modeling 

From Fig. 4.7 and Kirchhoff’s current law 

 Lcpv iii += . (4.19) 

By replacing the capacitor current in (4.19): 
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From (4.20) and by applying the Laplace transformation, the following current to 

voltage transfer function is obtained: 
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Making use of (4.21), the loop for the PV voltage vpv regulation is shown in Fig. 4.9, 

where Cv represents the controller, Sv the voltage digital sampler, Hv the PV voltage 

sensing, Gicl the current closed-loop, g the irradiance, and T the array temperature. 

 
Figure 4.9. Traditional PV voltage control loop. 
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As it can be observed in the figure, the influence of the PV array on the process is now 

caused by the PV current ipv. As in the case of the current control by means of the duty 

cycle (which depends on the PV voltage vpv), a straightforward solution to remove the 

effect of the dynamic resistance would be to compensate the PV current ipv. However, this 

current is not usually measured by the converter and an additional sensor would be 

required. For this reason, the feedforward compensation of ipv is not considered in this 

work for the PV voltage control. 

Being Tsv the voltage sample time, the digital sampler Sv can be approximated as 

[4.57] 
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The PV voltage sensing transfer function Hv can be expressed as 
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where τv is the time constant of the PV voltage sensing and Kv is the scaling constant of 

the PV voltage sensing, which will be taken as 1 in order to simplify the analysis.  

If the inner current and outer voltage loops are totally decoupled, the inner closed-

loop could be modeled as 1 [4.17]. Although the loops are decoupled in this work, the 

inner closed-loop will be modeled as a first order for more precision. Being ωic the 

angular cutoff frequency of the current control, the transfer function of the inductor 

current closed-loop is 
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Traditionally, the PV current ipv has been considered as a disturbance and therefore 

independent of the variables that take part in the control. Although the current variation 

caused by the irradiation and the temperature is decoupled from the regulation, this is 

not the case for the current variation induced by the PV voltage, which cannot be 

considered as a disturbance and must be taken into account in the transfer function. 

4.3.2.2 Small-signal modeling 

The variables vpv, g and iL can be divided into their steady-state values (capitalized) 

and their small-signal values (marked with a hat): 

 , ,pv pv pv L L Lv V v g G g i I i= + = + = +
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By means of the linear model of the PV array expressed by (4.7), and (4.20), one finds 
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The linear model is only valid when it is very close to the operating point, that is for 

the small-signal analysis. Introducing the definitions of (4.25) into (4.26) leads to 
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From (4.27) and by applying the Laplace transformation, the following current to 

voltage transfer function is obtained as 
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Using this transfer function, the loop for the PV voltage regulation becomes the one 

shown in Fig. 4.10. The obtained transfer function accounts for the PV current variation 

caused by the PV voltage. As a result, it models the behavior of the system more 

accurately than the traditional approach. In any case, the dynamic resistance is negligible 

and both transfer functions (4.21) and (4.28) are equivalent when Rpv·C·ωvc>>1, where 

ωvc is the angular cutoff frequency of the voltage control. Thus, the traditional model is 

only valid when operating near short-circuit or with capacitances or voltage cutoff 

frequencies high enough. However, when the capacitor is reduced and taking into 

account that in real applications the cutoff frequency will be limited by the 

microprocessor and the inner current loop, the effect of the large variation range of Rpv 

cannot be neglected. 

 
Figure 4.10. PV voltage control loop. 
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4.3.3 Traditional control 

In this section, the variation of the regulation performance is studied for the boost 

stage of a typical PV converter, whose features are shown in Table 4.1. The specifications 

of the PV array used for the analysis are shown in Table 4.2. 

The current control is carried out by means of the model developed in section 4.3.1 

for a 450 Hz cutoff frequency and a 45º phase margin. For the PV voltage regulation, a PI 

controller is used in the converter, as it is commonly carried out. Its parameters are 

calculated by means of the traditional modeling, depicted in Fig. 4.9, for a cutoff 

frequency fvc=50 Hz and a phase margin PMv=40º. The behavior of the system is now 

examined considering the effect of the dynamic resistance, using the modeling shown in 

Fig. 4.10. As it will be shown below, the dynamic resistance variation will make that the 

actual cutoff frequency (fc) and the actual phase margin (PM) differ from their design 

values (fvc and PMv). 

Nominal power 5000 W 

Input capacitor C 40 μF 

Boost inductor L 750 μH 

Commutation frequency fcom 16 kHz 

PV voltage sample time Tsv 250 μs 

Inductor current sample time Tsi 125 μs 

Time constant of the PV voltage sensing τv 74 μs 

Time constant of the inductor current sensing τi 74 μs 

Angular cutoff frequency of the current control ωic 2π·450 rad/s 

Bus voltage rated value 350 V 

Table 4.1. Features of the DC/DC boost stage of a commercial PV converter. 

Nominal power 4080 W 

MPP voltage Vmpp 216 V 

MPP current Impp 18.9 A 

Open-circuit voltage Voc 264 V 

Short-circuit current Isc 20 A 

Equivalent series resistance Rs 0.848 Ω 

Equivalent shunt resistance Rp 736 Ω 

Cells connected in series in a module Ns 36 

Ideality factor m 1 

Table 4.2. Specifications of the PV array formed by 4 strings of 12 BP585 modules. 
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The Bode plots of the compensated system are represented in Fig. 4.11 for three 

characteristic operating points: 

• vpv=0: In short-circuit, Rpv reaches its maximum value, which is Rpv = Rp = 

736 Ω for the analyzed PV array [see (4.9)]. Since Rpv·C·ωvc>>1, the influence 

of Rpv is negligible and the actual cutoff frequency and phase margin are close 

to the design ones: fc=fvc=50 Hz and PM=46º≈PMv. 

• vpv=Vmpp: In the MPP and for the nominal operating conditions (g=800 W/m2, 

T=50ºC), Rpv is equal to 13.18 Ω. In this case, the effect of the dynamic 

resistance is very significant and the regulation becomes much slower and 

more damped, with fc=5 Hz and PM>90º. 

• vpv=Voc: In open-circuit, Rpv reaches its minimum value, which is Rpv = 1.16 Ω 

[see (4.12)] for the maximum irradiance (g=1100 W/m2) and temperature 

(T=75ºC). The effect of Rpv is enormous, slowing down the control to an 

actual cutoff frequency fc=0.4 Hz and with PM>90º. 

 
Figure 4.11. Bode plots of the compensated system Cv·Sv·Gicl·Gv·Hv (C=40μF). 

The effect of the capacitor size on the performance variation for the previously 

analyzed system is now examined in Fig. 4.12. This figure represents the actual cutoff 

frequency and phase margin of the voltage control as a function of Rpv for three different 

capacitances (40 μF, 400 μF and 4000 μF). In the three cases, the design cutoff frequency 

and phase margin are maintained to fvc=50 Hz and PMv=40º. The three characteristic 

operating points are marked with lines. Short-circuit (SC) is the only point where the 

actual cutoff frequency is equal to the design cutoff frequency (50 Hz) for the three 
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capacitors. However, the system normally operates between the MPP and the open-

circuit (OC). In that range, the performance variation highly depends on the capacitor 

size. In particular, for C=40 μF and the considered PV array, the cutoff frequency 

decreases from 5 Hz at MPP to 0.4 Hz at open-circuit; for C=400 μF, the influence is 

lower, with the dynamics changing from 43.6 Hz at MPP to 4.4 Hz at open-circuit; and for 

C=4000 μF, the effect of Rpv is now almost negligible, with a variation from 50 Hz to 

41.7 Hz. This is the reason why, when using large electrolytic capacitors, it is not 

necessary to account for dynamic resistance influence on the system modeling. 

Regarding the stability of the control, the variation range is less critical, since the actual 

phase margin is always higher than the design one. 

 
Figure 4.12. Actual cutoff frequency and phase margin of the PV voltage regulation 

for three different C (40μF, 400μF and 4000μF) and with fvc=50 Hz and PMv=40º. 
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The theoretical analysis carried out in this section has been verified by simulation. An 

accurate model of the PV array and the PV converter was developed using the software 

PSIM. In Fig. 4.13, the voltage response is represented for an irradiance of 1000 W/m2, a 

temperature of 25ºC and using a 40 μF capacitor. It consists of downward steps of the PV 

voltage reference (Vpv_ref) from 260 V, close to the open-circuit voltage (Voc=264 V), to 

210 V, below the MPP voltage (Vmpp=216 V). The figure includes the theoretical values of 

Rpv and fc for each reference voltage level. This dynamic resistance has been worked out 

by means of (4.3). From the obtained Rpv, the actual cutoff frequency has been obtained 

from Fig. 4.12. In the figure, the real value of the dynamic resistance is also represented. 

Considering the design cutoff frequency fcv=50 Hz and the traditional model of Fig. 4.9, 

the rise time of the voltage response should be constant and close to 9.5 ms (using 

3/ωvc). However, as predicted, the rise time is much higher and strongly dependent on 

voltage level. For example, during the voltage transient from 260 to 250 V, the rise time 

obtained by simulation is 730 ms. This value indeed agrees with the prediction of the 

model, that is 853 ms (fc=0.56 Hz) for vpv=260 V and 672 ms (fc=0.71 Hz) for vpv=250 V. 

Likewise, it can be verified that there is not overshoot, which means that the phase 

margin is very high. This also makes sense since the theoretical analysis shown in 

Fig. 4.12 predicted a phase margin higher than 90º. 

 
Figure 4.13. Simulation of the PV voltage regulation with the traditional control 

(C=40μF) and with fvc=50 Hz and PMv=40º. 

It has been shown that, using small capacitors, the regulation becomes very slow for 

some operating points, which can lead to important problems such as poor behavior of 

the MPPT/LPPT, resonance phenomena or no rejection of irradiation variations. As a 

consequence, it is not recommendable to continue with a PI controller. A higher-order 

controller has also been considered, but the results did not improve. 
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4.3.4 Proposed control 

To solve the problems of the dynamic resistance variation, an adaptive control is 

proposed in this work. For each voltage sample time (Tsv), the control estimates the 

dynamic resistance and uses this value in order to adapt one parameter of the controller 

according to the dynamic resistance variation. In this way, the nonlinear system 

variability is compensated. 

4.3.4.1 Dynamic resistance estimation 

If a short period is considered, the linear model of the PV array is applicable (4.7). It 

can be seen that the ipv variation is caused by both vpv and g variations. The irradiance 

variation is unknown but can have an important effect on the current during a cloud 

passage. This fact hinders the estimation of the dynamic resistance, which represents the 

current variation caused by the voltage variation. For this reason, an intrinsic feature of 

single-phase inverters, particularly its 100 Hz ripple, is used. In real systems, the 

irradiance component around the 100 Hz is negligible. As a result, the evolution of the 

100 Hz ripple of ipv is exclusively provoked by the 100 Hz ripple of vpv. From (4.7), one 

obtains 
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where ipv100, g100 and vpv100 are, respectively, the PV current, irradiance and PV voltage 

obtained after applying a type I Chebyshev 100 Hz band-pass filter (100 Hz BPF) to the 

original signal. 

Now, an estimation of the dynamic resistance, Rpv,est, can be easily found by dividing 

the RMS value of vpv100 (Vpv100) by the RMS value of ipv100 (Ipv100): 
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Generally, the measured current is iL instead of ipv. However, ipv100 can be worked out 

by means of the 100 Hz ripple of iL (iL100) and vpv100 as follows: 
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4.3.4.2 Controller design 

The proposed controller is a second order one with two constant parameters Kp and 

Tn and one variable parameter Tm: 
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Multiplying the transfer function of the controller by the current to voltage transfer 

function Gv [see (4.28)], one finds 
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From (4.33), it is observed that, once the dynamic resistance is known, the variability 

of the system can be eliminated by means of the controller parameter Tm by doing 

 
estpvm RCT ,⋅= . (4.34) 

Furthermore, the product Cv(s)·Gv(s) remains now the same as with a PI and the 

traditional model, and therefore Kp and Tn can be calculated as traditionally. In Fig. 4.14, 

the proposed control including the Rpv estimation is shown. 

 
Figure 4.14. Proposed PV voltage control loop. 

This control has been validated by simulation with PSIM. The features of the 

simulated system are identical to the traditional control excluding that now, the 

proposed control is used. In addition, the design cutoff frequency for the voltage control 

is fvc=20 Hz and the phase margin is PMv=55º. The cutoff frequency is chosen quite lower 

than 100 Hz in order to avoid interactions with the 100 Hz ripple of the single-phase 
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converters. Given that the bigger the PV array, the slower the average irradiance 

variation in the whole PV array, this cutoff frequency is high enough to perform a fast 

MPPT/LPPT and to reject the irradiance variations [4.58]. 

The performance of the control is shown in Fig. 4.15 for the same conditions of the 

test in Fig. 4.13 (note that the time scale is different). The real dynamic resistance and its 

estimation are also represented in the figure. Given that the design cutoff frequency is 

20 Hz, the rise time of the voltage response should be constant and close to 23.9 ms 

(using 3/ωvc). However, during the transient from 260 to 250 V, i.e. near to open-circuit, 

the rise time is 18.4 ms, whereas from 220 to 210 V, around the MPP, it is 15.1 ms. This 

deviation of the actual cutoff frequency from the design value is caused by the 

misestimation of Rpv. As it can be observed in the figure, the misestimation only occurs in 

transients due to a retard in the estimation of Rpv,est. In any case, when using the 

proposed control, the rise time is much closer to the design time than in the case of the 

traditional control, where it was expected to be 9.5 ms but varies from 730 ms near to 

open-circuit to 108 ms around the MPP (see Fig. 4.13). Furthermore, the rise time 

obtained with the proposed control is much lower despite having a lower design cutoff 

frequency (20 Hz versus 50 Hz). Thus, thanks to the proposed control, the MPPT/LPPT 

controller period can be considerably reduced, which leads to an improvement of its 

performance. More precisely, on account of the analysis of [4.29] for the stabilization 

time, the traditional control requires a MPPT/LPPT cycle of about 1 second whereas the 

proposed control can reduce this time up to about 40 ms. 

 
Figure 4.15. Simulation of the PV voltage regulation with the proposed control. 
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4.3.5 Experimental results 

In this section, the modeling is validated and the traditional and proposed control 

strategies are tested using the commercial single-phase converter which was presented 

in Table 4.1. Its input is connected to the PV array shown in Table 4.2 and its output is 

connected to the grid. 

Modeling is first validated. From Fig. 4.10, the theoretical current reference to PV 

voltage transfer function G*v can be obtained as follows 

 
11/

1
)()()(*

+⋅⋅
⋅

+
−=⋅=

sCR

R

s
sGsGsG

pv

pv

ic

viclv ω
. (4.35) 

To validate this model, the voltage control loop is deactivated. For a sunny day, a 

current reference composed by a constant and a small-signal sinusoidal term is 

introduced. The constant component is adjusted in order to set the desired vpv operating 

point, i.e. the desired dynamic resistance. With the sinusoidal term, a frequency range is 

swept for that operating point. Then, the small-signal PV voltage response is measured, 

obtaining the gain for each frequency. 

The experimental gain diagram of the Bode plot is represented in Fig. 4.16 for one 

operating point in each of the three different regions of the I-V curve: Constant Current 

(CC), Maximum Power Point (MPP), and Constant Voltage (CV). The lines represent the 

theoretical response given by (4.35) and the points represent the experimental values. 

As it can be observed, the experimental points match the theoretical model carried out in 

section 4.3.2. 

 
Figure 4.16. Gain of the reference inductor current to PV voltage transfer function 

G*v at three operating points. 
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In this figure, the effect of the dynamic resistance on the plant can also be observed. 

In fact, the gain at low frequencies is equal to Rpv itself. In addition, it can be observed the 

influence of the Gv transfer function pole, which is located at a frequency of 200 rad/s in 

the CC, 1250 rad/s in the MPP, and 10000 rad/s in the CV. The pole due to the current 

closed-loop is common and equal to 2850 rad/s. 

The traditional control is now tested by maintaining the original configuration of the 

converter; that is, with the design values of fvc=50 Hz and PMv=40º (as in section 4.3.3). 

The PV voltage and the PV current are depicted in Fig. 4.17 for steps of the voltage 

reference. At the moment of this test, the conditions were: g=820 W/m2, T=51ºC, and 

Voc=227 V. It can be observed that the regulation speeds up when reducing the voltage 

since it increases the dynamic resistance. More precisely, the rise time is 660 ms near to 

the open-circuit, then 470 ms, 310 ms and finally 130 ms around the MPP. Similarly to 

the simulation results (Fig. 4.13), these rise times validate the slowing down of the 

control for high values of the PV voltage. 

 
Figure 4.17. Experimental results for the traditional control. 

Modifying the converter configuration, the same test was carried out by means of the 

proposed control, with fvc=20 Hz and PMv=55º (as in section 4.3.4). At that moment, the 

conditions were: g= 700W/m2, T=49ºC, and Voc=228 V. The results are presented in 

Fig. 4.18, showing that dynamics and overshoot of the regulation remain almost constant 

independently of Rpv. More precisely, the rise time is 20.5 ms near to the open-circuit, 

then 18.5 ms, 16.8 ms and finally 14.3 ms around the MPP. This figure confirms, in 
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contrast to the traditional control, that the regulation performance is almost constant 

independently of the operating point. 

 
Figure 4.18. Experimental results for the proposed control. 

In Fig. 4.19, the 100 Hz ripple of vpv and ipv (vpv100 and ipv100), and the estimation of the 

dynamic resistance are represented. The data are taken from the microprocessor during 

normal operation, with a sample time of 250 μs. It can be seen that vpv100 and ipv100 are 

accurately obtained. As a result, the dynamic resistance is well estimated even for very 

low 100 Hz ripple. This small ripple makes it possible to perform a high-efficient MPPT 

while preventing the components from a lifetime reduction. More precisely, on account 

of the ripple shown in Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.18 at MPP, and considering [4.59], the losses 

under MPPT are less than 0.1%. 
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Figure 4.19
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9. Experimental results for the dynamic resistance estimation

DUAL PV VOLTAGE CONTROL WITH TIBUCK CONVERTER

Dual MPPT with TIBuck converter 
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0.2%. The inductor value is obtained in order to avoid discontinuous conduction mode 

and limit the current ripple. Table 4.4 shows the specifications of the PV arrays. The 

TIBuck converter makes it possible to interface with different types of PV modules in its 

two inputs, with the only restriction that v1 must be higher than v2. For this analysis, 

three polycrystalline modules are considered to be connected in series at input PV1 and 

two monocrystalline modules, also connected in series, at input PV2. 

Rated power 400 W 

Input capacitor C1 32 µF 

Input capacitor C2 32 µF 

Inductor L 44 µH 

Rated output voltage V0 40 V 

Commutation frequency fcom 50 kHz 

Table 4.3. Features of the TIBuck converter. 

PV1 module model Sharp NE–080T1J 

PV1 array MPP power PMPP1 240 W 

PV1 array MPP voltage VMPP1 51.9 V 

PV1 array MPP current IMPP1 4.63 A 

PV1 array open-circuit voltage Voc1 64.8 V 

PV1 array short-circuit current ISC1 5.15 A 

PV2 module model Hurricane HS–80D 

PV2 array MPP power PMPP2 160 W 

PV2 array MPP voltage VMPP2 36 V 

PV2 array MPP current IMPP2 4.5 A 

PV2 array open-circuit voltage Voc2 44 V 

PV2 array short-circuit current ISC2 4.7 A 

Table 4.4. Specifications of the PV arrays. 

The control scheme is shown in Fig. 4.20. The MPPT algorithm requires the duty cycle 

reference dref as well as the measured variables v1,m, v2,m, and iL,m as inputs. With this 

information, and once that the control variables are established, the algorithm provides 

the reference voltages v1,ref and v2,ref to be controlled. In some situations, the PV power 

does not have to be maximized and needs to be limited [4.60]. In any case, the analysis 

carried out here deals with the voltage regulation, and not with the MPPT algorithm or 

power limitation. It is thus assumed that the reference voltages are known. 

The two input voltages can be controlled by the two degrees of freedom, namely the 

TIBuck switch commutation and the output voltage vo. From the PV1 voltage error, the 
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control obtains the switch duty cycle reference, dref, from which the switch commutations 

are found after the modulation. From the PV2 voltage error, the other control obtains the 

output voltage reference, vo,ref. In turn, this voltage is then regulated by the inverter. The 

output voltage control is dynamically restricted to around 20 Hz due to the 100 Hz ripple 

present in single-phase inverters. As it will be shown later, the slow inner voltage control 

will hamper the PV2 voltage regulation. On the other hand, the voltage vo only requires 

slight variation, resulting in small impact on the boost inverter rated operation. 

 
Figure 4.20. Control scheme for dual MPPT with TIBuck converter. 

4.4.2 Small-signal modeling 

Since the output voltage is controlled by the boost inverter, it will be considered as a 

controlled voltage source. It is also assumed that the TIBuck converter is operating in 

continuous conduction mode. In this mode, the switch is conducting and the diode is off 

for S=1, while the switch is off and the diode is conducting for S=0. Considering the 

switch, diode and inductor losses in the model is important for the design of the PV1 

voltage control, as it will be shown in section 4.4.3.1. From Kirchhoff’s laws applied to 

the system presented in Fig. 4.2(b), and considering average values, one obtains 

 1

1 1 L

dv
C i d i

dt
⋅ = − ⋅  (4.36) 

 2

2 2
(1 )

L

dv
C i d i

dt
⋅ = − − ⋅  (4.37) 

 
1 , 2 , 0

( ) (1 ) ( )L

s on d on L L

di
L d v v d v v r i v
dt

⋅ = ⋅ − + − ⋅ − − ⋅ − , (4.38) 

where d is the TIBuck switch duty cycle, vs,on is the switch voltage drop during 

conduction, and vd,on is the diode voltage drop during conduction.  

From (4.36)–(4.38), the steady-state equations can be worked out as 
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1 L
I D I= ⋅  (4.39) 

 
2

(1 )
L

I D I= − ⋅  (4.40) 

 0 1 , 2 ,( ) (1 ) ( )S on D on L LV D V V D V V r I= ⋅ − + − ⋅ − − ⋅ , (4.41) 

where steady-state variables are expressed in capital letters. 

The converter model represented by (4.36)–(4.38) is nonlinear. In order to use linear 

control techniques, small-signal analysis is applied to those equations, resulting in 

 1

1 1

ˆ ˆˆ ˆ
L L

dv
C i D i I d

dt
⋅ = − ⋅ − ⋅  (4.42) 

 2

2 2

ˆ ˆˆ ˆ(1 )
L L

dv
C i D i I d

dt
⋅ = − − ⋅ + ⋅  (4.43) 

 
1 , 2 , 1 2 , , 0

ˆ
ˆˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) (1 ) ( ) ( )L

s on d on L L S on D on

di
L D v v D v v r i V V V V d v
dt

⋅ = ⋅ − + − ⋅ − − ⋅ + − − + ⋅ − , (4.44) 

where small-signal variables are marked with a circumflex and the operating point is 

defined by (4.39)–(4.41). 

The voltage drop during conduction across the switch and diode can be approximated 

by a constant voltage source in series with a resistor, namely rs for the switch and rd for 

the diode. As a result, the switch and diode small-signal model can be expressed as 

 
,

ˆˆ
s on s Lv r i= ⋅  (4.45) 

 
,

ˆˆ
d on d Lv r i= ⋅ . (4.46) 

PV currents i1 and i2 depend on the PV voltage, the irradiation and the array 

temperature through nonlinear expressions. Since the temperature variation is very 

slow, their small-signal effect can be neglected. The small-signal model for the PV arrays 

can then be expressed as follows (see section 4.2): 

 1

1 1 1

1

ˆ
ˆ ˆ

g

v
i K g

R
= ⋅ −  (4.47) 

 2

2 2 2

2

ˆ
ˆ ˆ

g

v
i K g

R
= ⋅ − , (4.48) 

where g1 and g2 are the small-signal irradiations, Kg1 and Kg2 are the coefficients of the PV 

current variation with the irradiation, and R1 and R2 are the dynamic resistances of the 

arrays. The dynamic resistance is related to the slope of the I-V curve and represents the 

PV array nonlinear behavior. In the constant current region, it reaches high values, while 

in the constant voltage region, it has low values. 
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Introducing (4.45)–(4.48) into (4.42)–(4.44), reordering and applying Laplace 

transforms leads to 

 s X A X B U⋅ = ⋅ + ⋅ , (4.49) 

where 

 
1 2

ˆˆ ˆ
T

LX v v i =    (4.50) 

 1 2
ˆˆ ˆ ˆ
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oU g g d v =    (4.51) 
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 (4.53) 

 (1 )eq s d Lr D r D r r= ⋅ + − ⋅ +  (4.54) 

 
1 , 2 ,( ) ( )eq S on D onV V V V V= − − − . (4.55) 

4.4.3 Voltage regulation 

4.4.3.1 Plant for the PV1 voltage regulation 

The PV1 voltage is regulated by means of the TIBuck switch duty cycle through a 

single feedback loop. The loop for the PV1 voltage regulation is shown in Fig. 4.22, where 

Cv1 represents the controller, Sv1 the digital sampler, Gv1-d the duty cycle to PV1 voltage 

transfer function, and Hv1 the PV1 voltage sensing. 

 
Figure 4.22. PV1 voltage control loop. 
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In order to design the controller, the system plant must be worked out. Transfer 

function Gv1-d can be obtained from (4.49)–(4.53), and its expression is as follows: 

 
2

2 1 01

1 3 2

3 2 1 0

ˆ

ˆv d

a s a s av
G

b s b s b s bd
−

⋅ + ⋅ +
= = −

⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ +
, (4.56) 

where 

 2 2La I L C= ⋅ ⋅  (4.57) 

 1 2 2 2L L eq eqa I L R I r C D V C= ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅  (4.58) 

 0 2 2(1 )L eq L eqa I r R I D D V R= ⋅ + ⋅ − + ⋅  (4.59) 

 3 1 2b L C C= ⋅ ⋅  (4.60) 

 ( )2 1 2 2 1 1 2eqb L C R C R r C C= ⋅ + + ⋅ ⋅  (4.61) 

 ( ) ( ) 2 2

1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2(1 )eqb L R R r C R C R D C D C= ⋅ + + + − +  (4.62) 

 ( ) ( )2 2

0 1 2 1 21eqb r R R D R D R= ⋅ + − + . (4.63) 

As it can be observed in (4.56)–(4.63), the plant zeros and poles are variable 

depending on the operating point because the converter and the PV arrays are nonlinear. 

As it has been proved in some papers, the variability of the dynamic resistance 

diminishes the voltage regulation performance and can compromise the stability for 

some operating points [4.15], [4.16], [4.28], [4.41]. For the proposed configuration, the 

analysis becomes even more delicate because not only one but two different dynamic 

resistances take part in the control. 

The effect of the two dynamic resistances, R1 and R2, will be analyzed here. In order to 

ensure stability, the dynamic resistance variation within the whole operating range must 

be taken into account. For MPP, dynamic resistance can be readily obtained as 

RMPP=VMPP/IMPP, which leads to RMPP1=11.2 Ω and RMPP2=8 Ω in this case [4.12]. During the 

system startup or PV power limitation, the system operates in the constant voltage 

region. At open-circuit voltage, the dynamic resistance has its smallest value, which can 

be roughly estimated as Rmin=RMPP/10. On the other hand, transients can make the 

system operate at the constant current region, where the dynamic resistance increases 

very quickly. The value Rmax=∞ can be used in this case. The operating range 

RMPP/10 < R < ∞ must therefore be considered. More details about the dynamic 

resistance variation range can be consulted in section 4.2. 

Fig. 4.23 shows the bode plot of the transfer function –Gv1-d for the nine possible 

combinations of Rmin1, RMPP1, Rmax1 with Rmin2, RMPP2, Rmax2. The large influence of the 

dynamic resistances on the plant can be observed, especially for low frequencies. Two 
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conjugate poles appear between 14000–19000 rad/s (about 2200–3000 Hz), being less 

damped for high dynamic resistance values. Besides, these poles highly depend on the 

switch, diode and inductor losses, which should not therefore be neglected for the 

analysis. Then, from a certain frequency, all curves tend to join together and the dynamic 

resistance effect disappears. 

 
Figure 4.23. Bode plot of –Gv1-d for different R1 and R2 values. 

4.4.3.2 Controller design for the PV1 voltage regulation 

According to Fig. 4.23, the frequency from which the dynamic resistance effect is no 

longer present is too high for practical purposes. This frequency could be reduced by 

increasing the capacitor and inductor values, making it possible to achieve high 

dynamics as well as prevent the dynamic resistance effect. However, a considerable 

increase is required in the passive components, which makes this solution not worth the 

effort. 

Instead, a crossover frequency fc below the resonance frequency fr is chosen. For the 

controller design, the resistance values R1=Rmax1 and R2=Rmax2 are considered since the 

plant bode plot with these values is more problematic concerning stability. In fact, the 

resonance peak is higher and the phase is lower than for other resistance combinations 

(see Fig. 4.23). In order to prevent the resonance peak from cutting the 0 dB axis and 

ensure a certain Gain Margin (GM), the crossover frequency cannot be close to the 

resonance one. It is therefore selected as fc=500 Hz, while fr=3000 Hz. A pole at 

ωp=2π·600 rad/s is added to the conventional PI controller in order to further enhance 

the gain margin, and the Phase Margin (PM) is imposed to 40º. The controller Cv1 is thus 

a type II amplifier, which has three parameters, KP, Tn and ωp, and can be expressed as 
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ω
ω

⋅ +
= ⋅

⋅ +
. (4.64) 

The bode plot of the compensated system is shown in Fig. 4.24 for three different 

dynamic resistance combinations. Transfer functions Sv1 and Hv1 are modeled as first 

order low-pass filters with time constants τs=1.5·TS=30 µs and τv=26.5 µs, respectively, 

where TS is the sample time (see Fig. 4.22). Since the regulator is designed for R1=Rmax1 

and R2=Rmax2, it can be observed that the control behaves as desired, that is fc=500 Hz and 

PM=40º. Besides, thanks to the controller pole at ωp=2π·600 rad/s, the gain margin is 

high enough, GM=18 dB. However, when the system operates with dynamic resistances 

different from the design values, the voltage response differs. When both PV arrays are 

operating at MPP, i.e. R1=RMPP1 and R2=RMPP2, it can be seen in the figure how the response 

becomes slower and more damped, with fc=350 Hz and PM=103º. On the other hand, 

when both PV arrays at open-circuit, R1=Rmin1 and R2=Rmin2, and the effect of the dynamic 

resistances becomes enormous, slowing down the response to fc=12 Hz, and with 

PM=102º. 

 
Figure 4.24. Bode plot of the compensated system –Cv1·Sv1·Gv1-d·Hv1. 

Fig. 4.25 shows the effect of the dynamic resistances on the voltage response in more 

detail. The crossover frequency and the phase margin are represented as a function of R1 

for three different R2 values (Rmin2=0.8 Ω, RMPP2=8 Ω and Rmax2=∞). It can be clearly 

observed that, as the dynamic resistances get lower than the maximum values, the phase 

margin increases. As a consequence, the system is stable for every operating point. 

Concerning the dynamics, the response slows down when the resistances decrease. 

However, the voltage response is very quick for every operating point except for the 

points very close to open-circuit voltage. 
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Figure 4.25. Crossover frequency and phase margin as a function of R1 for three 

different R2 (Rmin2=0.8 Ω, RMPP2=8 Ω and Rmax2=∞), for PV1 voltage regulation. 

4.4.3.3 PV2 voltage regulation 

The PV2 voltage is regulated through a double feedback loop. The outer loop obtains 

the output voltage reference v0,ref, which is controlled by the boost inverter in the inner 

loop. The loop for the PV2 voltage regulation is shown in Fig. 4.26, where Cv2 represents 

the controller, Sv2 the digital sampler, Gvo,cl the output voltage closed-loop, Gv2-vo the 

output voltage to PV2 voltage transfer function, and Hv2 the PV2 voltage sensing. 

 
Figure 4.26. PV2 voltage control loop. 

Due to the presence of the 100 Hz ripple in single-phase inverters, the inner loop 

crossover frequency is 20 Hz. This supposes a dynamic limitation for the PV2 regulation, 

which is taken into account by means of the closed-loop transfer function Gvo,cl. In order 

to obtain the plant transfer function Gv2-vo, it can be considered that the PV1 voltage 

regulation is instantaneous in relation to the PV2 voltage regulation, which makes it 

possible to remove R1 from the plant. In doing so, Gv2-vo can be obtained from the model 

of section 4.4.2 as 
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where 

 
1

2 2/ / ( ) (1 )eq eq LK r R D V R I D
−

 = + ⋅ ⋅ + −   (4.66) 

 
21/n K L Cω = ⋅ ⋅  (4.67) 

 ( )2 2 2 21/ 2 / ( ) / /eq eq LK L C L R r C D V C Iξ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ . (4.68) 

From (4.65), the plant Gv2-vo possesses two poles. Since ξ is always higher than zero, 

both poles are in the left half-plane. Furthermore, because ωn is much higher than the 

frequencies of concern for the PV2 voltage regulation, Gv2-vo can be approximated as a 

constant value, that is  

 2v voG K− ≈ . (4.69) 

The controller Cv2 is an integral controller, Cv2=Ki/s, where Ki is the integral gain, and 

is designed to obtain a crossover frequency equal to 10 Hz for R2→∞. However, similarly 

to the PV1 voltage control, the PV2 voltage regulation performance change as R2 

decreases. Fig. 4.27 shows how the crossover frequency and phase margin vary as a 

function of this resistance. It can be clearly observed that, as the dynamic resistance gets 

lower than the maximum values, the phase margin increases. As a consequence, the 

response is stable for every operating point. Concerning the dynamics, the response 

slows down when the resistance decreases. However, the crossover frequency variation 

is less important than for the PV1 voltage regulation, and the PV2 voltage response is fast 

enough for every operating point. 

 
Figure 4.27. Crossover frequency and phase margin as a function of R2 for the PV2 

voltage regulation. 
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4.4.4 Simulation results 

The TIBuck converter, presented in Fig. 4.2(b) and Table 4.3, and the two PV arrays, 

shown in Table 4.4, were modeled using the software PSIM. 

The PV1 voltage regulation, which scheme was shown in Fig. 4.21, was first validated. 

For this purpose, the TIBuck output is modeled as a constant voltage source with 

Vo=40 V. In Fig. 4.28, the voltage response is represented for an irradiance of 1000 W/m2 

and an array temperature of 25ºC. It consists in 4 V downward steps of the PV1 voltage 

reference from 64 V, close to the open-circuit voltage (Voc1=64.8 V), to 48 V, below the 

MPP voltage (VMPP1= 51.9 V). Voltages v1, v1,ref, v2, and vo are shown in the figure. It can be 

observed how PV1 voltage response becomes faster and less damped as PV1 voltage 

decreases, due to the dynamic resistance R1 increase. In any case, the rise time and 

overshoot are adequate for every operating point. 

 
Figure 4.28. Simulation of the PV1 voltage control. 

The regulation of the two PV voltages at the same time was validated in a second 

simulation. In this case, the output capacitor C0 and the boost inverter are replaced by a 

controlled voltage source, whose value is obtained as vo=Gvo,cl·vo,ref. In order to regulate 

PV1 and PV2 voltages, the controls of Fig. 4.21 and Fig. 4.26 were applied. In Fig. 4.29, 

the voltage response is represented for an irradiance of 1000 W/m2 and an array 

temperature of 25ºC. For PV1 voltage, the same downward steps as in Fig. 4.28 are 

applied (note that the time scale is different). For PV2 voltage, 2.5 V reference downward 

steps are set from 43.5 V, close to the open-circuit voltage (Voc2=44 V), to 33.5 V, below 

the MPP voltage (VMPP2= 36 V). The steps are applied at the same time to both voltages, as 

it would be done by the MPPT algorithm. Voltages v1, v1,ref, v2, v2,ref, vo, and vo,ref are shown 

in the figure. As it can be observed, the response becomes faster for both voltages when 

the dynamic resistances R1 and R2 increase, as it was predicted. The figure also shows 

that the PV2 voltage response is affected by the v1,ref change, which is a disturbance for 
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the control, while the PV1 voltage response is hardly affected by the v2,ref and consequent 

vo changes. In any case, a correct regulation of both PV voltages is obtained, which makes 

the control suitable to maximize the PV power of two PV arrays at the same time. 

 
Figure 4.29. Simulation of the PV1 and PV2 voltage controls. 

4.4.5 Experimental results 

The small-signal model and the voltage regulations are validated in this section by 

means of experimental results. For this purpose, a prototype of the TIBuck converter, 

presented in Fig. 2(b) and Table 4.3, was built. During the tests, its first input was 

attached to three series-connected polycrystalline modules while its second input was 

attached to two series-connected monocrystalline modules, whose features were shown 

in Table 4.4. The TIBuck output was connected to both an electrolytic capacitor and the 

electronic DC load LD300 (TTi), what made it possible to emulate the inverter control. 

The system control was implemented by using a dSPACE DS1104 R&D controller board 

with ControlDesk and Matlab/Simulink software packages. The experimental setup is 

shown in Fig. 4.30, where the PV modules were facing north with a tilt angle of 24 

degrees, optimum orientation for grid-connected PV systems in Sydney (Australia). 
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Figure 4.30. Experimental setup. 

The transfer function for the control of the PV1 voltage by means of the duty cycle, 

Gv1-d, whose theoretical expression was given in (4.56), was experimentally obtained. For 

a sunny day, a small-signal duty cycle was introduced around D=0.5, leading to I1=I2 [see 

(4.39) and (4.40)]. The DC output voltage V0 was adjusted in order to set the desired 

operating point, i.e. Constant Current (CC) region, Maximum Power Point (MPP) and 

Constant Voltage (CV) region. For each operating point, a frequency range is swept and 

the small-signal response is measured. High resolution oscilloscope PicoScope 4424 

served to obtain the data, measuring the duty cycle d, PV voltages v1 and v2, and PV 

current i1. From d and v1, the magnitude (dB) and phase for the bode plot were obtained. 

Then, from v1 and i1, the operating dynamic resistance R1 was calculated. The dynamic 

resistance R2 was obtained in the same way but by means of an estimation of the PV 

current i2. By using (4.42) and (4.43), the small-signal value of i2 can be estimated from 

measured variables as 

 ( )2 1 2 2 1 1
ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ /Li i C s v C s v I D d= + ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ . (4.70) 

The experimental and theoretical bode plots of Gv1-d are represented in Fig. 4.31 for 

three different operating points: CC region (R1=38 Ω, R2=20 Ω), MPP (R1=11 Ω, R2=5 Ω) 

and CV region (R1=3 Ω, R2=2.4 Ω). The lines represent the theoretical response and the 

points represent the experimental values. As it can be observed, the experimental points 

match the model developed in section 4.4.3.1. 
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Figure 4.31. Experimental and theoretical bode plots of –Gv1-d. 

Once the model was validated, the PV1 voltage regulation was tested. PV1 voltage, 

PV2 voltage, output voltage and PV1 current are depicted in Fig. 4.32 for steps of the PV1 

voltage reference. At the moment of this test, the conditions for the PV1 array were 

Voc1=59.2 V and VMPP1=45.7 V, while V0 was maintained equal to 35 V so that the PV2 

array operated in the CC region with high R2 values. It can be observed that the PV1 

voltage regulation speeds up when reducing the PV1 voltage due to the R1 increase, as 

predicted by the theoretical analysis (see Fig. 4.25) and by the simulation results (see 

Fig. 4.28). In any case, this figure corroborates that the PV1 voltage response is fast 

enough as well as stable for the whole operating range of R1 together with high values of 

R2 (note that high resistance values are more problematic concerning stability). 
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Figure 4.32. Experimental results for the PV1 voltage control. 

The regulation of the two PV voltages at the same time was validated in another test. 

In this case, the DC load controlled the output voltage according to an external reference 

vo=Gvo,cl·vo,ref, where vo,ref comes from the Cv2 controller (see Fig. 4.26). PV1 voltage, PV2 

voltage, output voltage and PV1 current are depicted in Fig. 4.33 for steps of the PV1 and 

PV2 voltage reference, which are applied at the same time, as it would be done by the 

MPPT algorithm. At the moment of this test, the conditions were Voc1=59.8 V and 

VMPP1=46.3 V for the PV1 array, and Voc2=38.6 V and VMPP2=31.0 V for the PV2 array. As it 

can be observed in the figure, both v1 and v2 responses become faster as the dynamic 

resistances increase. The figure also shows how the PV2 voltage regulation is affected by 

the changes in the PV1 voltage reference whereas the PV1 voltage regulation is not 

perturbed by the PV2 voltage control. These results are thus in agreement with the 

previous analysis and demonstrate that the proposed control is suitable to maximize the 

photovoltaic power of two PV arrays at the same time. 
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Figure 4.33. Experimental results for the PV1 and PV2 voltage controls. 

4.5 PV POWER LIMITATION 

Although photovoltaic systems are generally based on Maximum Power Point 

Tracking (MPPT), many situations such as stand-alone systems or microgrids 

increasingly require the PV system to operate below maximum power. This section 

presents a control strategy for the DC/DC boost converter shown in Fig. 4.7 which makes 

it possible to maximize but also to reduce the PV power. 

4.5.1 Proposed control strategy 

The boost converter uses an inner control loop in order to control the inductor 

current iL and set it to its command i*
L. The core of the strategy is based on the way in 

which this reference is obtained, as explained in this section. 

4.5.1.1 MPPT operation 

In normal conditions, the system operates under Maximum Power Point Tracking 

(MPPT). The control schematics are shown in Fig 4.34. The MPPT algorithm calculates 

the voltage reference v*
pv, which is introduced to the outer PV voltage loop. This voltage 
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reference is compared with the measured PV voltage, vpv,m, and then, a PI regulator 

calculates the MPP current command, i*
L,mpp. The outer PV voltage loop is designed much 

slower than that of the inductor current, making it possible to decouple both loops. In 

this mode of operation, the power corresponds to the MPP power, Pmpp, and the voltage 

to the MPP voltage, vmpp. 

 
Figure 4.34. Control schematics for MPPT operation. 

4.5.1.2 LPPT operation 

The system operates under Limited Power Point Tracking (LPPT) primarily in two 

situations. The first one concerns system stability. Both for on-grid and off-grid 

applications, the power must be reduced if the total generation is higher than the total 

demand and there is no possibility of storing the excess. The second situation occurs 

when the electronic converter is unable to output all the power generated by the PV 

array. In both cases, a power reference P*
lpp is given, which will be controlled by the LPPT 

strategy. This limit power reference is thus equal to the converter nominal power in 

normal operation and goes lower if a more restrictive reduction needs to be carried out. 

The control schematics for the LPPT are shown in Fig. 4.35. The power reference P*
lpp 

is divided by the measured voltage, obtaining the LPP current command, i*
L,lpp. This 

control is very simple but quick, since the power and current dynamics are very similar. 

 
Figure 4.35. Control schematics for LPPT operation. 

Now let us check how this power regulation works. For the subsequent analysis it 

must be considered that, on the one hand, the boost converter imposes the reference 

power according to the control of Fig. 4.35 and, on the other hand, the PV array delivers a 

power which depends on PV voltage and irradiance (temperature is constant in the 

analysis). Thus, the difference between these powers will cause a variation of the PV 

voltage in the input capacitor. In Fig. 4.36, the P-V curve of a PV array at 45ºC is 

represented for three different irradiances, 1000, 600 and 400 W/m2. At the start, the 
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irradiance is 1000 W/m2 and the system is following a power reference of 5000 W. Thus, 

it is situated at point 1, with a PV voltage of 224.1 V and a PV current of 22.31 A. Then, 

for whatever reason, P*
lpp switches to 3000 W and the power absorbed by the boost 

converter follows that reference almost immediately. Initially, the PV voltage does not 

change and thus the PV power remains 5000 W. As result, the input capacitor absorbs 

the power difference, which leads to a voltage increase and to a PV power reduction until 

both power curves cut at point 2 of Fig. 4.36, with a PV power of 3000 W, a PV voltage of 

248.5 V and a PV current of 12.07 A. 

Later on, the irradiance drops to 600 W/m2 but the power reference is maintained at 

3000 W. The PV array is still capable of delivering that power since Pmpp > P*
lpp. Due to the 

irradiance variation, the PV power drops to 1860 W, which causes the PV voltage to 

decrease and the PV power to rise until point 3 of Fig. 4.36 is reached, with a PV voltage 

of 229.7 V and a PV current of 13.06 A. 

 
Figure 4.36. Instability during LPPT operation. 

At this moment, the irradiance drops to 400 W/m2 and thus, the PV power drops to 

1913 W. Since the PV power has become lower than the power reference P*
lpp, the PV 

voltage decreases. However, given that Pmpp is now lower than P*
lpp, the PV array is 

unable to deliver the reference power and the PV voltage falls below vmpp. As a result, 

from Fig. 4.35, a higher current is demanded, which does not improve the situation but 

accelerates the power reduction towards the short-circuit. 

As observed with this example, a PV voltage drop takes place when a power higher 

than the MPP power is demanded and therefore there is a need to guarantee that 

vpv > vmpp. Obviously, if the power reference exceeds the MPP power, then the system 
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cannot remain in LPPT and must switch to MPPT. The problem is that the MPP power is 

not known since the irradiance will probably have changed during the LPPT operation. 

For this reason, a technique that is able to assure stability by switching from one mode of 

conduction to the other is developed below. 

4.5.1.3 MPPT and LPPT operation 

Fig. 4.37 represents the schematics used during the system operation, which includes 

the schematics developed for MPPT (see Fig. 4.34) and LPPT (see Fig. 4.35). Both current 

references, i*
L,mpp and i*

L,lpp are calculated, and the algorithm selects the lowest one. Thus, 

the selected current determines the mode of operation. On the one hand, the LPPT loop 

is continuously running, obtaining the current reference i*
L,lpp from the limit reference 

power. On the other hand, the unchanged MPPT loop (i.e. as in Fig. 4.34) only runs if 

MPPT is the actual mode of conduction (i*
L,mpp < i*

L,lpp). If, on the contrary, LPPT is the 

actual mode of conduction (i*
L,mpp > i*

L,lpp), then two modifications are made to the MPPT 

loop. Firstly, the MPPT algorithm is cancelled and the PV voltage reference is frozen to 

the last value, vmpp,fr. Secondly, the reference i*
L,mpp is limited to Imax, which is i*

L,lpp plus a 

constant I0. This saturation with anti windup is imposed in order to enable a quick 

response and to avoid a voltage drop during the switch from LPPT to MPPT, as will be 

shown below with an example. The value of the constant I0 together with the input 

capacitor size and the PV voltage loop rapidity determine the voltage drop in this change 

of mode of operation. Constant I0 must then be sized considering the input capacitor size 

and the voltage control cutoff frequency. In order to prevent a voltage drop, it is 

important to set a low I0 value when working with a small input capacitor. 

 
Figure 4.37. Control strategy for MPPT and LPPT operation. 
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Let us check how this regulation works with a similar example to the one represented 

in Fig. 4.36. In Fig. 4.38, the P-V curve of a PV array at 45ºC is shown for three irradiance 

values, 1000, 600 and 400 W/m2. At the start, the irradiance is 1000 W/m2 and 

Pmpp<P*
lpp=Pnom=5200 W, where Pnom is the converter nominal power. Since Pmpp<P*

lpp, the 

reference current i*
L,lpp obtained from Fig. 4.37 is higher than i*

L,mpp. Thus, the system is 

operating under MPPT at point 1, with an MPP power of 5098 W, a PV voltage of 215.3 V 

and a PV current of 23.68 A. The system will remain in MPPT until the current condition 

is changed, which can only occur by means of an irradiance variation (i*
L,mpp would 

change) or a power reference variation (i*
L,lpp would change). 

 
Figure 4.38. MPPT and LPPT operation. 

Then, the power reference switches to 3000 W. From Fig. 4.37, i*
L,lpp becomes 13.93 A, 

lower than i*
L,mpp (23.68 A). Thus, i*

L is now selected as i*
L,lpp, changing the mode of 

operation to LPPT. Due to the change in the mode of operation, firstly the Imax saturation 

is activated and secondly, the MPPT algorithm is cancelled and the PV voltage reference 

v*
pv is frozen to the last MPP value, that is vmpp,fr = 215.3 V. The current iL quickly follows 

its reference, causing the boost converter to demand 3000 W. This fact leads to a PV 

voltage increase and a PV power reduction until the intersection of both power curves, 

reaching point 2 of Fig. 4.38, with a PV power of 3000 W, a PV voltage of 248.5 V and a 

PV current of 12.07 A. Since the voltage is higher than the reference vmpp,fr, the controller 

(see Fig. 4.37) increases its output i*
L,mpp up to the saturation Imax. As Imax is higher than 

i*
L,lpp, i*

L,mpp is also higher than i*
L,lpp and the system remains in LPPT under these 

conditions. 
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Then, the irradiance drops to 600 W/m2. Since Pmpp is still higher than P*
lpp, the 

system continues to operate under LPPT, delivering a power of 3000 W. The PV voltage 

decreases and the PV current increases until reaching point 3 of Fig. 4.38, with a PV 

voltage of 229.7 V and a PV current of 13.06 A. Given that the PV voltage vpv,m is still 

higher than vmpp,fr, i*
L,mpp remains saturated to Imax and there is no change in the mode of 

operation. In fact, the reference i*
L,mpp will only decrease below Imax if there is a voltage 

drop below the frozen MPP voltage vmpp,fr. 

If at this moment, being in point 3, the irradiance drops to 400 W/m2, the PV power 

drops to 1913 W. Since the power reference P*
lpp is higher than the PV power, the PV 

voltage decreases. However, since a power higher than Pmpp is now being demanded, the 

PV array is unable to deliver it and the PV voltage and the PV power fall below the MPP 

values (left side of the P-V curve). This fact activates the PI regulator: when the voltage 

goes below vmpp,fr, the controller reduces its output i*
L,mpp (see Fig. 4.37). The voltage 

continues to decrease, i*
L,lpp to increase and i*

L,mpp to decrease until i*
L,mpp reaches a value 

lower than i*
L,lpp. At that point, the mode of operation switches to MPPT, and the MPPT 

algorithm searches for the new maximum power point. Since i*
L,mpp was saturated to Imax, 

the reaction delay and the voltage drop (represented in Fig. 4.38) highly depend on the 

constant I0. Finally, the system operates at point 4 of Fig. 4.38, with an MPP power of 

3111 W, a PV voltage of 217.2 V and a PV current of 14.32 A. 

With this example, it has been verified that this regulation makes it possible to 

operate in both MPPT and LPPT and that the mode of operation changes whenever 

necessary, assuring a small voltage drop in the input capacitor. 

4.5.2 Simulation results 

The change from one mode of operation to the other represents the most critical 

situation for the system stability. There are four critical situations depending on the 

change (from MPPT to LPPT or vice versa) and the cause of this change (P*
lpp or Pmpp 

variation). In this section, these four cases are explained and the simulation results are 

presented. Using these examples, the correct performance of the proposed control 

represented in Fig. 4.37 is verified. 

For the simulation, the PSIM software is used. The model comprises a PV array 

followed by an input capacitor C, a boost converter and a voltage source Vbus, similarly to 

the model of Fig. 4.7. The PV array specifications are given in Table 4.5 and boost 

converter features are provided in Table 4.6. The dynamics of the PV voltage regulation 

is variable as a result of the PV array nonlinear characteristics, as presented in 

section 4.3 and in [4.41]. The temperature of the PV array is 45ºC in all simulations. 
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Nominal power 5700 W 

MPP voltage Vmpp 241 V 

MPP current Impp 23.6 A 

Open-circuit voltage Voc 294 V 

Short-circuit current Isc 25 A 

Table 4.5. PV array specifications at STC. 

Nominal power Pnom 5200 W 

Input capacitance C 40 μF 

Boost inductance L 750 μH 

Commutation frequency 16 kHz 

Cutoff frequency of the PV voltage control 

under nominal operating conditions 

 

10 Hz 

Cutoff frequency of the inductor current control 450 Hz 

Current constant I0 1 A 

Bus voltage Vbus 350 V 

Table 4.6. Boost converter features. 

4.5.2.1 Switch from MPPT to LPPT: P*
lpp reduction 

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.39. In the first graph, the PV current ipv and 

the LPP and MPP inductor current references (i*
L,lpp and i*

L,mpp) are shown; in the second, 

the PV voltage vpv; and in the third, the PV power Ppv and the PV power reference P*
lpp 

(P*
pv in the figure). Initially, the power reference is 4000 W and the irradiance is 

600 W/m2, which corresponds to an MPP power of 3111 W. Thus, i*
L,mpp < i*

L,lpp and the 

system is operating under MPPT with a PV voltage of 217.2 V and a PV current of 

14.32 A, equal to i*
L,mpp. Then, at second 0.6, the power reference is instantaneously 

reduced to 2000 W. As a result, i*
L,lpp becomes 9.21 A, lower than i*

L,mpp, and the LPPT is 

therefore activated. The current and the power are established very quickly, in less than 

10 ms. Once the LPPT mode has started, the PV voltage reference is frozen to 

vmpp,fr = 217.2 V. Since the PV voltage is higher, the PI controller tends to increase the 

MPP current reference. However, it actually remains saturated at Imax, slightly over the 

LPP current reference. 
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Figure 4.39. Switch from MPPT to LPPT caused by a P*lpp reduction. 

4.5.2.2 Switch from MPPT to LPPT: Pmpp increase 

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.40, depicting the same variables 

represented in Fig. 4.39. The initial conditions are also the same as for the last case: 

P*
lpp = 4000 W, irradiance of 600 W/m2 (Pmpp = 3111 W), vpv = 217.2 V, ipv = 14.32 A, 

i*
L,mpp < i*

L,lpp and MPPT operation. Then, from second 0.4 to 0.8, the irradiance varies 

linearly from 600 to 1000 W/m2 (Pmpp from 3111 W to 5098 W). In a real system, this 

irradiance variation of 1000 W/m2 per second corresponds to a very abrupt one [4.58]. 

At first, the MPPT tracks the maximum power, although there is a voltage variation 

caused by the effect of the irradiance disturbance on the PV voltage control. The voltage 

controller increases the reference i*
L,mpp and thus the current ipv. However, when the MPP 

power exceeds the power reference (just before second 0.6), i*
L,mpp becomes higher than 

i*
L,lpp. As a result, the system switches to LPPT. The LPPT control sets the power to the 

command of 4000 W by increasing the PV voltage and decreasing the current until the 

irradiance becomes constant at second 0.8. Meanwhile, since the voltage reference has 

been frozen to 217.2 V, i*
L,mpp increases until current saturation Imax. 
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Figure 4.40. Switch from MPPT to LPPT caused by a Pmpp increase. 

4.5.2.3 Switch from LPPT to MPPT: P*
lpp increase 

Fig. 4.41 depicts the simulation results for the same variables as indicated previously. 

Initially, the power reference is 3000 W and the irradiance is 800 W/m2, which is 

equivalent to an MPP power of 4129 W. Thus, the system is operating under LPPT with 

Ppv = 3000 W, vpv = 244.7 V, ipv = i*
L,lpp = 12.26 A and i*

L,mpp = i*
L,lpp + I0 = 13.26 A. Then, at 

second 0.6, the power reference P*
lpp is instantaneously increased to 5000 W, which 

exceeds the MPP power. In order to follow P*
lpp, the current reference i*

L,lpp rises to 

20.43 A, over the current reference i*
L,mpp. This fact causes a soft mode of operation 

change to MPPT, which prevents a voltage drop. Then, the voltage is at first controlled 

towards the last MPP voltage vmpp,fr = 217.7 V until the voltage reference is updated by 

the MPPT algorithm. 
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Figure 4.41. Switch from LPPT to MPPT caused by a P*lpp increase. 

4.5.2.4 Switch from LPPT to MPPT: Pmpp reduction 

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.42 for the same variables as for previous 

figures. The initial conditions are also the same as the last case: Ppv = P*
lpp = 3000 W, 

irradiance of 800 W/m2 (Pmpp=4129 W), vpv=244.7 V, ipv=i*
L,lpp=12.26A, i*

L,mpp = i*
L,lpp + 

I0 = 13.26 A and LPPT operation. Then, from second 0.4 to 0.8, the irradiance varies 

linearly from 800 to 400 W/m2 (Pmpp from 4129 W to 2047 W), which corresponds to a 

sudden irradiance variation of 1000 W/m2 per second. At first, the LPPT maintains the 

power equal to 3000 W. In order to maintain that power with the irradiance variation, 

the voltage is reduced and the current increased. In this case, reference i*
L,mpp remains 

greater than i*
L,lpp since the PV voltage is still higher than the last MPP voltage 

vmpp,fr = 215.5 V. However, as soon as the MPP power drops below the power reference 

(just after second 0.6), the power reference cannot be delivered. Then, the voltage falls 

below vmpp,fr, leading to a reduction of i*
L,mpp and an increase of i*

L,lpp. The voltage drop 

continues until i*
L,mpp becomes lower than i*

L,lpp, the point at which the voltage control is 

enabled and the system switches to MPPT mode. This case is the most critical but, as it 

has been observed with the example, the PI controller saturation limits the voltage drop 

by means of constant I0. 
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Figure 4.42. Switch from LPPT to MPPT caused by a Pmpp reduction. 

4.6 CONCLUSIONS 

In PV systems, the PV voltage regulation depends on the dynamic resistance, which 

changes with the characteristics of the PV array and is highly variable with the 

irradiation, the temperature and especially the PV voltage. In traditional control loops 

for the DC/DC boost stage of PV converters with large input capacitor, the effect of the 

dynamic resistance variation on the dynamic response of the compensated system is 

negligible. However, in the last years, the input capacitor of the commercial converters 

has been reduced in order to cut costs, which has brought the performance of the voltage 

regulation highly dependent on the operating point. 

By means of a linearization of the PV array, it is exposed how the dynamic resistance 

reduces the performance of the regulation to a high extent when a small capacitor is 

used. In order to avoid that variability, an adaptive control is proposed. The dynamic 

resistance is firstly estimated from measured variables of the converter, namely the PV 

voltage and the inductor current. Then, the controller is continuously adapted making 

use of the estimation. The resistance is accurately calculated by means of the voltage and 

current 100 Hz ripple present in single-phase inverters. This avoids misestimations 

caused by abrupt irradiance variations. 
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The traditional control and the proposed control are tested using a commercial 

converter with a small 40 μF input capacitor, and a 4 kW PV array. The experimental 

results validate the theoretical analysis, show the problems of the traditional control, 

and demonstrate the higher performance of the proposed control and the correct 

estimation of the dynamic resistance. 

As for the previous configuration composed by a DC/DC boost converter and an H-

bridge inverter, a similar analysis is also carried for a TIBuck converter and a boost 

inverter. This configuration is an interesting solution for low-voltage grid-connected PV 

systems thanks to its high efficiency and two-MPPT capability with only one extra 

switch. However, the presence of two nonlinear PV arrays together with the nonlinear 

converter makes the voltage control design a delicate task. 

A control scheme for regulating the two input voltages is first presented. Then, a 

system small-signal modeling which accounts for the nonlinear characteristics of the 

converter and the two PV arrays is derived. Thanks to the derived model, the two 

controllers are designed and the effect of the dynamic resistances on the control 

performance is evaluated. It is shown that the dynamic response becomes slower and 

more damped as the operating point moves towards the constant voltage region, and 

that stability is ensured for every situation. Simulation and experimental results validate 

the analysis and show that the proposed voltage regulation is adequate to perform MPPT 

of two arrays at the same time. 

While the previous work deals with the voltage regulation, the power limitation is 

also tackled in chapter 4. The last section of this chapter presents a control strategy for a 

PV array connected to a DC/DC boost converter which makes it possible to operate in 

both modes, namely at either maximum or limited power point tracking. The strategy 

obtains high dynamics for the power response. It also assures stability in both modes of 

operation when switching from one mode to the other. Simulation results are carried out 

for a 5.7 kW PV array and a 5.2 kW boost converter at the most critical situations. The 

results validate the proposed control and show that a voltage drop is prevented even for 

the most adverse conditions. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SENSORLESS MPPT CONTROL OF 

SMALL WIND TURBINES: MODELING 

AND ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS 

ABSTRACT 

The Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator (PMSG) with diode bridge is frequently 

used in small Wind Energy Conversion Systems (WECS) thanks to its reliability and low 

cost. In order to achieve Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) with no mechanical 

sensors, it is possible to impose the relationship between the DC voltage and the DC current 

at the optimum operating points. However, this relationship is difficult to calculate 

theoretically since the whole system is involved. This chapter develops an accurate model of 

the whole WECS, thereby making it possible to relate the electrical variables to the 

mechanical ones. With this model, it is possible to calculate the optimum curve IL
*(Vdc) from 

commonly-known system parameters and to control the system from the DC side. 

Experimental results validate the theoretical analysis and show that maximum power is 

captured for actual wind speed profiles. 

However, the proposed strategy requires having knowledge of the system parameters, 

which can be inaccurately known and vary in real applications. As a result, the optimum 

curve is not often precisely obtained, leading to power losses. This chapter thus evaluates to 

what extent the power is reduced due to parameter errors. It is shown how the power can 

be drastically decreased due to some parameter variation whereas it is not affected by 

others such as the resistance, which can then be neglected in order to simplify the model. 

Simulation results for an actual wind profile validate the theoretical analysis.  
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Among all renewable resources, wind is one of the most accessible. Thanks to 

technological advances, costs of wind-based systems are continuously being reduced 

(4 cents/kWh), making them competitive against other energy sources [5.1]. As a result, 

the global wind power capacity is rapidly increasing. During 2012, almost 45 GW began 

operation and from the end of 2007 through 2012, annual growth rates of cumulative 

wind power capacity averaged 25% [5.2]. 

Regarding small turbines, more than 21,000 units and 64 MW were installed in 2011 

[5.3]. For small wind generation (less than 100 kW), a Permanent Magnet Synchronous 

Generator (PMSG) is preferred because of its reliability, high efficiency and low cost. Two 

configurations are currently in major use with this machine [5.4], [5.5], as shown in 

Fig. 5.1. 

In the first configuration (Fig. 5.1(a)), the PMSG is driven by an active rectifier, 

followed by the DC bus capacitor. A vector control is carried out, where the generator 

torque is controlled by means of the quadrature current iq and the losses are minimized 

by the direct current id [5.6]. This enables improved control and higher efficiency [5.4], 

[5.6]. 

In the second alternative (Fig. 5.1(b)), the PMSG is followed by a diode bridge, a boost 

converter (which could also be either a buck or buck-boost converter) and the DC bus 

capacitor. Since reactive power is not indispensable for the PMSG operation, this direct 

connection to a diode bridge is possible. The torque can be controlled by means of the 

voltage or current at the diode bridge output [5.7], [5.8]. With this configuration, the 

PMSG efficiency is lower and more harmonics are generated. However, robustness, 

simplicity of control and conversion efficiency, all of which are essential features in small 

wind turbines, are substantially improved and costs are lowered [5.5]. 

 
Figure 5.1. Wind turbine system: active/passive rectifier. 
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Without measuring the wind speed, two different methods for Maximum Power Point 

Tracking (MPPT) are usual for this second configuration. If the characteristics of the 

system are unknown, the perturbation and observation (P&O) strategy might be used 

[5.7], [5.9]–[5.12]. The problem with this strategy is that larger power variations are 

often caused by wind changes, which can be misinterpreted by the MPPT strategy. This 

can drive the system off, resulting in a poor MPPT [5.13]–[5.14]. 

The second strategy makes the system operate based on a pre-obtained system curve. 

Normally, the optimum curve P*(ω) is used [5.15]–[5.16]. The problem of this optimum 

curve is that a shaft speed sensor is required. This is also the case if the curve Vdc
*(ω) is 

used [5.17]. 

Some authors have pointed out that the MPPT can be achieved using only the DC 

variables. As a result, alternative optimum curves have been proposed in other works, 

such as Vdc
*(Pdc) [5.18], [5.19] and IL

*(Vdc) [5.1], having similar characteristics and not 

requiring a mechanical speed sensor. However, since the whole system is involved, these 

curves are more complicated to calculate theoretically. Consequently, they are calculated 

using an interpolation based on optimum points obtained by sweeping, either 

experimentally [5.1], [5.19], or by simulation [5.18], the complete output power curves 

for different wind speeds. 

In order to avoid sweeping the power curve, a model of the WECS relating the 

electrical variables to the mechanical ones must be used. However, there is no model of 

the whole system in the literature. Although its different subsystems have been analyzed 

separately, they have never been considered as a whole. Regarding the “PMSG + diode 

bridge” subsystem, many models have been developed without considering the losses 

[5.20], [5.21]. However, in small wind applications, the power and speed are low and the 

line can be very long. As a result, the copper losses cannot be neglected and these models 

lead to major errors in the power curves [5.13]. 

This chapter first presents a theoretical analysis of the whole system, which makes it 

possible to relate the DC electrical variables to the mechanical ones of the turbine. 

Firstly, a more accurate model of the PMSG with diode bridge which accounts for the 

generator and line losses is developed. Then, based on this model, a model for the whole 

system is obtained. This study is very useful to understand the system operation. 

Furthermore, it makes it possible to obtain an accurate optimum curve IL
*(Vdc) from 

known system parameters, thereby avoiding the need for experimental tests or 

simulations. Based on this curve, the system is easily controlled from the DC side and the 

MPPT is optimized for the entire operating range. 

However, the system parameters, which are required for the optimum curve 

calculation, are supposed to be perfectly known. In real applications, the parameters 
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have errors and can be variable with temperature or aging. Thus, the MPPT performance 

will not be as expected and maximum power will not be tracked. Some authors have 

made a robustness analysis, trying to solve this problem [5.22], [5.23]. However, a 

comprehensive and in-depth study must be carried out. 

In this context, this chapter also evaluates the influence of the system parameters on 

the power captured by the MPPT control. Using the equations and modeling 

methodology previously developed in this chapter, the MPPT efficiency is independently 

evaluated for the different parameters. Then, it is shown how the power is significantly 

reduced for two negative but realistic scenarios of parameter variation. Finally, the 

influence of the resistance is also assessed. Although the resistance makes change the 

power curves, it is proved that it can be neglected for the optimum curve calculation 

with no power reduction, which makes this calculation much easier. 

5.2 MODELING OF THE WIND ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEM 

5.2.1 Interaction between subsystems 

The WECS studied in this work is shown in Fig. 5.2. The behavior of this system can 

be defined by the wind speed vw and three internal variables: the mechanical speed ωm, 

the diode bridge output voltage Vdc and the inductor current IL. Three subsystems will be 

distinguished, where the behavior of each subsystem is defined by two of these 

variables: 

- The wind turbine (vw and ωm). 

- The PMSG with diode bridge (ωm and Vdc). 

- The boost converter (Vdc and IL). 

 
Figure 5.2. Global system and power balance. 
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With regard to Fig. 5.2, the power PT(vw,ωm) represents the power captured by the 

wind turbine once the friction losses have been deducted. Part of this power is absorbed 

by the PMSG, and the remainder changes the shaft speed (PJ). The power entering the 

PMSG is its electromagnetic power Pem(ωm,Vdc). Neglecting the magnetic losses of the 

machine and the diode losses of the bridge, the electromagnetic power Pem(ωm,Vdc) is 

divided into the resistive losses caused by the PMSG and the line, PR(ωm,Vdc), and the 

diode bridge output power, P0(ωm,Vdc). Finally, most of the P0(ωm,Vdc) enters the boost 

converter, PL(Vdc,IL), and the remainder goes to change the Cdc capacitor voltage (PC). 

This power balance only accounts for the slowest dynamics, namely the mechanical 

inertia and the Cdc capacitor. It is expressed as 

 
dt

d
JVPvP m

mdcmemmwT

ωωωω =− ),(),(  (5.1) 

 ),(),(),(
0 dcmdcmRdcmem

VPVPVP ωωω =−  (5.2) 

 
dt

dV
VCIVPVP dc

dcdcLdcLdcm =− ),(),(0 ω , (5.3) 

where J is the total inertia moment of both the wind turbine and the PMSG. 

In steady-state operation, (5.1) and (5.3) become 

 ),(),(
dcmemmwT

VPvP ωω =  (5.4) 

 ),(),(
0 LdcLdcm

IVPVP =ω . (5.5) 

The model of the PMSG connected to a diode bridge will first be studied in 

section 5.2.2. With this model, accurate expressions for the electromagnetic power 

Pem(ωm,Vdc) and the diode bridge output power P0(ωm,Vdc) will be obtained. This will 

make it possible to consider the “PMSG + diode bridge” configuration as a single 

subsystem, with the input and output powers being calculated as a function of the 

mechanical speed ωm and the output voltage Vdc. 

Then, in section 5.3.1, the wind turbine will be integrated into the “PMSG + diode 

bridge”. For this purpose, the power Pem(ωm,Vdc) and the power captured by the turbine 

PT(vw,ωm) will be related making use of (5.1) in dynamic operation or (5.4) in steady-

state operation. 

Finally, in section 5.3.2, the boost converter will be incorporated in order to obtain 

the global model. With this aim, the power P0(ωm,Vdc) and the power that enters the 

boost converter PL(Vdc,IL) will be related making use of (5.3) in dynamic operation or 

(5.5) in steady-state operation. 
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The modeling developed throughout this chapter is applied to an actual wind turbine 

installed at the campus of the Public University of Navarra in Pamplona, Spain. The 

features of the wind turbine are compiled in Table 5.1 and the specifications of the PMSG 

and the line are compiled in Table 5.2. 

Nominal power 4200 W 

Wind speed for turn on 3.5 m/s 

Wind speed for nominal power 12 m/s 

Optimum power coefficient 0.316 

Optimum tip speed ratio 8.63 

Diameter of the rotor 4 m 

Inertia 5 kg·m2 

Height of the nacelle 23 m 

Table 5.1. Features of the wind turbine placed in the campus of the Public 

University of Navarre (Pamplona, Spain). 

Nominal speed 600 rpm 

Line voltage constant 475 V/krpm 

Nominal current 11.6 A 

Number of pole pairs 15 pairs 

Stator equivalent resistance 0.6 Ω 

Stator equivalent inductance 4.9 mH 

Line resistance 0.2 Ω 

Line inductance 0.3 mH 

Table 5.2. Specifications of the PMSG and the line. 

5.2.2 PMSG with diode bridge 

5.2.2.1 System description 

The equivalent circuit of a PMSG connected to a diode bridge at steady-state 

operation is shown in Fig. 5.3, where R and L include the resistance and inductance of the 

PMSG, the line, and the possible transformer; ea, eb and ec are the induced electromotive 

forces; ia, ib and ic are the phase currents; idc is the diode bridge output current; and Vdc is 

the diode bridge output voltage. 

The electrical system, represented by Fig. 5.3, is related to the mechanical system by 
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 )sin(2 θEea =  (5.6) 

 )3/2sin(2 πθ −= Eeb  (5.7) 

 )3/2sin(2 πθ += Eec  (5.8) 

 ω⋅= kE  (5.9) 

 t⋅= ωθ  (5.10) 

 
m

p ωω ⋅= , (5.11) 

where E is the RMS value of the induced electromotive force, θ is the electrical angle, k is 

the PMSG voltage constant, ω is the electrical speed, p is the number of pole pairs, and ωm 

is the mechanical speed. 

 
Figure 5.3. Equivalent circuit of a PMSG connected to a diode bridge at steady-state. 

Operating at steady-state and given that the Cdc capacitor and the system inertia are 

high enough to neglect the ripple, the voltage Vdc and the speeds ω and ωm can be 

considered as constant. Depending on the value of ωm and Vdc, the phase current will be 

either continuous or discontinuous, resulting in different expressions for powers. Since 

the system is balanced, only phase A is henceforth studied. 

5.2.2.2 Continuous conduction mode 

For high voltage E or low voltage Vdc the current is continuous (the exact relationship 

for the boundary will be obtained in section 5.2.2.4). Thus, each diode conducts for π 

radians: D1 while the current of phase A is positive and D4 while it is negative. 

The voltage vAN can be defined as a function of the conducting diodes: 
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 3/)2(
321 dcAN

Vuuuv ⋅−−= , (5.12) 

where u1, u2 and u3 are the connection functions of D1, D2 and D3, respectively (1 while 

conducting and 0 while being switched off). 

Fig. 5.4 shows voltages ea and vAN and currents ia, ib, ic and idc. Considering the sign of 

the currents and (5.12), the current ia and the voltage vAN are in phase. Furthermore, 

since the diode bridge does not exchange reactive power, the PMSG must provide its own 

reactive power, resulting in the lag angle φ between ea and ia shown in Fig. 5.4. According 

to the commutations, six intervals are defined in a period. In the subsequent paragraphs, 

the expressions for the current and the output and input powers are determined. 

 
Figure 5.4. Waveforms for continuous conduction mode. 
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The current ia can be deduced from a simple RL circuit with two voltage sources, 

namely voltages ea and vAN, as shown in Fig. 5.5. To simplify the notation throughout the 

chapter, the magnitude, phase and quality factor of the impedance as well as other 

parameters are introduced: 

 RLQRLLRZ
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/),/(tan,)(
122 ωωϕω ==+= −

 (5.13) 
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Figure 5.5. Equivalent circuit for current calculation. 

The differential equation for the current ia is expressed as follows: 

 0)0(, ==−=⋅+ θ
θ

ω aANaa
a iveiR

d

di
L . (5.18) 

The resolution of this equation is developed in the appendix, section 5.7.1. Then, 

thanks to the condition ia(θ=π)=0,  the angle φ is calculated, as also shown in that 

section. As a result, ia is defined at any time as a function of the shaft speed ωm and the 

capacitor voltage Vdc at steady-state operation. 

Given that the active component of the fundamental harmonic of the phase current Iad 

is the only one to contribute to the active power, Pem can be calculated as 

 
adem

IEP ⋅⋅= 3 . (5.19) 

Using the Fourier analysis: 
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By means of (5.19), (5.20) and the expression for the current ia, an expression for the 

electromagnetic power Pem(ωm,Vdc) in CCM is obtained as a function of the shaft speed ωm 

and the capacitor voltage Vdc: 
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 (5.21) 

The current ia coincides with the output current idc in interval 2, where D1 is 

conducting and D2 and D3 are switched off (see Fig. 5.4). The ripple of idc has a 6ω 

angular frequency. Thus, the output power P0 is given by: 

 θθ
π

π

π diVIVP
adcdcdc ∫⋅⋅=⋅= 3

2

3

0
)(

3
. (5.22) 

where Idc is the average value of idc. 

Using (5.22) and the expression for the current ia, an expression for the diode bridge 

output power P0(ωm,Vdc) in CCM is obtained as a function of the shaft speed ωm and the 

capacitor voltage Vdc: 
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5.2.2.3 Discontinuous conduction mode 

For low voltage E or high voltage Vdc the current is discontinuous (the exact 

relationship for the boundary will be obtained in section 5.2.2.3). There is a retard angle 

α for each diode during which the expression (5.12) is no longer valid. Instead, the fact 

that the current is zero in one of the phases can be taken into account to calculate the 

voltage vAN. Because of the discontinuous conduction, and contrary to the three intervals 

defined in CCM, six intervals are identified in a semi-period. The evolution of vAN and the 

six intervals are shown in Fig. 5.6. The voltage ea and currents ia, ib, ic and idc are also 

illustrated. 
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Figure 5.6. Waveforms for discontinuous conduction mode. 

During interval 1: 
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The same considerations are taken for intervals 3 and 5. In this way, the expression 

for vAN is finally obtained (Fig. 5.6), but the complete calculation is not shown for reasons 

of space. Then, the expressions for the current and output and input powers are 

determined in the same way as for the CCM. Although three cases of DCM can be 

distinguished [5.20], only the case which is closer to the CCM is analyzed for the 

purposes of this work. 
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As in the continuous conduction mode (Fig. 5.5), the current ia can be obtained from 

an RL circuit. To simplify the notation, some parameters are also defined in this case: 

 ( )Qe /exp αα −=  (5.27) 

 )cos(),sin(
ZZ

da ϕϕαϕϕα −+=−+= . (5.28) 

The differential equation for the current ia in DCM is (5.18), the same as in CCM. 

However, the voltage vAN is different, as was shown in Fig. 5.6. The resolution of this 

equation is developed in the appendix, in section 5.7.2. Then, thanks to the condition 

ia(θ=π)=0 and ea(θ=α)=Vdc/3,  the angles φ and α are calculated, as also shown in that 

section. Hence, ia is defined at any time as a function of the shaft speed ωm and the 

capacitor voltage Vdc at steady-state operation. 

As in CCM, the electromagnetic power Pem can be obtained by means of (5.19) and 

(5.20). Considering the expression for the current ia, an expression for the 

electromagnetic power Pem(ωm,Vdc) in DCM is obtained as a function of the shaft speed ωm 

and the capacitor voltage Vdc: 
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Making use of (5.22), the output power P0 can be obtained. Considering the 

expression for the current ia, an expression for the diode bridge output power P0(ωm,Vdc) 

in DCM is obtained as a function of the speed ωm and the voltage Vdc: 
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 (5.30) 
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5.2.2.4 Boundary between modes of conduction 

The expressions for the powers Pem(ωm,Vdc) and P0(ωm,Vdc) have been obtained for 

CCM and DCM. Now, in order to choose the corresponding expression, the mode of 

conduction must be known. For this purpose, an expression for the boundary between 

modes of conduction is obtained below. 

As the angle φ in Fig. 5.4 gets smaller, the voltage ea at θ=0 decreases. The value of ea 

below which the diode D1 does not start conducting at θ=0 represents the beginning of 

the discontinuous conduction mode. This value is given by 

 3/sin2)0(
dca

VEe === ϕθ . (5.31) 

With (5.31) and the expression of φ(ω,Vdc) obtained in CCM after applying the 

condition ia(θ=π)=0 and shown in section 5.7.1, a relationship between Vdc and ω can be 

determined for the boundary between CCM and DCM as 
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where E, Z and eaux depend on ω. This curve is practically linear, which was expected 

since the electromotive force E is proportional to ω. 

The boundary between the DCM and the non-conduction mode (NCM) is defined by 

the following well-known relationship: 

 EV
dc

⋅= 6 . (5.33) 

The three conduction modes and the boundaries are represented in Fig. 7. 

 
Figure 5.7. Boundaries between conduction modes. 
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5.2.2.5 Power curves 

The equations obtained show that, in the configuration PMSG with diode bridge, 

electromagnetic and output powers (Pem and P0) depend on the mechanical speed ωm and 

the output voltage Vdc, both in CCM and in DCM. From these equations, powers P0 and Pem 

are first illustrated as a function of the voltage Vdc for constant speed (ωnom/2 and ωnom) 

and then as a function of the speed ωm for constant voltage (125 and 250V) in Fig. 5.8. 

The results have been validated by simulation using the software Simulink. 

 
Figure 5.8. Power curves for the PMSG with diode bridge for CCM and DCM. 

The curves at constant speed show how the power can be imposed by means of the 

voltage Vdc. This voltage is the degree of freedom since it can be set by controlling the 

inductor current (see Fig. 5.2). Thus, electromagnetic power Pem can be easily controlled 

in the PMSG with diode bridge. Working with high voltages results in a higher efficiency 

since currents and consequently losses are lower. In fact, this configuration cannot 

operate at the left part of the curve because the current exceeds the nominal current. 
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The curves at constant voltage for the PMSG with diode bridge will be used to analyze 

the interaction with the wind turbine. The intersection of the Pem curve with the turbine 

power curve will determine the point of steady-state operation and can be modified by 

means of Vdc. 

In any case, when connecting a diode bridge to a PMSG, it must be considered that 

output power is limited since reactive power is not provided. Taking into account only 

the fundamental component, and operating at nominal speed ωnom and nominal current 

Inom, the relationship between active and reactive powers at the output of the PMSG is 

represented in the curve in Fig. 5.9. Then, if a diode bridge is added, maximum power of 

the PMSG is diminished. The power reduction ΔPmax depends on the reactive power 

absorbed by the inductance, as the following expression shows: 

 ( )2
2 2

max 3E E nom nomP S S p L Iω∆ = − − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  (5.34) 

 3E nom nomS p k Iω= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ . (5.35) 

Considering all the harmonics of the current, maximum power is reduced more than 

in (5.34) or Fig. 5.9 because of the higher losses in the equivalent resistance R. 

 
Figure 5.9. Power limit for a PMSG. 

5.2.3 Experimental results 

In this section, the model of PMSG with diode bridge is tested. The analysis is based 

on the wind turbine installed at the campus of the Public University of Navarra 

(Pamplona, Spain), with the features shown in Table 5.1. This wind turbine is emulated 

by means of a variable-speed drive (VSD) with a permanent magnet synchronous motor 
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(PMSM) and an inertia of 5 kg·m2 coupled with the mechanical shaft. The specifications 

of the PMSG which is connected to the shaft and of the line are provided in Table 5.2. The 

total equivalent resistance R is 0.8 Ω and the total equivalent inductance L is 5.2 mH. The 

real wind turbine and the wind turbine emulator, which have the same power and very 

similar parameters, are shown in Fig. 5.10. The capacitance of Cdc is 2 mF. 

 
Figure 5.10. Wind turbine and wind turbine emulator. 

The theoretical curves for the output power P0 at constant speed and voltage are 

compared with the obtained experimental points. The results are shown in Fig. 5.11. It 

can be seen that the experimental results are very close to the theoretical curves, which 

validates the model of the PMSG with diode bridge previously described. 

 
Figure 5.11. Theoretical and experimental power curves for the PMSG with diode 

bridge. 
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5.3 MPPT CONTROL 

5.3.1 Integration of the wind turbine 

The power captured by a wind turbine using a fixed pitch depends on the wind and 

turbine speeds through the following well-known expression (although the friction 

losses will be considered later on, they are  not taken into account here in order to make 

the analysis clearer): 

 )(
2

1 3 λρ PwT CvSP ⋅⋅⋅= , (5.36) 

where ρ is the air density, S is the wind turbine rotor swept area and CP is the power 

coefficient. In turn, the power coefficient is a function of tip speed ratio, λ, and represents 

the wind turbine characteristics. The tip speed ratio is given by 
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where RT is the radius of the rotor. 

At a certain wind speed, from (5.36), there is a λopt which maximizes the power 

coefficient CPopt and, consequently, the power captured by the turbine PTopt. Using (5.37), 

the required turbine speed ωmopt becomes proportional to the wind speed: 
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By introducing (5.38) in (5.36), the power PTopt can be expressed as a function of ωm: 
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This curve PTopt represents the power absorbed by the turbine when operating at 

MPP and thus at the optimum speed ωmopt. 

To analyze the interaction between the wind turbine and the PMSG with diode bridge, 

the expressions for the power captured by the wind turbine PT(vw,ωm) and the input 

power to the PMSG Pem(ωm,Vdc) must be used. On account of (5.1), the difference between 

these powers will cause a variation of the speed ωm until both powers are equal at a 

certain speed. Although the model of the PMSG with diode bridge has been developed for 

steady-state operation, expression (5.1) can still be used for the transient response since 

the variation of the speed and voltage is much slower than the rising of the currents. 
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In order to show the interaction graphically, curves of PT at a constant wind speed 

(8m/s, 10m/s, 12m/s) and curves of Pem at a constant voltage (150V, 218V, 300V) are 

represented in Fig. 5.12 as a function of the shaft speed ωm. In this figure, the optimum 

curve PTopt(ωm) (5.39) is also plotted. 

 
Figure 5.12. Power curves for the interaction between the wind turbine and the 

subsystem PMSG with diode bridge. 

Let us consider, for example, a system that operates at a constant voltage at the diode 

bridge output, Vdc=218V. Then, the point at steady-state operation will be the 

intersection of the curve Pem at the constant voltage 218V and the curve PT at the actual 

wind speed, that is point A for vw=12m/s, point P for vw=10m/s and point B for vw=8m/s. 

In that situation, the maximum power will only be absorbed when vw=10m/s but not for 

any other wind speed, resulting in a loss of energy. 

Thus, in order to harvest the optimum power for any wind speed, the voltage Vdc must 

be adjusted in such a way that the curve Pem(ωm,Vdc) coincides with the curve PTopt at all 

times. In other words, 

 ( ) )(,
mToptdcmem

PVP ωω = . (5.40) 

From (5.40) and using the expression (5.39) for PTopt(ωm) and the expressions (5.21) 

in CCM or (5.29) in DCM for Pem(ωm,Vdc), the voltage Vdcopt that provides maximum power 

for the turbine can be determined by iteration as a function of the shaft speed ωm. The 

curve obtained is represented in Fig. 5.13. 
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Figure 5.13. Optimum curve VdcoptT versus ωm. 

Hence, the curve Vdcopt(ωm), which makes it possible to implement one of the MPPT 

techniques, has been theoretically determined. In that strategy the rotor speed is 

measured and the voltage reference Vdc* is calculated from that speed according to the 

curve Vdcopt(ωm). In so doing, the electromagnetic power would follow the curve PTopt(ωm) 

for any rotor speed. Then, if the actual rotational speed is under the optimum speed, the 

power demanded by the PMSG drops below the wind turbine power and the system 

accelerates; if the actual rotational speed is over the optimum speed, then the power 

demanded goes above the wind turbine power and the system brakes (see Fig. 5.12). In 

both cases, the power evolves until it reaches maximum power. However, a mechanical 

sensor is required. In order to do without this sensor, the analysis must continue beyond 

the mechanical interaction. 

To control the system from the DC side, it is necessary to obtain the power P0 that 

must be imposed at the output in order to guarantee that the power Pem is PTopt. This 

curve is called P0opt and is defined as the turbine power PTopt minus the resistive losses. It 

can be easily determined using the expression for P0(Vdc,ωm) in CCM, (5.23), or in DCM, 

(5.30), evaluated by means of the curve Vdcopt(ωm) shown in Fig. 5.13. The curve P0optT is 

represented as a function of the rotor speed ωm in Fig. 5.12. 

5.3.2 Behavior of the whole system 

Finally, the boost converter will be integrated into the whole system. Since the 

inductor current IL is controlled, the boost converter functions as a current source. 

Consequently, the power that enters the converter is 

 
LdcL

IVP ⋅= . (5.41) 
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To analyze the interaction between the boost converter and the rest of the system, 

the expressions for the power absorbed by the boost converter PL(Vdc,IL) and for the 

diode bridge output power P0(ωm,Vdc) must be used. On account of (5.3), the difference 

between these powers will cause a variation of the voltage Vdc until both powers are 

equal at a certain voltage. 

In order to show the interaction graphically, curves of P0 at a constant rotor speed 

(320rpm, 412rpm, 500rpm) and curves of PL at a constant current (5A, 10.3A, 15A) are 

represented in Fig. 5.14 as a function of voltage Vdc. Since Vdc is the common variable, the 

power P0opt must also be obtained as a function of this voltage. This curve can easily be 

determined by evaluating P0(Vdc,ωm) (expression (5.23) in CCM or (5.30) in DCM) at the 

optimum points, which are defined by the optimum curve Vdcopt(ωm) shown in Fig. 5.13. 

In so doing, P0opt(Vdc) can now be included in Fig. 5.14. 

 
Figure 5.14. Power curves for the interaction between the boost converter and the 

PMSG with diode bridge. 

Let us set for example a constant current at the output of the diode bridge IL=10.3A. 

Then, the point at steady-state operation will be the intersection of the curve PL at the 

constant current 10.3A and the curve P0 for the rotor speed at that moment, that is 

point C for ωm=500rpm, point P for ωm=412rpm and point D for ωm=320rpm. In that 

situation, the diode bridge output power P0 will be the optimum power P0opt only when 

ωm=412rpm but not for any other rotor speed. Likewise, the voltage will be Vdcopt and 

therefore the electromagnetic power will be PTopt only when ωm=412rpm but not for any 

other rotor speed. 
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Thus, in order to follow those optimum curves for any rotor speed, the current IL 

must be controlled in such a way that the curve PL(Vdc,IL) coincides with the curve P0opt at 

all times. In other words, 

 )(),( 0 dcoptLdcL
VPIVP = . (5.42) 

By means of (5.41) and (5.42), the current ILopt can be determined as a function of the 

voltage Vdc: 
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The curve obtained is represented in Fig. 5.15. 

 
Figure 5.15. Optimum curve ILoptT versus Vdc. 

The complete process to determine the curve ILopt(Vdc) is summarized in Fig. 5.16. The 

optimum curve PTopt(ωm), which is provided by the manufacturer, and the specifications 

of the PMSG and the line (voltage constant V/rpm, number of pole pairs p, equivalent 

resistor R and equivalent inductance L) are required for the calculation. By means of 

(5.40), and considering the turbine curve and the expressions for the Pem(ωm,Vdc) in CCM 

(5.21) or DCM (5.29), the relationship between the voltage Vdc and the speed ωm at the 

optimum operating points is determined. Then, the latter is used to evaluate P0(ωm,Vdc) 

(expression (5.23) in CCM and (5.30) in DCM) and to obtain the optimum curve P0opt(Vdc) 

as a function of Vdc. Finally, with (5.43), the curve ILopt(Vdc) is calculated. 
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Figure 5.16. Determination of the optimum curve ILoptT. 

The curve ILopt is static and needs to be determined only once. Then, it can be stored 

in a lookup table to obtain the current reference IL* from the measured voltage Vdc during 

operation. 

In so doing, the system evolves to the optimum point for any wind speed. Indeed, 

imposing the inductor current ILopt as a function of the measured voltage Vdc causes the 

power PL to be P0opt for any voltage. Then, if the actual voltage is under the optimum 

voltage for a given rotor speed, the power demanded by the boost converter drops below 

the diode bridge output power and the voltage increases; on the contrary, if the actual 

voltage is over the optimum voltage, then the power demanded goes above the output 

power and the voltage decreases (see Fig. 5.14). In both cases, the diode bridge output 

power P0 changes until it reaches curve P0opt. Since the voltage varies at a faster rate than 

the rotor speed, the diode bridge output power P0 always gets equal to P0opt. As a result, 

voltage Vdc follows Vdcopt for any rotor speed (see Fig. 5.13) and the electromagnetic 

power Pem is PTopt at all times (see Fig. 5.12). This implies that the rotor speed follows the 

optimum speed, leading to the MPPT for any wind speed. 

Expression (5.43) 

Evaluate 

P0 

Specifications 

of the PMSG 

PTopt (ωm) 

Turbine 

manufacturer 

Pem (ωm,Vdc) 

(5.21) in CCM or 

(5.29) in DCM 

 

Vdcopt(ωm) 

P0 (ωm,Vdc) 

(5.23) in CCM or 

(5.30) in DCM 

 

P0opt (Vdc) 

 

ILopt (Vdc) 

Solve (5.40) 

by iteration 
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5.3.3 Experimental results 

Once the model was validated in section 5.2.3, the MPPT control is implemented for 

the same system (see Fig. 5.10). The inductor current reference IL
* is obtained as a 

function of the measured voltage Vdc from a lookup table which stores the curve ILopt(Vdc) 

of Fig. 5.15. This current is controlled by means of the strategy explained in [5.24], which 

is valid and robust for continuous and discontinuous inductor current. The block 

diagram of the MPPT control is shown in Fig. 5.17. In order to emulate the wind turbine, 

the torque reference for the VSD is calculated by a DSP as a function of the measured 

shaft and wind speeds according to the turbine power curves shown in Fig. 5.12. The 

wind profile, presented in Fig. 18(a), was obtained from two anemometers located in the 

wind turbine tower, providing one value per second. 

 
Figure 5.17. Block diagram of the MPPT control. 

In Fig. 18(b), the optimum and actual speeds are shown. Although there is an 

expected delay caused by the inertia, it can be seen how the actual speed follows the 

optimum speed. Since this delay is limited as a result of the MPPT control, maximum 

power is achieved during the whole experiment, as shown in Fig. 16(c). More precisely, 

50.81 Wh of the 51.14 Wh available are extracted by the turbine in the 90 second 

duration of the experiment, representing an MPPT efficiency of 99.36%. Other 

experiments have been carried out, with efficiencies varying between 99.0 and 99.5%. 

Furthermore, in Fig. 16(d), it can be observed how the voltage Vdc evolves as a function of 

the actual speed ωm, actually following the optimum curve Vdcopt(ωm) (see Figure 5.14). 

Likewise, the inductor current IL evolves as a function of the voltage Vdc as imposed by 

the MPPT strategy. Thus, since IL evolves as a function of Vdc and Vdc evolves as a function 

of ωm, the dynamics of all the variables are determined by the inertia, which has two 

positive effects. Firstly, the output power is filtered and does not follow the wind speed 

variation even though maximum power is extracted. Secondly and more importantly for 

small wind turbines, the control is very robust since the system evolves naturally. 
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Figure 5.18. Experimental results with a real wind profile. 
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5.4 ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS AND LOSSLESS APPROACH 

5.4.1 Robustness analysis 

The MPPT technique previously described will be employed in this section. For the 

calculation of the optimum curve the system parameters are required. These parameters 

include the features of the PMSG and the line (PMSG voltage constant k, resistance of the 

PMSG and the line R, and inductance of the PMSG and the line L) and the features of the 

wind turbine optimum curve PTopt(ωm) (Cpopt and λopt). 

If the real system parameters were equal to the parameters used for the optimum 

curve calculation, to be called kcalc, Rcalc, Lcalc, (λopt)calc and (Cpopt)calc, the MPPT efficiency 

would be 100% at steady-state. However, in a real system, parameters are not usually 

accurately known and can be variable with many factors such as temperature and aging. 

Accordingly, the parameters considered differ from its real values and the calculated 

optimum curve ILcalc(Vdc) is not equal to the actual optimum curve ILopt(Vdc). As a result, 

turbine speed is different to optimum speed ωmopt for a certain wind speed and the 

power captured by the turbine is lower than the optimum power PTopt. 

Accounting for the characteristics of the different elements, the following variation 

range will be considered for the system parameters: 

• Voltage constant of the PMSG k is generally well given by the manufacturer but 

can vary due to saturation: ±10% range is considered. 

• Equivalent resistance R and inductance L of the PMSG and the line can be 

imprecisely known and change with the temperature: ±30% range. 

• Optimum curve PTopt(ωm) can also be inaccurately provided by the manufacturer. 

±20% range will be considered for λopt and CPopt. 

With the model previously developed in this chapter [5.25], the power reduction can 

be predicted. In section 5.4.1.1, the MPPT efficiency for each parameter variation will be 

independently studied. Then, in section 5.4.1.2, the two worst scenarios will be 

described. Finally, in section 5.4.1.3, the MPPT efficiency for a model with R=0 will be 

analyzed. 
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5.4.1.1 Single parameter variation 

If the optimum power coefficient given by the manufacturer (CPopt)calc is a 20% higher 

than its real value, that is (CPopt)calc=1.2·CPopt, curve ILCp+(Vdc), represented in Fig. 5.20, will 

be worked as the optimum curve but in reality differs from the actual optimum curve 

ILopt(Vdc). By means of the model previously presented, and using now the real parameter 

CPopt, ILCp+(Vdc) can be translated to PTCp+(ωm), shown in Fig. 5.19, which is different to the 

actual optimum curve PTopt(ωm). This means that the intersection of the curve PTCp+(ωm) 

with the turbine power curve PT(vw,ωm) will not lead to the maximum power for any 

wind speed. For example, for a wind speed vwB=10 m/s, PTB=2411 W, whereas the 

maximum power is PTA=2429 W, which yields to a MPPT efficiency ηB=99.26% (see point 

B in the figures). The MPPT efficiency at steady-state ηCp+(vw) is shown in Fig. 5.21 for 

every wind speed. Now, if the optimum power coefficient given by the manufacturer 

(CPopt)calc is a 20% lower than its real value, that is (CPopt)calc=CPopt/1.2, the power is also 

reduced. The power curve PTCp-(ωm), inductor current curve ILCp-(Vdc) and the efficiency 

curve ηCp+(vw) are shown in Fig. 5.19, Fig. 5.20 and Fig. 5.21, respectively. It can be 

observed that CPopt variation effect is low since the MPPT efficiency is higher than 99.2% 

for the whole operating range. 

The same analysis has been independently carried out for all the parameters. For the 

optimum tip speed ratio λopt, the corresponding power curves PTλ+(ωm) and PTλ-(ωm), 

inductor current curves ILλ+(Vdc) and ILλ-(Vdc) and efficiency curves ηλ+(vw) and ηλ-(vw), are 

represented in Fig. 5.19, Fig. 5.20 and Fig. 5.24, respectively. 

With regard to the electrical parameters, the power curves PTk+(ωm), PTk-(ωm), 

PTL+(ωm), PTL-(ωm), PTR+(ωm) and PTR-(ωm) are depicted in Fig. 5.22 and the inductor 

current curves ILk+(Vdc), ILk-(Vdc), ILL+(Vdc), ILL-(Vdc), ILR+(Vdc) and ILR-(Vdc) are depicted in 

Fig. 5.23. The MPPT efficiency curves ηk+(vw) and ηk-(vw) are represented in Fig. 5.24 and 

ηL+(vw), ηL-(vw), ηR+(vw) and ηR-(vw) are shown in Fig. 5.21. 

From the MPPT efficiency at steady-state for all the parameters (see Fig. 5.21 and 

Fig. 5.24), it can be observed that λopt is the most influential, followed by k, CP, L and 

finally R. The effect of CP, L and R is not important for the considered range, the 

parameter k starts to be significant and the effect of parameter λopt is important. Since 

more energy is captured at high wind speeds, it must be noted that these operating 

points are more significant. 
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Figure 5.19. Wind turbine curves, electromagnetic power curves and calculated 

optimum power curves PTλ and PTCP versus ωm. 

 
Figure 5.20. Calculated optimum current curves ILλ and ILCP versus Vdc. 
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Figure 5.21. MPPT efficiency at steady-state ηR, ηR=0, ηL and ηCP versus vw. 

 
Figure 5.22. Wind turbine curves, electromagnetic power curves and calculated 

optimum power curves PTk, PTL and PTR versus ωm. 
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Figure 5.23. Calculated optimum current curves ILk, ILL and ILR versus Vdc. 

 
Figure 5.24. MPPT efficiency at steady-state ηλ and ηk versus vw. 
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5.4.1.2 Worst scenarios 

It was shown for Cpopt (see Fig. 5.19), that when (Cpopt)calc>Cpopt, the system operates at 

a speed lower that the optimum speed. On the contrary, when (Cpopt)calc<Cpopt, the system 

operates at higher speed. After evaluating the effect of each parameter variation, the two 

worst scenarios can be analyzed. The first one, denoted by ωmax, consists of a 

combination of parameter variation in such a way that all parameters contribute 

towards an operating point with a speed higher than the real optimum speed. 

Accounting for the considered variation range and the effect of each parameter, the 

worst scenario ωmax is found for: kcalc= 1.1·k, Rcalc= R/1.3, Lcalc= L/1.3, (λopt)calc= 1.2·λopt 

and (Cpopt)calc= Cpopt/1.2. In this case, the calculated optimum curve is ILωmax(Vdc), shown in 

Fig. 5.26, which leads to a captured power PTωmax(ωm), represented in Fig. 5.25. The 

MPPT efficiency ηωmax(vw) is significantly reduced, as it can be observed in Fig. 5.27. Point 

D, also shown in the figures, corresponds to the real operating point for vwD=10 m/s. On 

the other hand, the worst scenario ωmin is found for: kcalc= k/1.1, Rcalc= 1.3·R, Lcalc= 1.3·L, 

(λopt)calc= λopt/1.2 and (Cpopt)calc= 1.2·Cpopt. The calculated optimum curve ILωmin(Vdc) is 

plotted in Fig. 5.26 and the captured power PTωmin(ωm) is depicted in Fig. 5.25. The MPPT 

efficiency ηωmin(vw), shown in Fig. 5.27, is drastically reduced. Point C, also represented in 

the figures, corresponds to the real operating point for vwC=10 m/s. 

 
Figure 5.25. Block diagram of the MPPT control. 
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Figure 5.26. Block diagram of the MPPT control. 

 
Figure 5.27. Block diagram of the MPPT control. 
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ωmax, rotor speed ωm and output voltage Vdc can exceed the nominal values. In our 

example, for nominal wind speed vw=12 m/s, rotor speed becomes 664 rpm and output 

voltage becomes 368 V while optimum values are 495 rpm and 240 V. For the worst 

situation ωmin, it is inductor current IL that can exceed nominal current. This is not the 
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low voltages and high currents, which reduces the overall efficiency. 
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5.4.1.3 Influence of the resistance 

It has been shown (see Fig. 5.21), that the resistance’s effect is very small. More 

precisely, the power reduction for the variation range considered is lower than 0.1%. 

For this reason, the same robustness analysis has been carried out neglecting the 

losses, that is for Rcalc=0. The corresponding power curve PTR=0(ωm), inductor current 

curve ILR=0(Vdc) and efficiency curve ηR=0(vw) are represented in Fig. 5.25, Fig. 5.26 and 

Fig. 5.21, respectively. Point E, pointed out in the figures, corresponds to the real 

operating point for vwE=10 m/s. 

From the MPPT efficiency ηR=0(vw), it can be observed that the effect of considering 

R=0 is very small. In fact, the MPPT efficiency is higher than 99.7% for every operating 

point. As a result, the resistance can be neglected for the optimum curve calculation, 

which strongly simplifies the modeling. It is worth mentioning that the variation of other 

parameters will reduce the captured power in a very similar manner to the precedent 

analysis. The modeling of the subsystem PMSG with diode bridge with R=0 is developed 

in the next section following the methodology of section 5.2.2. 

5.4.2 System modeling for the lossless approach 

In order to obtain the PMSG with diode bridge power equations, the equivalent circuit 

of Fig. 5.3 is used. Since the losses are neglected, R is taken as 0 for the analysis. 

Equations (5.6)–(5.11) make it possible to relate the electrical and mechanical 

subsystems, and steady-state is also considered in this case. 

5.4.2.1 Continuous conduction mode 

For high voltage E or low voltage Vdc the current is continuous (the exact relationship 

for the boundary will be obtained in section 5.4.2.3). Thus, each diode conducts for π 

radians: D1 while the current of phase A is positive and D4 while it is negative. Fig. 5.4 

shows voltages ea and vAN, currents ia, ib, ic and idc and the lag angle φ between ea and ia. 

According to the commutations, six intervals (I1–I6) are defined in a period. 

The current ia can be obtained from the following differential equation: 

 0)0(, ==−= θ
θ

ω aANa
a ive

d

di
L  (5.44) 
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Then, thanks to the condition ia(θ=π)=0 (see Fig. 5.4) and (5.47), the angle φ can be 

calculated as 

 












 ⋅= −

E

Vdc

9

2
cos 1 πϕ . (5.48) 

On account of expressions (5.45)–(5.48), ia is now defined at any time as a function of 

the shaft speed ωm and the capacitor voltage Vdc at steady-state operation. 

Since the losses are neglected for the modeling, the PMSG electromagnetic power Pem 

is equal to the power at the diode bridge output P0. In order to work this power out, 

(5.22) can also be used here. Using (5.22) and the expression for the current ia (5.46), an 

expression for the diode bridge output power P0(ωm,Vdc) in CCM is obtained as a function 

of the shaft speed ωm and the capacitor voltage Vdc: 

 222

0 4162
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sin
23

dc
dcdc VE

L

V

L

Vk
P π

πω
ϕ

π
−=⋅= . (5.49) 

5.4.2.2 Discontinuous conduction mode 

For low voltage E or high voltage Vdc the current is discontinuous (the exact 

relationship for the boundary will be obtained in section 5.4.2.3). There is a retard angle 

α for each diode during which the current is zero in one of the phases. Because of the 

discontinuous conduction, and contrary to the three intervals defined in CCM, six 

intervals (I1-I6) are identified in a semi-period. The evolution of vAN and the six intervals 

are shown in Fig. 5.6. The voltage ea and currents ia, ib, ic and idc are also illustrated. 

Although three cases of DCM can be distinguished [5.20], only the case which is closer to 

the CCM is analyzed for the purposes of this work. 

The current ia in DCM can also be obtained from (5.44) but taking into account that 

vAN in DCM is different to vAN in CCM (compare Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.6): 
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Then, thanks to the conditions ea(θ=α)=Vdc/3 and ia(θ=π)=0, the angles φ and α can 

be calculated. Defining β=α+φ, the first condition yields to 
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From the second condition, (5.55) and (5.56), 
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The Newton-Raphson method is used to determine φ from (5.57), and (5.56) is used 

to determine α. Hence, on account of (5.50)–(5.57), the expressions of phase current ia is 

defined at any time as a function of the shaft speed ωm and the capacitor voltage Vdc at 

steady-state operation. 

Making use of (5.22), the output power P0 can be obtained. Considering the 

expression for the current ia, an expression for the diode bridge output power P0(ωm,Vdc) 

in DCM is obtained as a function of the speed ωm and the voltage Vdc: 
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 (5.58) 

5.4.2.3 Boundary between modes of conduction 

The expressions for the power P0(ωm,Vdc) have been obtained for CCM and DCM. Now, 

in order to choose the corresponding expression, the mode of conduction must be 

known. For this purpose, an expression for the boundary between modes of conduction 

is obtained below. 
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As the angle φ in Fig. 5.4 gets smaller, the voltage ea at θ=0 decreases. The value of ea 

below which the diode D1 does not start conducting at θ=0 represents the beginning of 

the discontinuous conduction mode. This value is given by 

 3/sin2)0( dca VEe === ϕθ . (5.59) 

With (5.48) and (5.56), a relationship between Vdc and E can be determined for the 

boundary between CCM and DCM as 

 EVdc

94

29

2 +
=

π
. (5.60) 

The boundary between the DCM and the non-conduction mode (NCM) is defined by 

the following well-known relationship: 

 EVdc 6= . (5.61) 

5.4.3 Simulation results 

The global system of Fig. 5.2, features shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, has been 

modeled using the software PSIM. The boost converter is replaced by a voltage 

controlled current source where the current is obtained according to the calculated 

optimum curve ILcalc(Vdc). A real wind profile is applied to four different calculated curves 

previously described: ILopt(Vdc), ILωmax(Vdc), ILωmin(Vdc) and ILR=0(Vdc). For the calculation of 

ILopt(Vdc) and ILR=0(Vdc), all the parameters are perfectly known (apart from R, which is 

considered as 0 for ILR=0(Vdc)), whilst for the calculation of ILωmax(Vdc) and ILωmin(Vdc), 

realistic errors are considered for the parameter estimation. The results are shown in 

Fig. 5.28 for the wind speed (m/s), the different rotor speeds (rpm) and captured powers 

(W). The variables ωmopt_dyn and PTopt_dyn represent the actual optimum point, which could 

only be followed if there was no inertia. It can be observed how rotor speeds ωmopt, and 

ωmR=0 follow optimum speed ωmopt_dyn with a small delay whereas rotor speeds ωmωmax and 

ωmωmin are always over and below optimum speed, respectively. As a result, captured 

power PTopt and PTR=0 are very similar to optimum power PTopt_dyn while PTωmax and PTωmin 

are below optimum power. More precisely, from the 45.95 Wh which could have been 

obtained from second 10 to 120, a 99.15% was captured with ILopt(Vdc) curve, a 99.04% 

with ILR=0(Vdc) curve, a 79.96% with ILωmax(Vdc) curve, and a 58.08% with ILωmin(Vdc) curve. 

These results confirm the predicted analysis: the resistance can be neglected for the 

optimum curve calculation and the performance of the MPPT can be drastically reduced 

due to errors in the parameters. 
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The MPPT efficiencies for the curves ILopt(Vdc) and ILR=0(Vdc) are similar and very high, 

which confirms that the resistance can be neglected for the modeling. However, low 

MPPT efficiencies are obtained for the curves ILωmax(Vdc) and ILωmin(Vdc). This means that, 

for the conventional curve-based MPPT method, an additional control should be added 

to compensate for the errors in case that accuracy in the parameters cannot be 

guaranteed. 

 
Figure 5.28. Simulation results. 

5.5 CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter first develops an accurate and complete model of a small WECS which 

uses a PMSG with diode bridge. This study makes it possible to relate the electrical 

variables to the mechanical ones. In this way, the optimum curve ILopt(Vdc) is obtained, 

which makes it possible to control the WECS from the DC side. Thanks to the equations 

of the model, the optimum curve can be calculated from commonly known system 

parameters, thereby avoiding the need for experimental tests or simulations. The control 

is very simple because only the measurements of the Vdc voltage and of the IL current are 

required. It imposes the relationship ILopt(Vdc) at any moment in time and, consequently, 

the system evolves to the optimum power for any wind speed. Firstly, the model is 

validated by experimental results. Then, the MPPT control is tested using a wind turbine 

emulator and a real wind speed profile. The results show that more than 99% of the 

energy available is extracted by the turbine and validate both the model accuracy and 

the control performance. 
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Then, using the same model, a robustness analysis of the proposed MPPT control is 

carried out. By means of two realistic scenarios of parameter variation, it is shown how 

the captured power can be significantly reduced. Thus, an additional control to 

compensate for the estimation errors is necessary in case that accuracy in the 

parameters cannot be guaranteed. On the other hand, it is proved that the resistance has 

no influence on the MPPT efficiency and can then be neglected, leading to a much simpler 

model. The power curves for the PMSG with diode bridge with R=0 have then been 

provided. Simulation results for an actual wind profile corroborate the theoretical 

analysis for all scenarios. 

5.6 APPENDICES 

5.6.1 Calculation of the current ia for CCM 

Current ia can be deduced from a simple RL circuit with two voltage sources, namely 

voltages ea and vAN. To simplify, the superposition principle is used as shown in Fig 5.29. 

Hence, the current can be expressed as a function of currents i1 and i2 as 

 21
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Figure 5.29. Equivalent circuit for current calculation using the superposition 

principle. 

Because of symmetry, the current is determined for 0<θ<π, corresponding to 

intervals 1, 2 and 3 of Fig. 5.4. The current initial value is set and the angle φ will be 

calculated thanks to the following conditions: 
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From (5.62) and (5.63), the initial values of i1 and i2 are equal and have an unknown 

value of i0. The differential equations and their solutions are expressed as follows: 
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From (5.62), it can be observed in (5.66), and (5.68)–(5.70) that the initial condition i0 

is cancelled out when calculating the current ia. Thus, in order to simplify the notation, 

this initial value is considered to be zero henceforth. 

From (5.62) and (5.64), 
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Then considering expressions (5.16), (5.66) and (5.70) to evaluate (5.71), the lag 

angle φ is determined as 
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The previous expressions define the phase current ia at any time as a function of the 

shaft speed ωm and the capacitor voltage Vdc at steady-state operation. 

5.6.2 Calculation of the current ia for DCM 

As in the continuous conduction mode (Fig. 5.29), the current can be obtained from 

an RL circuit by applying the superposition principle. However, in this case, the voltage 

vAN is split into three components (v2, v3 and v4).  

The three components of vAN are shown in Fig. 5.30, where v2 is the voltage vAN in the 

continuous conduction mode, v3 is composed by the pieces of sinusoidal waves of the 

intervals 1, 3 and 5, and v4 by the remaining waves (see also Fig. 5.6). 
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Figure 5.30. Splitting of vAN in DCM. 

In this way, the voltage applied to the RL circuit can be split into four different 

components: 
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The current of the phase A can then be calculated as 
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where currents i1 and i2 are due to ea and v2 respectively, and their expressions have 

been calculated for the CCM (although angle φ is not the same); currents i3 and i4 are due 

to v3 and v4 respectively, and are determined below. As in CCM, the initial conditions for 

the currents i1, i2, i3 and i4 can be set to zero without changing the final expression of ia. 

The differential equation for i3 and its solution are: 
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In the same way, for i4: 
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Furthermore, the two angles α and φ are related by the following equation (see 

Fig. 5.6): 
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Then, (5.64) must also be considered to calculate α and φ. The Newton-Raphson 

method is used to determine α from (5.64), and (5.90) is used to determine φ. Hence, the 

expressions of phase current ia is defined at any time as a function of the shaft speed ωm 

and the capacitor voltage Vdc at steady-state operation. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS  

 

ABSTRACT 

For AC microgrids under stand-alone operation, the elimination of the communication 

cables is favorable in terms of cost and reliability. By using the grid frequency and voltage 

as communication signals, a correct frequency and voltage regulation, as well as energy 

management have been achieved in this thesis both for centralized-storage and distributed-

storage systems. The control of the distributed generators within the microgrid has also 

been studied in the thesis. It has been shown that the non-linear characteristics of the PV 

generators must be considered for a proper control design. The effect of the dynamic 

resistance on the control has been analyzed and design guidelines to cope with the problem 

have been provided for both the boost and TIBuck converters. Concerning small wind 

turbines, it has been shown that the curve-based MPPT control is adequate when the 

parameters are accurately known and a correct model is used. However, the captured 

power can be significantly reduced if the parameters are misestimated, which renders 

necessary the use of an additional control. 

This thesis has given rise to a number of publications in international journals, and 

conferences and is the result of the participation in public and private R&D projects. Some 

future research lines are proposed for the management of AC microgrids, the control of 

different PV converters, and the MPPT control and power limitation of small wind turbines. 
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6.1 FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

Electrical microgrids are currently one of the most promising technical approaches to 

reach a high level of renewable energy penetration into the electrical grid. In order to 

make possible the introduction of microgrids, it is of great importance to improve their 

reliability and reducing their cost. Searching for new control methods represents a 

perfect means for this purpose since the control can reduce the number of required 

elements and at the same time the rate of failure, all with no additional cost. 

In AC microgrids under stand-alone operation, the use of the grid frequency and RMS 

voltage as a communication signal makes it possible to prevent the use of 

communication cables between the different inverters or with a central supervisor. This 

is favorable since the complexity of the system is reduced, thereby reducing costs. The 

reliability is also improved because one source of failure disappears. Furthermore, since 

all elements become able of independent operation, the failure of one of them does not 

affect the correct operation of the others. 

In order to transmit the information through the electrical lines, the grid frequency 

and RMS voltage are continuously changed during operation. The frequency is related to 

real power management whereas the voltage has to do with the control of reactive 

power. As a result, these variables do not remain equal to their rated values but vary 

around them. However, this does not represent a problem since small frequency and 

voltage modifications are enough to guarantee a correct system operation. On the other 

hand, the control with no communication cables becomes more complicated because all 

inverters must operate based on local variables, but the improvement in costs and 

reliability makes that this solution is well worth the effort. 

Two types of AC microgrid can be considered, depending on whether the storage 

system and controllable generators are centralized or distributed. The control of the 

centralized case is simpler since the supervisor is also centralized and has information 

about the storage units and the controllable generators. This system has been analyzed 

in chapter 2 for battery storage together with a diesel generator. The grid voltage 

generation is easily achieved in this system. When the diesel generator is connected, it 

operates under voltage-control mode and the battery inverter operates under current-

control mode. On the other hand, if the diesel generator is not connected, the battery 

inverter becomes responsible of regulating the grid voltage. 

The energy management is also simpler in the centralized-storage system. When the 

battery SOC is within limits, the diesel generator is not connected and the battery offsets 

the difference between generation and consumption. Whenever either the battery 

voltage or the absorbing current is over its rated value, the battery inverter increases the 

frequency. This is detected by the distributed generators, which continuously reduce 
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their power to control the battery voltage or current. On the other hand, when the 

battery SOC is low, the diesel generator is connected and the battery is charged. 

The control of a system with distributed battery storage has been developed in 

chapter 3. The generation of the grid voltage is jointly carried out by the battery 

inverters thanks to droop methods. By introducing frequency, RMS voltage and harmonic 

voltage droops, it is possible to share the real power, reactive power and harmonic 

currents in relation to the inverter ratings. 

In order to carry out the energy management in this system, conventional droop 

methods are modified so that the real power becomes unbalanced when required. When 

the battery SOCs are within limits, a SOC-based droop control makes it possible to 

maintain the same SOC level for all batteries and, at the same time, to optimize the power 

response performance. On the other hand, when the batteries are fully charged or 

discharged, the strategy allows for the regulation of one or more battery voltages or 

currents, as required. When needed, the frequency is also modified in order to reduce the 

generation power, regulate the non-critical loads or make an emergency stop. 

Apart from preventing the use of communication cables, the control strategies 

developed for both centralized and distributed storage systems possess other benefits. 

Firstly, the batteries are correctly managed and the diesel generator only operates when 

required, thus increasing their expected life. Secondly, the renewable generators operate 

under MPPT as long as possible and continuously reduce their power when MPPT is not 

possible. Furthermore, the diesel generator operates at its rated power as far as possible. 

These factors guarantee high system efficiency. 

The effort placed in the system modeling has certainly had an important role in the 

success of the proposed control strategies. It has been proved that linear models are 

suitable for modeling the voltage and frequency regulation in droop-based microgrids 

because they are much simpler than small-signal methods and have similar accuracy. 

However, small-signal models are required for assessing the management strategy 

characteristics due to the battery non-linearities. In any case, the control parameters 

must be carefully designed in order to ensure good performances in terms of dynamic 

response and stability. Guidelines have been provided to select the most important 

control elements, which include the droop coefficients, the battery current and voltage 

controllers, and the measurement and filtering of the real power, reactive power and 

grid frequency. 

Distributed generators are the reason behind the establishment of microgrids and 

efforts must therefore be made to improve their performance. The main renewable 

energy sources, due to their potential and current development, are PV generators and 

wind turbines. In AC microgrids, these systems are usually interfaced by a first-stage 
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conversion structure, and then followed by the inverter. The first stage controls the 

renewable source so that its power is either maximized or limited, according to the 

energy management strategy. At the same, this first-stage converter provides a constant 

and stable DC value for the second-stage inverter. The control of the first-stage 

conversion structure has been analyzed in chapter 4 for PV generators and in chapter 5 

for small wind turbines. 

In low- and medium-power photovoltaic systems, a DC/DC boost converter is usually 

attached to the PV generator since a PV voltage step-up conversion is required in order 

to be connected to the inverter. Although these systems are generally based on MPPT, a 

PV power limitation is demanded by the energy management strategy when the 

batteries are fully charged. In this situation, the inductor current is controlled so that the 

power reference is tracked, achieving fast power dynamics. On the other hand, when the 

reference power cannot be delivered anymore, the voltage control is activated in order 

to prevent a PV voltage drop and ensure stability. Then, MPPT is performed again until 

otherwise required. 

In this system, an adequate PV voltage regulation is thus fundamental in order to 

maximize the power and guarantee stability during the transition from MPPT to power 

limitation. However, when using small input capacitors, the nonlinearities of the PV 

array make the performance of the voltage regulation become highly dependent on the 

operating point. A double-feedback control loop is recommended for medium-power 

DC/DC boost converters, and is therefore analyzed in this work. In this case, a small-

signal modelling showed that the voltage regulation performance is as designed in the 

constant current region. However, the control slows down when the operating point 

moves towards the maximum power point and it becomes very slow in the constant 

voltage region. Concerning stability, the phase margin is always higher than designed 

and the control is thus stable for every operating point. In order to avoid the dynamic 

response variability, an adaptive control can be used. The PV dynamic resistance is 

firstly estimated from measured variables of the converter, namely the PV voltage and 

the inductor current, and then, the controller is continuously adapted making use of the 

estimation. 

The DC/DC boost converter can only use MPP tracker. However, depending on the 

application, different PV module technologies, orientations and shading conditions can 

exist, which would lead to significant power losses. In order to perform two independent 

MPPTs with no extra switches, a two-input buck (TIBuck) converter can be employed. In 

this case, the nonlinearity of the two PV arrays must be considered, which adds 

complexity to the analysis of the nonlinear converter. However, a correct regulation of 

the two PV arrays can be achieved with linear controllers, confirming the TIBuck 

converter as an interesting solution to perform MPPT of two PV arrays at the same time. 
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With regard to small wind turbines, the configuration formed by a permanent magnet 

synchronous generator, a three-phase diode bridge and a DC/DC boost converter is 

frequently used as the first-stage conversion structure. For the sake of cost efficiency and 

reliability, it is desirable to prevent wind and turbine speed measurements, which 

require mechanical sensors. Instead, sensorless MPPT can be achieved by imposing the 

relationship between the DC voltage and current under optimum operation. In order to 

obtain the optimum curve, an accurate model of the whole wind energy conversion 

system is required. Although this model is complex, it is totally justified since it avoids 

carrying out experimental tests of each wind turbine and ensures a high MPPT efficiency. 

However, this method requires having knowledge of the system parameters, which 

can be inaccurately known in small wind turbines. In fact, the captured power can be 

significantly reduced for negative but realistic scenarios of parameter misestimations. 

Thus, an additional control to compensate for the estimation errors is necessary in case 

that accuracy in the parameters cannot be guaranteed. On the other hand, the resistance 

has no influence on the MPPT efficiency and can then be neglected for the optimum 

curve calculation, which leads to a much simpler model. 
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renewable supply: energy,” DPI2010-21671-C02-01, Spanish Ministry of Economy 

and Competitiveness, Public University of Navarre (UPNA), 2011–2014. 

• R&D national plan project, “Technologies for the grid integration of renewable 

energies: power electronics, storage, energy management and interaction,” DPI2013-

42853-R, Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness, Public University of 

Navarre (UPNA), 2014–2016. 
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Participation in private R&D projects 

• Contract between the Public University of Navarra (UPNA) and the National Center of 

Renewable Energies (CENER): “Design, development and implementation of 

microgrids in Navarre,” OTRI code 2012-024-132, 2013–2015. 

• Contract between the Public University of Navarra (UPNA) and Ingeteam Power 

Technology: “Investigation and development of new conversion converters for 

photovoltaic systems,” OTRI code 2012-024-121, 2012–2014. 

6.3 FUTURE WORK 

6.3.1 Management of AC microgrids 

The management of AC microgrids under stand-alone operation has been analyzed in 

chapter 2 for centralized battery storage and in chapter 3 for distributed battery storage. 

For these systems, three different research lines, which would expand or complement 

the current thesis, are proposed as future work. 

The first point is related to the real power management and the control of the battery 

current or voltage, which is carried in section 2.3 for centralized battery storage and in 

section 3.7 for distributed battery storage. In both cases, a battery small-signal model 

was used in order to design the controllers. The employed model is very simple and only 

takes into account the internal resistance and the first order dynamics of the battery, but 

is reported to be appropriate for this system. That model was integrated in the overall 

system model, making it possible to design the system parameters and to predict the real 

power response. Although the control was successfully carried out, some deviation from 

the predicted behavior was observed in the experimental tests in some operating points. 

According to its characteristics, this deviation seems to be caused by the strong variation 

of the battery parameters as a function of the operating point, namely the battery SOC, 

voltage and temperature. In order to cope with this issue, a more complete small-signal 

model for the battery response should be used. The model should make it possible to 

obtain the battery parameters for a certain battery as well as to predict their variation 

within the operating points of concern. 

Another aspect which can be studied as a continuation of this thesis is related to grid 

voltage and reactive power management. In the AC microgrids presented in the thesis, 

the RES inverters participate in the frequency regulation by reducing their real power 

when the grid frequency is high. However, even though it is technically feasible, they 

never provide or absorb reactive power and do not therefore contribute to the voltage 

regulation. Similarly to grid regulations which are increasingly demanding reactive 
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power support to renewable-energy systems, reactive power can be supplied by the RES 

inverters in AC microgrids. The reactive power management strategy could be 

implemented in these inverters as a reactive power – voltage droop, where the curve 

slope and limits must be carefully designed in order to guarantee stability. As a result, 

instead of using the battery inverters as the only reactive power controllers, this strategy 

provides distributed reactive power control, which is favorable for the system in terms 

of efficiency and voltage regulation all over the microgrid. On the other hand, the 

strategy should also deal with the situations in which the RES inverters apparent power 

is exceeded, dictating how the real and/or reactive power should be reduced. 

Finally, although the stand-alone operation of AC microgrids has been analyzed in 

this thesis, these systems also operate connected to the electrical grid. The grid-

connected operation of AC microgrids and the transition between modes bring along 

many research opportunities. Some potential future lines include transition from stand-

alone to grid-connected operation and vice versa, frequency and voltage regulation, real 

and reactive power management, and hierarchical control of microgrids. 

6.3.2 Control of the photovoltaic system 

The control of the PV system has been studied in chapter 4, focusing on the 

interaction between the DC/DC converter and the PV generator. In order to expand that 

work, four different research topics are proposed. 

The influence of the PV generator on the control of both the DC/DC boost and TIBuck 

converters has been assessed in this thesis through the PV dynamic resistance, whose 

variation represents the PV non-linear characteristics. As a direct extension, the 

influence of this resistance on the voltage control and power limitation of other 

converters can be carried out. The H-bridge inverter and DC/DC buck converter are 

frequently used as PV interface and should thus be the first ones to be analyzed. Based 

on the analyses, general conclusions could be obtained about what the effect of the PV 

non-linear behavior is, and when the dynamic resistance can be neglected. 

The second aspect which can be studied is related to the TIBuck converter operation. 

In this thesis, the TIBuck converter operation and control have been analyzed in 

continuous conduction mode. In that mode, very low voltage stress in the switches and 

high efficiency are achieved. However, the converter can also operate in two other 

modes of conduction which have not been analyzed: discontinuous conduction mode and 

Discontinuous Voltage Mode (DVM). The latter appears when the two input voltages are 

very close to each other. In this situation, these voltages can reach the same value while 

the active switch is conducting, making the diode start conducting too. This situation is 

interesting since the voltage stress is even lower than in CCM, the inductor current ripple 
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is reduced, and the efficiency can thus be improved. In order to achieve this situation, the 

same number of PV panels can be placed in series at both inputs. Due to mismatched 

conditions, input 1 can be forced to have a slightly higher open-circuit voltage than 

input 2. Furthermore, the panels connected to input 2 should be located where shades or 

higher temperatures are expected, because they cause a MPP voltage reduction. As a 

result, the condition VMPP1>VMPP2 will always be achieved and the converter will operate 

in DVM during normal operation and may change to CCM when shades or high 

temperatures are present in the PV2 array. Concerning the control in DVM, the plant for 

the PV1 voltage regulation becomes less damped than in CCM, and attention must be 

paid to designing a control suitable for both modes of conduction. 

Another research opportunity has to do with the extension of the TIBuck converter. 

Following the same philosophy, this converter can be extended to form a multiple-input 

buck converter, as shown in Fig. 6.1. This converter maintains the same favorable 

performance in terms of conversion efficiency, integration, cost and voltage stress in the 

semiconductors. Furthermore, when connected to an inverter, it makes it possible to 

perform n MPPT algorithms with n–1 active switches. On the other hand, the restrictions 

are that the voltage vn must be lower than all other PV voltages, and that the active 

switches must block negative currents. The latter can be easily achieved by using an 

IGBT transistor or by adding a diode in series with the MOSFET transistor, but the first 

solution is preferred for efficiency. Concerning the control of the multiple PV voltages, it 

seems to be appropriate for each active switch to regulate its corresponding PV voltage, 

being able to achieve fast dynamic response. For its part, the voltage of the nth PV array 

would be controlled by means of the output voltage, similarly to the TIBuck converter. 

 
Figure 6.1. Multiple-input buck converter. 

Finally, the analysis of other two-input converters can be carried out. As an example, 

a two-input converter can be formed by adding a second input source to a boost 

converter or to a buck/boost converter, as shown in Fig. 6.2. The Two-Input Boost 

(TIBoost) converter also makes it possible to perform two MPPT algorithms when the 

output voltage can be modified, and a step-up voltage conversion is achieved. However, 
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the voltage stress in the semiconductors is higher than for the boost or buck/boost 

converters and it imposes the restriction that the PV1 current must be always higher 

than the PV2 current. 

 
Figure 6.2. Two-input boost converter. 

6.3.3 Control of small wind turbines 

The MPPT control of small wind turbines has been studied in chapter 5. Two different 

aspects can be further investigated in line with the realized analysis. 

It has been shown that the curve-based MPPT control is effective when the system 

parameters are accurately known but can lead to power losses if the parameters are 

misestimated. This is often the case in small wind turbines, where the curve-based MPPT 

should thus be improved. On the other hand, Perturbation and Observation (P&O) MPPT 

algorithms do not require any knowledge about the system parameters. However, larger 

power variations, which are often caused by wind changes, can be misinterpreted by the 

MPPT strategy. Since wind speed is usually very variable for small wind turbines, this 

strategy can also result in important power losses. As an alternative, a combined MPPT 

technique can be developed. This strategy can be based in a preobtained optimum curve, 

which is then updated in operation so that the parameter errors are compensated. 

The second topic is related to power limitation for small wind turbines. Similarly to 

the PV system, the power limitation should be carried out when the frequency is higher 

than a certain value, making it possible to control the battery current, voltage or state-of-

charge. The power limitation can be implemented by controlling the DC/DC converter, 

preventing a modification of the inverter operation. The stored energy in a wind turbine 

is high due to the mechanical inertia, which renders necessary the use of a braking 

resistor for systems from a certain rated power. 
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NOMENCLATURE AND    

ACRONYMS 

Symbols 

Symbol Description Units 

A Plant matrix for the small-signal model with stiff AC 

grid 

Various 

a Overload coefficient (chapter 3) – 

a, b, c, d Defined parameters (chapter 5) – 

B Plant matrix for the small-signal model with load 

influence 

Various 

C Battery rated capacity in Wh (chapters 2 and 3) Wh 

C PV input capacitor (chapter 4) F 

CAh Battery rated capacity in Ah Ah 

Cbat Capacitor for the battery small-signal model F 

Cbus Bus capacitor F 

Cdc Diode bridge output capacitor F 

CP Wind turbine power coefficient – 

d Duty cycle – 

dccm Duty cycle during CCM – 

ddcm Duty cycle during DCM – 

E RMS inverter output voltage (chapter 3) V 

E RMS induced electromotive force (chapter 5) V 

e Inverter output voltage (chapter 3) V 

e Induced electromotive force (chapter 5) V 

e1, e2, e3 Defined parameters – 

E0 RMS nominal inverter output voltage V 

eaux, eα Defined parameters – 
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Edc Inverter DC output voltage V 

Ei Initial controller output (RMS inverter output 

voltage) 

V 

f Grid frequency (chapter 2) Hz 

f Frequency generated by the inverter (chapter 3) Hz 

f0 Nominal grid frequency Hz 

fbat Frequency generated by the battery inverter 

(chapter 2) 

Hz 

fc Cutoff frequency for the PV voltage control Hz 

fci Cutoff frequency for the current control Hz 

fcom Commutation frequency Hz 

fcP  Cutoff frequency for the real power control Hz 

fcQ  Cutoff frequency for the reactive power control Hz 

fcP  Cutoff frequency for the real power control Hz 

fcV  Cutoff frequency for the RMS voltage control Hz 

fcv Cutoff frequency for the voltage control Hz 

ferror Error in the frequency generated by the inverter Hz 

fpv Frequency measured by the PV inverter Hz 

fr Resonance frequency Hz 

fvc Design cutoff frequency for the PV voltage control Hz 

g Irradiation in the PV array W/m2 

GM Gain margin for the PV voltage control dB 

I RMS inverter current A 

i Inverter current (delivered) (chapter 3) A 

i PMSG stator current (chapter 5) A 

I0 Current constant for the PV power limitation A 

I0 PV array saturation current (only in section 4.2) A 

i0 Initial current A 

Iad Active component of the PMSG stator current 

fundamental harmonic 

A 

ibat Battery current (absorbed in chapter 2, delivered in 

chapter 3) 

A 

ibat,Imax Maximum battery current due to battery restriction 

(absorbed) 

A 
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ibat,Smax Maximum battery current due to inverter restriction 

(absorbed) 

A 

ic Capacitor current A 

Id Small-signal current coefficient for the real power A 

id PMSG stator current in the d axis A 

Idc Inverter DC current (chapter 3) A 

Idc Average value of the diode bridge output current 

(chapter 5) 

A 

idc Diode bridge output current A 

Idc,T DC current absorbed by the loads A 

idiesel Diesel generator current A 

Ieq Equivalent current for the PV linear model A 

igen Total PV inverter current A 

iinv Battery inverter current (absorbed) A 

IL Inductor current (chapter 5) A 

iL Inductor current A 

iload Total load current A 

iL,lpp LPP current reference A 

iL,mpp MPP current reference A 

Impp Current at the maximum power point A 

Iph PV array photogenerated current A 

ipv PV current A 

Iq Small-signal current coefficient for the reactive 

power 

A 

iq PMSG stator current in the q axis A 

ISC Short-circuit current A 

iT Net current (to be provided by the VSIs) A 

iα Inverter current A 

iβ Inverter current delayed π/2 A 

J Total inertia (wind turbine and PMSG) kg·m2 

K Gain of the Gv2-v0 transfer function – 

k Constant for the harmonic compensation (chapter 3) VA·H 

k Boltzmann constant (chapter 4) J/K 

k PMSG voltage constant (chapter 5) V/rpm 
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Kg Coefficient of the PV current variation with the 

irradiation 

A·m2/W 

Ki Controller integral gain s-1 

KP Controller gain constant Various 

Kpi Gain constant of the current controller Various 

Kpv Gain constant of the voltage controller Various 

L Inverter output inductance (line and output filter).   

It is considered equal to Lf for short lines (chapter 3) 

H 

L Boost/TIBuck converter inductor (chapter 4) H 

L Inductance of the PMSG, line and possible 

transformer (chapter 5) 

H 

Ldc Boost converter inductor H 

Lf Inverter output filter inductance H 

Lharm Harmonic inductance H 

Linv PV inverter output filter inductance H 

Lv Inverter virtual inductance H 

m Diode ideality factor of the PV array – 

M Number of photovoltaic inverters – 

M0 Droop coefficient for SOC=1 for the slope changing 

method 

Hz 

Mp Droop coefficient of the per-unit real power Hz 

mP Droop coefficient of the real power Hz/W 

Mq Droop coefficient of the per-unit reactive power V 

mQ Droop coefficient of the reactive power V/VAr 

MS SOC coefficient Hz 

N Number of voltage source inverters – 

n SOC exponent for the slope changing method – 

NS PV cells connected in series – 

P Inverter real power W 

p Inverter per-unit real power (chapter 3) pu 

p Instantaneous power (only in section 3.2) W 

p Number of PMSG pole pairs (chapter 5) – 

P0 Diode bridge output power W 

Pavailable Extra power available in the diesel generator W 
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Pbat Battery inverter real power (absorbed) W 

pbat Battery real power (delivered) W 

PC Power absorbed by the capacitor Cdc W 

Pdiesel Diesel generator real power W 

Pem PMSG electromagnetic power W 

PJ Power absorbed by the inertia J W 

PL Power entering the boost inverter W 

Pload Load real power W 

Plpp Reference PV power W 

PMi Phase margin for the current control º 

PMP Phase margin for the real power control º 

Pmpp Power at the maximum power point W 

Pmpp,fr Frozen MPP power W 

Pmpp,tot Total frozen MPP power W 

PM Phase margin for the PV voltage control º 

PMQ Phase margin for the reactive power control º 

PMV Phase margin for the RMS voltage control º 

PMv Phase margin for the voltage control (chapter 2) º 

PMv Design phase margin for the PV voltage control 

(chapter 4) 

º 

Ppv Photovoltaic real power W 

PR Power losses in the PMSG, line and possible 

transformer 

W 

PRES RES real power W 

PT Net real power (to be provided by the VSIs) 

(chapter 3) 

W 

PT Power captured by the wind turbine (chapter 5) W 

PWT Wind turbine real power W 

pαβ Inverter real power using dq theory W 

Q Inverter reactive power (chapter 3) VAr 

Q Z-impedance quality factor (chapter 5) – 

q Inverter per-unit reactive power (chapter 3) pu 

q Electron charge (chapter 4) C 

Qbat Battery inverter reactive power (absorbed) VAr 
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Qdiesel Diesel generator reactive power VAr 

Qload Load reactive power VAr 

Qpv Photovoltaic inverter reactive power VAr 

QT Net reactive power (to be provided by the VSIs) VAr 

qαβ Inverter reactive power using dq theory VAr 

R Inverter output resistance (line and output filter) 

(chapter 3) 

Ω 

R PV dynamic resistance (chapter 4) Ω 

R Resistance of the PMSG, line and possible 

transformer (chapter 5) 

Ω 

RC Resistance for the battery small-signal model Ω 

Rd Equivalent PV diode resistance Ω 

Rdc Droop resistance Ω 

RT Turbine rotor radius m 

rdc Per-unit droop resistance pu 

req Equivalent resistance for the small-signal model Ω 

RL Load resistance Ω 

Rl Line resistance Ω 

rL Inductor resistance Ω 

Rp PV array shunt resistance Ω 

Rpv PV dynamic resistance Ω 

Rpv,est PV dynamic resistance estimation Ω 

RS Resistance for the battery small-signal model Ω 

Rs PV array series resistance Ω 

S Wind turbine swept area m2 

s Laplace operator rad/s 

s Per-unit inverter apparent power (only in 

section 3.4) 

pu 

Sbat Battery inverter apparent power (chapter 2) VA 

Sbat Battery inverter rated power (chapter 3) VA 

Sbat,nom Battery inverter rated power (chapter 2) VA 

Sbat,tot Rated power of all battery inverters VA 

Sdiesel Diesel generator apparent power VA 

Sdiesel,nom Diesel generator rated power VA 
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Sload Load apparent power VA 

Slaod,nom Load rated power VA 

SOC Battery state of charge – 

SOC0 Constant for the curve shifting method – 

SOCi Initial battery state of charge – 

SOCoff Battery SOC for diesel generator disconnection – 

SOCon Battery SOC for diesel generator connection – 

Spv PV inverter rated power VA 

Spv,nom Total PV inverter rated power VA 

T PV array temperature K or ºC 

t Time s 

Td Delay time s 

Tm, Tn Controller time constants s 

Tni Time constant of the current controller s 

Tnv Time constant of the voltage controller s 

Ts Sample time s 

Tsi Current loop sample time s 

Tsv Voltage loop sample time s 

u1,2,3 Connection functions of diodes D1, D2, D3 – 

V RMS grid voltage V 

v Grid voltage (chapter 3) V 

v PV voltage (chapter 4) V 

V0 RMS nominal grid voltage V 

vA0,B0,C0 Voltage between points A-0, B-0, C-0 V 

VAN,BN,CN Voltage between points A-N, B-N, C-N V 

vbat Battery voltage V 

Vbat,abs Battery absorption voltage V 

Vbat,fl Battery float voltage V 

Vbat,nom Battery rated voltage V 

Vbus DC bus voltage (chapter 5) V 

vbus DC bus voltage V 

vd Diode voltage V 

Vdc DC grid voltage (chapter 3) V 
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Vdc Diode bridge output voltage (chapter 5) V 

vdiesel Diesel generator voltage V 

vd,on Diode voltage drop during conduction V 

Veq Equivalent voltage for the small-signal model V 

vgrid Grid voltage V 

vnorm Normalized PV voltage V 

Vmpp Voltage at the maximum power point V 

vmpp Voltage at the maximum power point (for the 

control) 

V 

vmpp,fr Frozen MPP voltage V 

V0 Rated output voltage V 

vo Output voltage V 

Voc PV open-circuit voltage V 

vpv Photovoltaic voltage V 

vs Transistor voltage V 

vs,on Transistor voltage drop during conduction V 

Vt PV array thermal voltage V 

vw Wind speed m/s 

vα Grid voltage V 

vβ Grid voltage delayed π/2 V 

X Inverter output reactance (line and output filter) Ω 

Xd Equivalent droop reactance Ω 

Xl Line reactance Ω 

Z Inverter output impedance (line and output filter) 

(chapter 3) 

Ω 

Z Impedance of the PMSG, line and possible 

transformer (chapter 5) 

Ω 

Zl Line impedance Ω 

α Conduction delay angle in DCM rad 

β Sum of α and φ rad 

δ Power angle (angle between e and v) rad 

δf Shifting frequency Hz 

δfc Charge shifting frequency Hz 

δfc,i Charge shifting frequency for the  current control Hz 
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δfc,v Charge shifting frequency for the voltage control Hz 

δfd Discharge shifting frequency Hz 

δfd,i Discharge shifting frequency for the  current control Hz 

δfd,v Discharge shifting frequency for the voltage control Hz 

Δf Frequency deviation in relation to the nominal value Hz 

Δferror Total error in the frequency generated by the 

inverters 

Hz 

Δfi Frequency deviation for the current control Hz 

Δfv Frequency deviation for the voltage control Hz 

Δfstop Shutdown frequency deviation Hz 

ΔPmax_Δfer Real power error due to errors in the generated 

frequency 

W 

η MPPT efficiency % 

ηbat Battery efficiency % 

θ Electrical angle of the PMSG rad 

θi Angle between inverter grid voltage and AC bus 

voltage (only in section 3.4) 

rad 

θi Initial angle position of the inverter output voltage rad 

θV Angle position of the grid voltage rad 

λ System pole (chapter 3) rad/s 

λ Tip speed ratio of the wind turbine (chapter 5) – 

ξ Damping factor – 

ρ Air density kg/m3 

τf Time constant of the frequency measurement s 

τi Time constant of the current measurement s 

τP Time constant of the real power measurement s 

τQ Time constant of the reactive power measurement s 

τs Time constant of the sampling s 

τSOC,sl SOC response time constant for the slope changing 

method 

s 

τSOC,sh SOC response time constant for the curve shifting 

method 

s 

τV Time constant of the RMS voltage measurement s 

τv Time constant of the voltage measurement s 
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φ Angle between voltage and current º 

φZ Impedance phase of the PMSG, line and possible 

transformer 

rad 

ω Fundamental angular frequency (chapter 3) rad/s 

ω PMSG electrical speed rad/s 

ω0 Nominal angular frequency rad/s 

ωic Angular cutoff frequency of the current control rad/s 

ωm PMSG and wind turbine mechanical speed rad/s 

ωn Angular natural frequency rad/s 

ωp Angular cutoff frequency of the controller pole rad/s 

ωvc Angular cutoff frequency of the PV voltage control rad/s 

Transfer functions 

Symbol Description 

B Power delay due to the DC bus voltage control 

Cc,i Current controller for charging mode 

Cc,v Voltage controller for charging mode 

Cd,i Current controller for discharging mode 

Cd,v Voltage controller for discharging mode 

Ci Current controller 

Cv Voltage controller 

CVdc DC voltage controller 

DCON Related to the conventional droop control 

denD Characteristic equation for the difference response 

denS Characteristic equation for the sum response 

denSOC Characteristic equation for the SOC response 

denP Characteristic equation for the real power response 

denPQV Characteristic equation for the coupled response 

denQ Characteristic equation for the reactive power response 

denV Characteristic equation for the RMS voltage response 
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DPL Related to the difference response plant 

Gbat Battery current to voltage transfer function (chapter 2) 

Gbat Battery power to voltage transfer function (chapter 3) 

Gf Frequency deviation to power reference transfer function 

Gicl Inductor current closed-loop 

Gv Inductor current to PV voltage transfer function 

Gv0,cl Output voltage closed-loop 

Gv1-d Duty cycle to PV1 voltage transfer function 

Gv2-v0 Output voltage to PV2 voltage transfer function 

G*
v Inductor current reference to PV voltage transfer function 

Hf Frequency measurement 

Hi Current measurement 

HP Real power measurement 

HQ Reactive power measurement 

HV RMS voltage measurement 

Hv Voltage measurement 

I Laplace integrator (2π/s) 

PI Proportional-integral controller 

SBAT Related to the energy management control 

Si Current digital sampler 

SRES Related to the sum response plant 

Sv Voltage digital sampler 

Subscripts and superscripts 

Symbol Description 

1, 2… Refers to different units or different harmonics 

100 Refers to the 100 Hz component 

a, b, c Refers to the phase in a three-phase system 

c Refers to battery charging mode 

calc Refers to the parameters used for the optimum curve calculation 
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d Refers to battery discharging mode 

ff Refers to a feedforward compensation 

fund Refers to the fundamental component 

harm Refers to the harmonic components 

i Refers to a certain inverter 

opt Refers to an optimum value (at maximum power operation) 

m Refers to a measured variable or to a certain harmonic 

max Refers to a maximum value 

min Refers to a minimum value 

ref Refers to a reference variable 

R=0 Refers to the lossless approach 

ωmax Refers to the high speed scenario 

ωmin Refers to the low speed scenario 

+ Refers to a parameter overestimation 

– Refers to a parameter underestimation 

^ Refers to a small-signal variable 

* Refers to a reference variable 

Acronyms 

AC Alternating current 

BPF Band-pass filter 

CC Constant current 

CCM Continuous conduction mode 

CPL Constant power load 

CPS Constant power source 

CSI Current-source inverter 

CV Constant voltage 

DC Direct current 

DCM Discontinuous conduction mode 

DG Distributed generator 
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ESS Energy storage system 

GM Gain margin 

LOLP Loss of load probability 

LPF Low-pass filter 

LPPT Limited power point tracking 

MPPT Maximum power point tracking 

NCM Non-conduction mode 

OC Open-circuit 

PCC Point of common coupling 

PI Proportional-integral 

PLL Phase locked loop 

PM Phase margin 

PMSG Permanent magnet synchronous generator 

PV Photovoltaic 

P&LPF Product and low pass filter 

P&O Perturbation and observation 

SC Short-circuit 

RES Renewable energy source 

RMS Root mean square 

R&D Research and development 

SOC State of charge 

THD Total harmonic distortion 

VSI Voltage-source inverter 

WECS Wind energy conversion system 

WT Wind turbine 
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